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ABSTRACT

We develop novel analytical models for raclio link level protocol analysis and de-

sign for point-to-point transmissions in multi-rate wireless networks. Specifically,

error control and scheduling, which are two primary components of any radio link
level protocol, are analyzecl. N¿lulti-rate transmission is assumed to be achievecl by

tìre implementation of adaptive modulation ancl coding (AN{C) in the physical layer.

The clelay statistics for Go-Baclç-N ancl Selective Repeat automatic repeat request

(ARQ)-basecl errol control protocols rvith non-zero feedback delay are derived ana-

Iytically. We develop queueing models to calculate delay statistics and throughput

performances for two classes of scheduling policies, namely, weighted round-robin

(WRR) schecluling and opportunistic scirecluling schemes. Here, multiple users are

assumed to share one channel in a time multipÌexing manner. The analyticaÌ model for

the channel-clualit,y-based schecluling can be applied to any schecluling schemes as long

as the evol.ution of joint service/vacation and channel processes can be determined.

As an example, u'e analyze the max-rate (NaR) scheduling scheme. Applications of

the analytical models for cross-layer design and packet-level admission control under

statistical delay constraints are illustrated. The proposed anaiytical models provide

frameworks to fairly compare different schecluling policies considering different traffi.c,

system and channel parameters.

Besides link level protocol design and analysis in single hop wireless netu,orks, end-

to-encl protocol clesign issues for multi-hop rvireless networks pose significant research

challenges. For the end-to-end transmission scenario, both single-path QoS routing
and optimal muìti-patir louting protocols are clevelopecl. In particular, we propose

bol,h exact and approximate decomposition approaches to solve a tandem queueing

problem consiclering 1,he implementation of AN4C in the pþsical layer ancl ARQ-erlor
recovery in the link layer. The decomposition approach is then employed to clevelop a

single-path QoS routing protocol incorporating all important QoS measules) namely,

encl-1,o-end banchvidth, àver-age clelay, Ioss rate and statistical delay recluirements. For

the optimal multipath routing problem, u'e employ the dual decomposition approach

front convex optimization to develop cross-layer optimization fi'ameworks for multi-



hop rvireless netrvorks using clecocÌe-ancl-forrvard cooperative diversity. Specifically,

we propose tu.o clistribul,ed algoril,hms capturing functionalities in different layers of
the protocols stack, namely l,he relay selection ancl power allocation in the physlsrl

layer, routing in the networl( layer ancl congestion control in the transport iayer. The
convergence of the proposecl algorithms and the signiflcant gains in terms of pou'er

consumption and transmission rates clue to the cooperative diversity are iliustrated

through typical numerical resuits.

The proposed analyl,ical moclels and protocols in this dissertation provide impor-
tant frameworks for cross-layer design and optimization in wireless networks. These

frameworhs explort different network clegrees of freedom such as link adaptation, mul-

tiuser diversity, cooperative diversity, etc. They also solve research chalìenges due to
tlre decentralizecl architecture of future wireless networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless technologies have seen unprecedented advancements over the past decade.

Wireless cellular and wireless Iocal area networks (WLAN) have been deployed rapidly

all over the world t1]-t2l There are urgent demands for ubiquitous wireless services

with higher daba rates and more diverse quality of service (QoS) requirements. These

requirements have resulted in several design paradigm shifts for future wireless net-

works. First, different wireless systems need to inter-operate with each other to
enhance transmission rates, coverage, and QoS performances. Here, how to share the

frequency spectrum efficiently while maintaining desired QoS requirements for users

of different wireless systems is a challenging research problem. Second, implementa-

tion of decentralized architectures will resuìt in more flexibility in designing future

wireless networks and can potentiaìly increase the network capacity. Mobile nodes

may help their partners to forward data pachets to the desired destinations (e.g., base

station, internet). In fact, the multi-h.op cellular concept has been proposed recently

in the literabure [3], [4], [5]. Wireless mesh neLworks are emerging as the promising

technoiogies for future wireless networks [6], [7]. The mesh architecture can be im-

plemented for cellular and WLAN networks where each base station (BS) or access

point (AP) can serve a router to forward data to the destinations. Third, discovering

and exploiting different network degrees of freedom are the keys to enhance data rates

and QoS performances in wireless networks.

1.1 Scope of This Dissertation

This dissertation evolves around solving research problems due to the above men-

tioned trends and challenges. We investigate different network degrees of freedom in
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different iayers of the protocol staclç and clevelop several cross-layer analytical models

or protocols as follows.

o Physical layer: A physical layer employing link adaptation technique is con-

siclered in this dissertation. Link adaptation can be achievecl by using a linite

number of transmission modes each of which corresponds to one particular mocl-

ulation and coding scheme. The cooperative diversity concept in the physical

layer is aiso investigated which can significantly decrease the totai power con-

sumption andf or increase the transmission rates of wireless nocles.

¡ Link layer: Implementation of Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) protocol

to retransmit erroneous packets over a multi-rate wireless link is considered

in different analybical models and protocols. For tire multi-user câ.se, clifferent

wireless scheduling schemes are assumed to allocate transmission opportunities

for active users.

o Network layer: For a multi-hop transmission scenario, an efficient routing

protocol is the key Lo ensure successful encl-to-encl packet delivery. A soluLion

to ihe QoS routing problem has been provided in this dissert,ation.

o Tbansport layer: End-to-end rate control is important to avoid congestion

in mulbi-hop wireless networks and guarantee desired end-to-end QoS perfor-

mance. From this perspective, thejoint congestion control, routing and resource

allocation is crucial to optimize performance of wireless networks. In this dis-

sertation, this problem has been tackled from a cross-layer optimization point

of view.

Due to the existence of diverse techniques and numerous paramebers in differ-

ent, layers, cross-layer design would play a key role in enhancing systern performance

lB]. In this dissertation, we consider protocol design and analysis ab one particular

BS/AP/router and research issues related to end-to-end transmission in decentral-

ized architecture of wireless networks. In the sequel, we will refer to the considered

BS/AP/router simply as a BS (i.e., the proposed analytical models/protocols are also

applicable for an AP in WLAN systems or a router in mesh networks). Ail the pro-

posed analytical models and protocols capture the link adaptation technique in the

physicai iayer with either discrete or continuous rate adaptation.



The infrastructure/backbone wireless mesh network is iilustrated in Fig. i.1 where

clifferent wireless systems inter-operate with each other [6]. In this figure, point-

to-point design issues correspond to communications between each BS/AP/router

with its mobile users while multi-hop transmissions are invoìved in the encl-to-end

communications among BSs/APs/routers to deiiver data to/from internet.

L.2 Literature Review

Figure l.l. Infrastructure/backbone w'íreless mesh network.

'*::.*"q"^_

s

7.2.1 Link Adaptation and AR,Q Protocol Modeling

Achieving high-speed transmission ancl provisioning of quality of service for emerg-

ing ciata-oriented wireless applicalions through intelligent and flexible radio resource

nanagement are the key chaÌlenges for fulure-generation wireless networks. In the

physical layer, adaptive modulation and cocling (AMC) has been adopled to increase

the transmission rate in most of the 2.513G wireless systems [9]-[21]. Most of the

emerging data applicaLions are somewhat delay-bolerant which creates more opportu-
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nities and flexibility for radio access systems clesign. The implementation of automatic

repeat request (ARQ) in the link layer is very efÊcient to eliminate the resiclual error

and to alleviate the costly use of a strong error correction code in the physical layer

lrrl- Iroi

The employrnent of link adaptation techniques through adaptive modulation and

coding (AlvlC) Lo enhance the spectral efficiency is very common in aII2.5l3G wire-

less systems [9]-[t+]. Depending on the channel quality, the transmission mode at the

transmitter is adapted accordingly. For implementation, the receiver estimates the

channel quality and transmits this channel state information (CSI) to the transmit-

ter to choose the suitable transmission mocle (i.e., a pair of mocltilation ancl coding

scheme). In practice, the performance clegracles dr.re to feedba,ck clelay ancl error.

The impacts of feedback error and delay on the bit error rate performance of AMC

schemes were investigated in [15],[16]. In [20], queueing analysis of a wireless system

using AMC with flnite buffer was presented. The authors, however, considered only

a single user case without ARQ in the link layer.

Performance evaluation of different ARQ protocols ancl the design of scheduling

techniques have often been treated as two separate problems in the lit'erature. Anal-

ysis of ARQ protocois for a two-state Markov channel ancl an independent channel

were performecl in l22l-125) and [29], respectively. The throughput derived uncler the

two-state Markov channel was observed to approximate rvell the actual throughput

[24]. However, the reliabiliiy of this two-state channel model for analyzing the delay

performance was not investigated.

The derivation of cleiay distribution was first given in [23] for both ideal (no

feedback delay) and Go-Baclç-N ARQ protocols. In 122), the performance of ARQ

protocols under different error controi codes were investigated. All of these analysis

were performed under the two-state Markov channel which cannot capture the multi-

rate transmission beìng employed in most moclern wireless syslems. The spectral

efficiency of a truncatecì ARQ protocol with AN,IC in the physical layer was derived

in [21] but the delay analysis was noL pursued. The analytical models for ARQ

protocois with AMC in the physical layer under zero ancl non-zero feedback deìay

were conducted in [30], [31], respectively.



t.2.2'Wireless Scheduling

Implementation of a scheduler at the BS is important for flexible radio resource allo-

cation among multiple users lo satisfy their QoS requirements and at the same time

improve the utilization of the system resources by exploiting radio channel specific

feal,ures such as multiuser diversity [32]-[39]. Tire key differences in implernentation

of a scheduling policy in uplink and downlink directions resuhs from the exchange of
necessary information to make the scheduling decision. A wireless scheduìer is usually

iocated at the base station (BS) while the data buffers are at ihe BS for downlink

direction and at the mobiles for uplink direction, respectively. The implementation

of a wireless scheduler at one BS in the downlink direction is illustrated in Fig. 1.2.

Most of bhe wireless schecluling schemes developed in ihe literature aim at max-

imizing system throughput while meeting different performance objectives such as

fair allocation of system throughput [34]-[39], access time [40] or guaranteeing packet

clelivery delay and packet dropping probability [41]. A good review of the different
scheduling schenes for wireless networks can be found in [+2), [44]. Sorne of the re-

cently proposed 'opportunistic' scheduling policies take advantage of the multiuser
cliversity gain inherent in the wireless channel clynamics by exploiting the relatively
independent channel fl.uctuations of different users to increase the system throughput.

All of the above works mainlv focus on constructing a scheduling rule under certain

Þ
lt..

:::.... '--- b
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Figure 1.2. Scheduli,ng in downli,nh direction.

Bu5e Stat¡on
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predefinecl clesign objecbives such as maximizing the throughput while provicling the

fairness between clifferent traffic flows. Because of these design goals, it is generally

assumecl that the bufiers of all the backlogged flows are saturated, and therefore, the

buffer dynamics and clelay behavior are not investigatecl.

In 1451, the mean delay of a polling wireless system with ARQ under two-state

Markov channel was analysed. The worst-case performance analysis for the well-

known generalisecl processor sharing (GPS) was done in [46] where Lhe arriving traffic

is shaped by a leaky bucket. The staLisbical delay bound of the GPS schecluling was

derived in la7) when the burtiness of the traffic source is bouncled. Enhancecl ver-

sions of the traditional weighted rouncl robin schecluling were proposecl in [48], rvhere

the implementation complexity was reduced comparecl to the previously proposecl

weighted fair scheduling schemes.

Some of the recent works on opportunistic scheduling are as follows. The schecl-

uler proposecl in [35] provicles fairness among users by using a compensation moclel

t,o tackle the lagging ancl ieacling effects due Lo bursty channel errors. in l:6], the

proportional fair schecluling was proposecl, which can ensure asymptotically fair allo-

cation of access time among the users and it exploits the multiuser cliversity from the

channel clynamics.

The use of multiple transmit antennas to induce the large and fast channel fluc-

tuations to enhance ihe multiuser diversity gain along with the proportional fair

scheduling was proposed in 137]. In [40], a GPS-like sc]reduling scheme was proposecl

for cocle division multipie access (CDMA) systems. A simple delay bound for this fair

scheduling scheme was derived when the incoming traffic is shapecl by a leaky bucket.

Another asymptotically fair schecluling was suggested in [34] and the corresponding

schecluling gains in single- and multi-cell environments were obtained.

Liu et al. proposed an opportunistic scheduling policy in [38] which ensures fair-

ness in access time among users while maximizing the average system perfornance.

A credit-based fair queueing scheme with a guaranteed statistical fairness bound was

proposed in 139]. The tradeoff between throughput and fairness of this scheme can be

variecl to meet the desirable fairness level. In [49], an opbimal schecluling policy was

derivecl taking lhe burstiness in the traffic arrival process into account. Horvever, the

authors assumed a simple on-off channeÌ moclel and consiclerecl single-rate transmis-
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sion only. Also, the analysis for delay was not performed. A simple queueing analysis

was given in [50] for a single-user scenario.

The queueing analysis for a general radio link levei scheduling rule taking mulii-
rate transmission and ARQ-based error recovery into account is a very challenging

problem. It is also crucial for fair comparison of different scheduling schemes, ancl

after all, for raclio link control design and engineering in wireless systems. In [5i],
[52], we have derived deiay statistics and throughput performance for weighted rouncl

robin and opportunistic scheduling schemes considering AMC in the physical layer

and ARQ in the link layer, respectively.

1.2.3 Single-path QoS Routing and Optimal Mutti-path Rout-
ing for Multi-hop 'Wireless Networks

Routing protocol is an important component of multi-hop u'ireless networks whose

responsibility is to find multi-hop routes from source nodes to destination nodes [53],

[54]. Mosl of routing algorithms in the literature find the routes for each incoming
connections basecl on ühe minimum hop count without any QoS guaranLee. QoS
routing, on the other hand, is an important subclass of routing algorithms where some

specific end-to-end QoS requirements must be satisfied [54]-[57]. Routing algorithms
can also be classified as being of either single-path [58]-[66] or multi-path type [67]-

[69]. Although multi-path routing usually offers better loacl balancing, it incurs more

overhead. Also, compared to single-path routing, it is more difficult to provide QoS
assurance for multi-path routing.

One important component for any routing algorithra is the route discovery task,
where good routes from the source node to the destination node are to be found for

data delivery. For route cliscovery, each node maintains a routing table which con-

tains the routes to all other nodes in the network. The route update is performecl

periodicaily to keep track of changes in the network topology ancl traffic loacl in the
network [59] . To reduce conlrol overhead and memory requirements, several hierarchi-
cal routing schemes u/ere proposed in the literature [60]. Hierarchical routing schemes

basically group wireless nodes into clusters u,here intra-cluster ancl inter-cluster routes
are found separately in different, hierarchical levels of the routing architecture. For
on-clemancl routing algorithms, route discovery is only performecl when there is a
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demand io establish a route for an incoming connection [62]-166]. Since on-demancl

routing scales well to the netrvork size, mosl of the routing algorithms acloptecl by the

IETF's \4ANBT working group belong to this routing category.

For on-demand single-path QoS routing aigorithms, link and path quality metrics

are incorporatecl into the route discovery phase to find goocl routes for an incoming

connection. Two most popular QoS metrics for existing rouling algorithms are band-

width and delay [5a]. In [55] and [SZ], ttre authors assumed that link delay can be

estirnated/measured with some uncertainty. A recent work in the iiterature incorpo-

rates the retransmission effect due to an ARQ protocol into the link metric [64]. This

',vork, horvever, dicl not consider any end-to-enci QoS guarantee for incoming connec-

tions. In [65], we developed tandem queue and single-path QoS routing frameworks

for multihop wireless networks. The decomposition queueing approach was usecl to

calculate all link QoS melrics accurately.

Optimaì multipath routing is another important class of routing prolocols for

multi-hop wireless networks. Optimal routing is applicable for spli[table traffic rvhere

data from Lhe source nocle are split into multiple florvs which folÌow clifferent rouLing

paths to reach the destination [ii7]. Recenlly, the dual clecomposition technique of

nonlinear optimization has been shown to be a useful tool to construct clistributecl

optimal routing algorithms [70]. This technique can also be usecl for cross-layer design

where the master problern can be clecomposed into several subproblems corresponcling

to different layers of the protocol stack [76], 177]1, 178). Among these subproblems,

link layer subproblem is usually the bottleneck of the whole problem [78].

7.2.4 Cooperative Diversity

Cooperative diversity has received signifrcant attention recently as an eflìcient rvay to

exploit cliversiLy in a wireless network via a virtuai distributed antenna array where

each antenna beiongs to a different node [79]-[81]. Cooperative diversity was iniiially

intended/proposed for centralized wireless systems such as cellular systems. Relaying

problem, however, is also a fundamental one in multi-hop wireless networks [82], [83]

which is still an open research issue.

In fact, the decode-and-forwarcl and amplify-and-forwarcl cooperative protocols

were first proposed in 179], [80] for cellular networks. Outage analysis for these tq'o
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cooperative protocols was conducbed in [81]. The ergodic capacity was obtained for

several cooperative and relay strategies in [84]. In [85], coded cooperation protocols

were proposed.

Recentìy, some initial efforts have been put on higher layer protocol aspects of wire-

less networks using cooperative diversity. Cooperative MAC protocols were providecl

in [86], [87]. The key idea behind cooperative MAC problem is to opportunistically
exploit relays for transmission if relaying achieves higher throughput than that due to
direct, transmission. In [83], the aut,hors proposed a i\{AC protocol for relay selection

working along with a single-path routing protocoi. In [90], we proposed an analytical

model to quantify end-to-end performance for a general ARQ cooperative diversity
scheme.

In [BB], the cooperative routing problem was formuìated as a dynamic program-

ming problem. Cooperalive diversity was used for multicasting in wireless ad hoc

nebworks in [89]. These works considered transmission of a single packet to a desti-

nation nocle and these models are difficult to extend for distributed implementation.

Also, the incorporation of congestion control seems to be difficult for these modeìs,

which is important in distribuled networhs. In [91], we developed cross-layer frame-

works for multihop wireless networks using decode-and-forward cooperative diversity.

1.3 Motivations and Contributions of This Disser-

tation

As mentioned before, u'e consicler both protocol analysis and design at one particular
BS/AP/router (i.e., point-to-point transmission) and design issues for end-to-end

transmission scenarios. For the design problems at one BS/AP/router, we consider

two cases. The first case applies for a transmission scenario rvhere each mobile user

is allocated an orthogonal channel to communicate with its BS (e.g., one orthogonal

channel corresponds to an orthogonal code in CDMA systems or simply a frequency

channeì in FDN¡Í A systems). We will refer to this case as a single-user scenario due to
the inherent separation of different users. In the second case, muitiple users share one

single channel in time multiplexing nanner as in CDMA-TDMA or FDMA-TDMA
wireless systems. Here, we assunre a wireless scheduler at one specific BS to allocate
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transmission time slots for clifferent users. Two classes of schecluling schemes are

investigated: weightecl rouncl robin ancl opport,unisbic scheduling schemes'

For the single-user scenario, we clevelop an analytical model to calculate delay

statistics for two ARQ protocols, namely Go-Back-N (GBN) and Selective Repeat

(SR) ARQ protocois, uncler non-zero feedback clelay when aclaptive moclulation ancl

cocling (AMC) is impÌementecl in the physical layer. The multi-raLe transmission clue

to AN4C over Nakagami-rn is moclelecl by the Finite State Markov Channel (F'SN4C)

moclel. Existing analytical moclels for [hese ARQ protocols in the lìterature mostly

assumed zero feeclback cleiay andf or lwo state X4arkov channel model. In the bwo

sbate channel moclel, Lhere is one good sLate and one bad slate and only one pachet

can clepart from the queue if the channel is in the good state. This assumption cannot

capl,ure the multi-rate feature clue to the implementation of AMC in the physical layer

as in most 3G ancl beyoncl wireless networks l9]-[19]. In [28], the authors assumed an

N-slate Markov channel but only one packet can depart from the queue in one time

slot; thus, it did not take the multi-rate feature into account'

For fhe multi-user case where a wireless scheduier is employecl at the BS, exist-

ing works in the literature mostly assumed saturated buffers where all active users

always have packets to transmit. In practice, clata buffers are nol always saluratecl if

the traffic intensity is light. In fact, aclmission control should Ìre performed at both

connection ancl packeb levels in such a way that QoS performances such as overflolv

probability and link level cìelay remain below target levels. Speciflcally, the aclmission

con¡rol operation renclers the assumpiion of saturaLed buffers invalicl. Also, the ac-

tual system performances are different from those clerived uncler the saturated buffer

conclition. Therefore, investigation of queueing performances for different scheduling

schemes is very important to cletermine the achievable throughput and deìay per-

formances under different channel, system, traffic conditions. We develop queueing

models for two classes of scheduling schemes, namely, weightecl rouncl robin and op-

portunistic scheduling schemes in this dissertation'

For the end-to-end transmission scenario, we develop both QoS routing and opti-

mal routing algorithms. In particular, a tandem queueing and QoS routing framework

is proposed where the route discovery is conductecl by using clecomposition tandem

queueing model. Most QoS routing protocols in the literature assumed that ìink QoS
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metric such as delay can be estimated and stored ab each wireless node and packet

loss clue to buffer overflow was usually ignored. The tandem queueing model pro-

vides an efficient tool to accurately calculate these QoS metrics including end-to-end

delay statistics which were not considered before. In addition, we construct ihe joint

optimal routing and cooperative diversity framework using the dual decomposition

approach from nonlinear opLimization. Then, we extend the framework to capture

the congestion control function in the transport layer through maximizing the power

and rate uiility tradeoff. In fact, empioyment of cooperative diversity in the phys-

ical layer results in significant system gains in terms of power consumption and/or
Lransmission rates.

The main contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:

c Queueing models for GBN-ARQ and SR-ARQ protocols are developed assuming

non-zero feedback delay and AMC implementation in ihe physical layer. Both
queue length and delay clislributions are derived analytically. The cleveloped

models provide a guideline to tune the system parameters such that good radio

link level delay performance can be achieved. They also provide a looi to
quantify the lradeoff between performance and implementation complexity of

the two ARQ proiocols.

o Bxacl, distributions for queue length and packet delay are derived for two classes

of scheduling policies: weighted round robin (WRR) scheduling and opportunis-

tic scheduling schemes. The analytical model for the opportunistic scheduling

schemes can be applied to any scheduling rule as long as the evolution of a
joint service/vacation and channel processes can be captured by a corresponding

probability transition matrix. These analytical models capture the implementa-

tions of an ARQ protocol in the link layer and AMC in the physical layer. Based

on the analysis of both scheduling classes, we derive user throughput under both

saturated ancl non-saturated (i.e., dynamic) buffer conditions. Application of
the analytical framework to the max rate (MR) scheduling scheme is given as

a specific example. The usefulness of the presented analysis is then illustrated
tÌrrough a cross-layer design example and packet-level admission control under

statistical delay constraints for the lvIR scheduling policy.

Tandem queueing and QoS routing framework is developed which is applicable
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for clifferent technologies in the physical layer. In part,icular, both exact ancl

approximate decomposition approaches lo solve the tandem queueing problem

are proposecl. The clecomposition approach is then employed to construct QoS

routing protocols. The tandem queueing model allorvs clifÌerent end-to-end QoS

requirements, namely, encl-to-end bandwiclth, delay, ancl loss, to be incorporatecl

into the QoS routing algorithms. The approximate end-to-encl delay clistribul,ion

is also derived which can be usecl to cliscover routing paths with a statistical

deiay constraint.

o Optimal routing routing protocol is developecl for multi-hop wireless networks

using cooperative diversily. Specifically, traflìc in each wireless link can be lrans-

mitted by either clirect transmission or cooperative transmission with a relay

node by using decocle-and-forwarcl cooperative cliversity scherne. We construct

the joint optimal routing and cooperative resource allocation algorithm rvhich

minimizes the total power consumption in the network. Then, the cross-layer

framework is extended to capture congestion control in the transport layer. In

particular, the joint congesLion control, routing, ancl cooperative resource al-

iocation is developed which optimizes the power ancl rate utility tradeoff. For

both the algorithms, the master problems can be decomposed into multiple

subproblems in different layers which are coupled lhrough Lhe corresponding

prices.

L.4 Organization of This Dissertation

The remaining of this dissertation is organized as follows:

o Chapier 2 summarizes the mathematical background which will be used in the

subsequent chapters. The backgrouncl covers linh aclaptation bechnique, mocl-

eling of Nakagami-rn wireless channels, queueing and nonlinear optimiza[ion

lechniques.

o In Chapter 3, analytical moclels of GBN and SR-ARQ protocols are developecl

for multi-rate wireless networks. The models are usecl for cross-layer optimiza-

tion and quantification of the tracleoff beLween clelay performance ancl imple-

mentation complexity of the two ARQ protocols.
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Chapter 4 presents the analysis for WRR scheduling. The queue length ancl de-

lay distributions are derived exactly under the discrete Batch Markovian Arrival
Process (BN4AP), which can capture burstiness in the arrival traffic.

The analyiical framework for opportunistic schecluling schemes is presented in
Chapter 5. Again, the exact queue iength and delay distributions are derivecl

for lhe general scheduling scheme where the evolution of joint service/vacation
and channel processes can be determined.

In Chapter 6, we present a tandem queueing ancl Qos routing framework for
n-rulti-hop wireless networks. Both exact and approximate decomposition ap-
proaches lo solve the tandem system of queues as well as the employment of
bhe decomposition approach to construct QoS routing protocols are described.

Chapter 7 presents two aigorithms for cross-layer optimization in multi-hop
wireless networl<s using cooperative diversity.

In Chapter 8, the main results are summarized ancl a few clirections for future
research are outlined.

1.5 Notations

We will clenote ntatrix and vector as l¡oldface letters ancl scalars as regular letters.
We denote 1- as a column vector of all ones with dimension r¿. When no subscript is
used, the dimension of vector 1 depends on the corresponcling context. We abuse the
notation by using the same symbols to denote similar quantities in different chapters.
For example, A¿ and x¿ ât€ used to denote the transition probabilities and sbeady-

state probabilities for Markov chains in different chapters. However, the notations
should be unambiguous from the contexts that t,hey are usecl in.



Chapter 2

Mathematical Background

In the chapter, some importanb mathematical fundamentais which are used in l,he

subsequent chapters are briefly presented. They include link adaptation technique,

channel modeìing, traffic modeling ancl a quick review of the mat,rix-geometric queue-

ing method and the subgradient algorithm of convex optimization.

2.L Link Adaptation Technique

For analytical models ancl protocoìs presentecl in subsequent, chapters, Iink aclapt'ation

technique, which aclapts the transmission raLe with the signal to noise ratio (SNR),

is assumecl at the raclio link level. Either continuous or cliscrete rate aclaptation is

assumed. In particular, uncler the Nakagami-m fading assumpLion, the probability

clensity function (p.cl f) of the received SNR z can be written as follows [19]:

14

,¡,here r : E {ø} is the average SNR, f(nz) : ffú--lexp (-t)dt is lhe Gamma

function, and m is the Nakagami fading parameter (m > I12). The Nakagami fading

model is very general ancl it includes the Rayleigh fading model as a speciaì case when

m:7 and the Ricean fading can also be approximatecl by lhe Nakagami model [113].

For continuous rate aciaptation, the achievable rate in terms of. blslVz can be

written as

*^1m"'r"' / mt:\
Pxlx): î*fþn) e"P \- , i

where z is SNR, G denotes the gap to capacity. For ivireless systems using ÌVI-QAM

without coding, G = -log(5BER)/1.5, where BBR is the bit error rate ancl log

denotes the natural logarithm [17].

r: togr(t + fr)

(2.r)

(2.2)
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For discrete rate adaptation, the receivecl SNR r is partitionecl into finite nurnber
of intervals. Let Xo(:0) < X, 1X2 1...1Xx+t(: -) bethe thresholds of the
received SNR for different channel states. The channei is saicl to be in state Æ if XÈ <
r 1 x¡¡¡ (,k : 0, r,2,' ' ' , K). In the subsequent chapters, adaptive mocruration (with
or without coding) using QAM modulation is assumecl. For example, in channel state
Å;, nroclulation scheme 2fr-QAi\4 (Æ: 1,2,... ,K) is chosen. we assume that in state
0, no transntission is allowed to ¿void high probability of transmission errors.

The receiver is assumed to decode the received data using the maximum likelihoocl
decoding technique 1111]-[1i2]. For coded systems, the closed-form derivation for the
packet error rate (PtrR) is not easy, so \\¡e use the foilowing approximation as in [21]:

where a¡, !¡ and Xpt are obtained by fitting the actual PER curve [21]. In fact, similar
a'pproximations for bit error rate (BER) have been usecl in the literature [18]-[1g]. The
average PER for mode k can be written as follows:

PERÀ : ['*u" o*exp (-g¡r)p y(x)d,r
Jxo

("
PBRo(r) =lf 

if o<r<xrr
I a¡exp (-grr), if r ) Xpx

rvhere k': r,"' ,I(, il: ml¡ * gr ancl pr(À) is the probability of channel state Æ

which can be calculated as [1g]

I a* / rnl,n
Pr(k)r(m) \z/

where l(m,r) : [* t"'-r exp(-t)dt is the comprementary incomplete Gamma func-
tion.

The pacltet error rate calculation presentecl above essentially mocleÌs the physical
layer of a mulbi-rat'e wireless network. The remaining work is to determine the SNR
thresholds X6. There exist several ways to do this in the literature. The authors in
[92] and [93] calculate these thresholds such that all channel states have the same
probability. In [94], the SNR thresholds are found. to make the average time of
all states equal. In [20], the authors proposecl a searching algorithm io find the

Pr(,t) : l:r..'

l(m,b¡X¡) - l(^,brX*+)

py(r)dr :

(2.3)

lþn,mXrlT) - l(m,mXe¡1f r)

(b*)^

f(rn)

(2.4)

(2.5)
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SNR thresholds q'hile constraining PER¡ : Po. The SNR thresholcls chosen by this

algorithm allows us to guarantee the PER in the physical layer and also allows us to

perform cross-layer clesign. The algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 2.1: SNR thresholds search algorithm

1. Set k: K and X¡ç-.1 - co.

2. For each k, search for X¡ € [0, XÈ+1] such that PBR¡ : po.

3. If k ) 1, go to 2, otherwise go to 4.

4. Set Xo : 0.

Here, the design parameter is Ps rvhich will be obtainecl lo achieve the clesireci

system performance.

2.2 Channel Modeling

In this section, we describe channel mocleling for multi-state wireless channels. Through-

out the dissertation, rve assunre that the channel state remains static in one tirne slot

and may change in consecutive time slots. One of two channel moclels will be assumecl.

The first one is an independent and identically-distributecl (i.i.cl.) channel. For the

i.i.cl. channel, the channel state in each time slot is one of the possible channel sbates

r,vith probability calculatecl as in (2.5) and it is indepenclent of thal in the previous

time slots.

The seconcl channel is the one which captures correlaLion among channel states in

consecutive time slots and is called a Finite-State Markov Channel (FSMC) model. In

fact, the Markov channel with one good and one bad channel state was first proposed

by Gilbert and Elliott in [95]-[96] which is a special case of F SMC channel. Zorzi eL aI.

[24] showed how to calculate the parameters ancl lhey also valiclatecl the moclel. The

extension to a mulLiple state moclel was proposecl in 192] ancl r¡'as valiclatecl in [97].

The calculation of FSMC moclel parameters for a slow Nahagami-rn fading channel

was presentecl ancl validabed in [98]. Let f¿ be the Doppler shifi and Z, be the time

slot interval. The i.i.d channel model can be applied when the normalized fading rate

faT" = 1 while the FSMC channel moclel can be usecl for slow fading channels with

f¿T, << l.
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The FSN4C channel nodel is described by a probability transition nr.atrix for the

channel states T whose elements T¿,¡ denote the transition probability from state z

to state j. These probabilities can be approximated as folìows [g2]:

wlre¡e N¡ is the level crossing rate evaluatecl aL X¡,7" is the time slot interval, ancl

Pr(k) is the stationary probability of staie Æ. The value of /y'r can be calculatecl as

foÌlows 120]:

-r'¡,t+l

Tt,r-r

¡/À.- . l:*xr "fa (^xr\--' / mx¡\:tl'n ¡ tø\. " ) uo \- r /
The remaining probabilities are obbainecl as follorvs:

Tr,r : 1-Tr,r+r-Tr,r-r, 1<k< K-l
To,o : 1-To,t

Tx,x : I-Tx,x-t
T*,¿ :0,1À-¿l >1

IV¡*17l/Pr(k), k : 0,1,2,...,K -I
N¡T,lPr(k), k : I,2,3,...,K

rvhere the transitions are only allowed among neighboring states [92]- [98]. The channel

transition probability matrix, therefore, can be written as

where only few elements in this transition matrix are non-zero.

2.3 Traffic Modeling

(2 6)

(2 7)

T:

To,o To,r

Tr,o Tr,r Tr,,

0'

In the literature, the most commonly-used traffic models are Poisson and Bernoulli
renewal processes. Other more elaborate traffic models which can take traffic bursti-
ness into account were proposed in [99]-1101]. In the following, we will introduce the

0 Tx-t,x-z Tx-t,x-t Tx-t,x
0 " Tx,x-t Tx,x

(2.8)

0

0

0 (2.e)
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discrete batch Markovian arrival process (BN4AP), which will be usecl in chapter 4 of

this dissertation. BMAP can be used as an elegant traffic model because it is tractable

ancl it can represent the traffic burstiness inherent in many types of practical fraffic

sources.

The discrete batch Markovian arrival process (BMAP) can be clescribecl by M +
1 sub-stochastic matrices IJm, ('rn : 0, I,...,1\'Í) which have the same orcler. The

elements (U-)0,, describe a transition from phase z to phase 7 with m arrivais. Let,

U : DX:cr U-, w : wIJ ancl w1 : 1. Then the average arrival rate À can be

calculated as follows [100]:
M

wirere 1 is a column veclor of all ones with appropriate dimension.

The \4arkovian source usecl in [25] is actually a special case of the BlvfAP arrival

process. The authors in [25] represented the Markovian source by an (,11 + l)-state

transitionprobabilitymatrix,whereateachstatern (^:0,'.',I[),mpacketsare
generatecl in one time interval. This Markovian source can be modeled as a BN4AP

if rve consider lhe state of this Markovian source as the phase of the Bi\44P.

The baich Bernoulli arrival process in rvhichTn packets (*:0,1,...,M) arrive in

one time interval with probability À- is also a special case of BN4AP arrival where

U*: À*. In this case, IJ- degenerate into scalars which clo not capture lraflìc

correlation any more.

2.4 Matrix-Geometric Method

À : w lrnu^r
m:l

in this secLion, we clescribe the funclamentals of the matrix-geometric method (NdG14)

for solving a queueing problem. Specifically, the solution for a quasi-ltirth and cleath

process (QBD) with finite and infinite buffers are presented. lVlore cletails about these

bechniques can be found in [114].

(2.10)



2.4.1 Infinite Buffer Case

In this case, bhe probability transition matrix

queueing system has the follorving form:

The above probabilitv transition matrix has a special structure. Except for the

matrix l¡iocks in the boundary (the first and second rows of matrix blocks), the

slructure is repeatecl and it increases or decreases only by one level. The steady-state

probability vector n : fnnr.tîtz .. .l of the above transition matrix satisfies rP : r
and f[n :n¿1- : 7. In fact, there is a stochastic matrix R such that er¿,.1 : ur,R

(¿ > 1), where R is the minimal non-negative solution to the following equation:

Do,o Do,r

Dr,o Dr,r Dr,z

Dz D1

D2

P_

for the lvlarkov

Thus, we can find zre, ?r1, ârd zr2 from the boundary and normalization conditions

using the following relations:

De

Dr Ds

chain describing the

19

R:Do+RDl +R2D2.

where 1 denotes the column vector of ail ones with appropriate dimension. In fact,

?16 ma/ have a dimension different from that of zr1.

Stability condition: The siability condition is gDsl 1 gDzl, where <p is obtained

lrom g : gD and gI : 1 for D : Do * Dr * D2 1114).

fno nt ¡z) : fzrç¡ 11 12)

(2.1r)

ll;sL*r1L*nr(I-R)-r1:1

Do,o Do,r o

Dr,o Dr,r Dr,z

0 Dz Dr*RDz

(2.r2)

(2.13)

(2.r4)



2.4.2 Finite Buffer Case

Assume that the buffer size is Ks packeis. In this case, the transition probability

matrix for the Markov chain describing the queueing system has the following form:

The stationary probability zr : ltrorrtr.2 " zr¡¡o] satisfies

Tft

"P:rr, f''¿l :1 (2.16)
i:o

where Ks is the number of rows of blocks in (2.15). We can easily find the relationship

between ?r¿-1 and zr¿ as foilows:

7r¿-1:7r¿P.¿ (i > 1) (2'17)

where

Rr : Dr,o(I - Do,o)-t, Rz : Dz(I - Dt,r - RrDo,r)-t

R¿: Dz(I - Dr - R,-rDo)-t (4<, < Ko - 1)

Re : Dz(I - Dr - RzDr,r)-" R¡ro : Dz¡(I - Dr - R¡ro-rDo)-t'

We can find zrs and 16o using the following relations:

I(o

Izr¿1:1. (2.18)
i:0

zroDo,o + ?r1Dlo : ?ro (2.19)

Txo-tDob *ryoD16 - r'rh (2.20)

Using (2.I7), these three equations can be rewritten in the same orcler as follows:

/Ko t \
zr¡1 *"K. {t f[ ", ]1+zr¡rot: t (2.2t)

\ ¿:2 r:Ko /

Do,o Do,r

Dr,o Dl,r Dt,z

D2 D1 Do
P-

D2 D1 Do¿

Dzt Dr¡

20

(2.15)



/2 \
TroDo,o ¡ nKo { ll nr } Dr,o : nn Q.22)

\t=¡ro /

zr¡çoR¡¡oDs6 I rcxoDtt, : rt Ih (2.23)

where lf]:*"Rj : R^o ' . 'R¿. Other probability vectors n,. (I < n a Ko) can be

calculated by using (2.I7).

We would like bo emphasize thai MGM is only one queueing approach developed

recently. Other queueing approaches such as the one based on z-transform technique

is also commonly used in performance evaluation of communicaLions systems and

protocols. However, the advantage of the MGNTI approach is that iL is easier to

derive the queue length and delay disiributions, which is very importanb for system

evaluation and design purposes. We recommend readers to consult 1115] for more

debailed treatment of ihis queueing approach.

2.5 Subgradient Algorithm for Convex Optimiza-

Consider lhe following convex optimization problem

tion Problems

21.

where wi (z:0,'.' , m) are convex functions and u¿ (i,: I,"' ,p) are affine functions

over variable æ e lR', and C is the polyhedral and bouncled. By introducing the

Lagrange multipliers for the equality and inequality constraints of l,his optimization

problem, we can write the corresponding Lagrangian as follows:

minimize wo@)

subject to w¿(æ) < 0, i: I,"' ,nI
u¿(n) :0, 'i:7,"' ,P

æeC

where À¿ ancl ¡/¿ are elements of the Lagrange multipiier vectors À and z, respectively.

The dual function can be defined from [he Lagrangiarr as follorvs:

L(æ, \,u) : wo(r) + | À¿tuo(r) + Ð u¿u¿(n)

D (À., u) : infæec L(æ, À, u)

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)



And the dual problem can be definecl as

For convex optimization problems clefined in (2.2a) where the strong duality holcls,

the duality gap is zero [t16] ancl solutions of t,he original optimization problem in

(2.24) can be recovered via the dual problem definecl in (2.27). The optimization prob-

lem in (2.24) is callecl the primal problem. Solving the clual problem usually results in

a distributecl algorithm which is very desirabie for multi-hop wireÌess networks. This

is because the collection and distribution of network information in multi-hop wireless

networks results in significa,nt communica,tion overheacl, and therefore, consumes too

much network resources.

Because the dual function may not be differentiable, we solve the dual problem by

the subgradient method. Similar to the standard gradient method, the subgradienL

meihod updates dual variables by using the subgraclient. Definition of the subgraclient

for a convex function is as follows.

Definition 2.1: Given a convex function .f , lR" ---+ A, vector d is the subgradient of

f at æ ¡f f(ù > f@) + d'(A - æ),Vg € iR' where " clenotes the transpositron.

Subgradients of dual function -r(À, u) at À¿ andv¿ can be easily shown to be

/,(Àr) : u¿(r*) and g¿(u¿) : u¿(æ") (2.28)

where æ* is the solution of the optimization problem (2.26). The subgradienL algo-

ribhm updates the dual variables À¿ ancl z¿ as follows

Ài(¿ + 1) lÀo(¿) - p(t)f,\t(Ð\+
uo(t + t) : u¿(t) - P(t)síut(t))

We have the foliowing results for the convergence of the subgradient algorithm [119].

Property: Given that the sequence for the stepsize B(t) is chosen toL;e nonsumtnable

dzmznzshi,n g which satisfi es

nraximize DQ,u)
sub.jectto À>0.

22

(2.27)

A*p(¿) 
: o, Ðp(,) : o"

t:1

The subgradient algorithm converges to the globally optimal solution

(2.2e)



Chapter 3

Analysis for Go-Back-I\ and

Selective Repeat AR,Q Protocols

Design of strong ancl reliable error correction codes plays a key role in error protection

for applications with strict delay requirements (e.g., voice). Deployment of delay-

tolerant data services in wireless networks, however, makes automatic repeat request

(ARQ)-based error protection very attractive to counteract the residual errors without

using costìy error correcLion codes in the physical layer.

Among the three main ARQ protocols (namely, stop-and-wail,, go-back-N (GBN-

ARQ) and selective repeat (SR-ARQ)), SR-ARQ is the most efficient,. GBN-ARQ is

less efficient than SR-ARQ but its implementation is simpler than SR-ARQ because

packets are always received in order at the receiving buffer [31]. The key weakness of

analyticaì models for ARQ protocols in the literature is the use of a trvo-state \4arkov

channel moclel, which could not capture the muitirate transmission feature of most

current wireless networks.

Delay statistics for GBN-ARQ with non-instantaneous feedback delay was de-

rived in [23]. In [25], the approximated average delay for SR-ARQ r.r'as obtained for

a lwo-state Markov channel under heavy traffic condition. The exacb delay statistics

for SR-ARQ over a two-state N{arkov channel was obtained in [26]. The analytical

modeì in [26] was extended in [28] for channels with ,Ày' states. However, the trans-

mission rate was assumed to be constant (i.e., for all channel staLes one packet is

transmitted in one time slot); therefore, the model did not truly take the multi-rate

transmission int,o account. Developing an analytical framework for evaluating ra-

dio link level queueing performances which can capture muiti-rat,e transmission and

non-instantaneous feedback delay is very clesirable but challenging.

23
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Note that the availability of radio link-ievel delay statistics allou's wireless netrvork

clesign ancl engineering under statistical delay constraints of the form Pr {delay } D*o*}

< P¿ instead of those basecl on the average cleiay or delay bounds. Also, it would be

very useful in predicting the higher layer protocol (e.g., TCP (Transmission Control

Protocol)) performance (e.g., to esLimate the round trìp time of a TCP flow). So

far, investigations of higher iayer protocol performance have been clone mostly by

simulations. The link model presented in this chapter is lherefore an important, step

towards investigating the interaction of TCP with lower layers protocols [106], [107].

A finite-state Markov channel (FSMC) model was proposecl for Rayleigh ancl

the more general Nakagami-m fading channels in ihe literature [92], [94], [97], [98].

This channel moclel was validatecl in [97] and extensively used to analyze system

performance at the packet level [20], [93]. In [20], the authors clevelopecl a queueing

model that takes into account AMC in the physical layer. However, ARQ was not

considered in the link layer and the delay statistics cannot be clerived from their

moclel. The dififrculty of using FSMC model to analyze the performance of multi-rate

wireless networks comes from bhe batch transmission effect rvhere Lhe transmission

batch size varies according to ihe chosen transmission modes in the physical layer.

In this chapter, we propose radio link layer queueing models for GBN ancl SR

ARQ protocols in multi-rate wireless networks by using the matrix geometric methocl

(MGM) [114]. The proposed model applies to the scenario where each user in the

network is allocated one separate channel to communicate with its BS (i.e., single-user

scenario). The analytical model enables us to quantify the impacts of physical/radio

link and channel parameLers on the system performance. Also, it provicles interesting

insights into the system design. For example, SNR thresholds for different trans-

mission modes can be calculatecl to achieve good link level clelay performance. Note

that, delay is the primary qualily of service (QoS) metric for many data applications

and the SNR thresholds which maximize the link level throughput may not be, in

general, delay-optimal. Comparison of deìay performance of the two ARQ protocols

is also highiighted for different vaìues of feedback delay which is necessary io quantify

the tracleoff between delay performance and implementation complexity for link layer

protocol clesign.



3.1 System Model and Assumptions

3.1.1 System Description

We consider a transmit,ter node using adaptive modulation and cocling in the ph),sical

layer and ARQ-based error recovery in ihe link layer to communicate with a receiver

node over a wireless channel. Tlansmissions occur in fixed-size time slots where

the number of packets transmitted during each time slot depends on the chosen

transmission mode. The receiver decodes the received packets and sends a feedback

packet (i.e., containing acknowledgment (ACK) or negative acknowledgment (NACK)

information) to the transmitter. In case of transmission failure of one or more packets

transmitied during a time slot, an error recovery based on eiLher GtsN-ARQ or SR-

ARQ probocol is initiated.

For both ARQ protocols, bhe transmitter continuously transmits packets from the

buffer in sequence unbil it detects a transmission error through NACK in the feedback

packet. In case of transmission failure(s), the SR-ARQ protocol only retransmits the

erroneous packet(s) while the GBN-ARQ protocol retransmibs all the packets starting

from the fi.r'st erroneous one.

We assume that the feedback packel (i.e., the ACK/NACK information) arrives

at the transmitter node n slots after the beginning of the corresponding transmission

slot. In this chapter, an error-free feeclback channel is assumedl. In addition to

the ACK/NACK informabion, the feedback channel also carries the channel state

information (CSI) or the selected transmission mocle to be used for dynamic link

adaptation. We assume ihat CSI is available at bhe transmitter without delay. This

assumption is reasonable in slow fading channels where the channel conditions are

static over several transmission intervals (or time slots). The maximum number of

relransmissions allowed for a packet is assumed to be unbounded. Therefore, the

delay obtained in this paper can be considered as an upper l¡ouncl for the case where

finite number of retransmissions are allowed in the link layer.

Examples: The operations of GBN-ARQ ancl SR-ARQ protocols are illustrated in

Fig. 3.1 arrd Fig. 3.2, respectively, for n:3, where the transmission batch size is

25
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Rate: 4, 3, 2, 3, 3, 2, ... (packets/slot)

Figure 3.1. GBN-ARQ tzming diagrarn.
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denoted by the rate defined in terms of packets/slot. In these two flgures, packet 2

in time sloi 1 and packets B, I in time slot 3 are assumed to be in error. For the

GBN-ARQ protocol, the NACK for packet 2 arrives at tl-re transmitter sicle at the

end of time slot 3 and retransmission of all packets stariing from packet 2 begins at

time slot 4. Note thal, packels 3, 4, . . . , 7 are retransmittecl even though they were

correctly received before. For the SR-ARQ protocol, packet 2 and packets B, 9 are

"selectively" retransmitted in time slots 4 ancl 6, respectively, together with the new

packets when the channel state allows.

The channel is modeled as an FSNTIC with K * 1 states (0, 1, . . . ,11) as clescribed

1
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Rate: 4, 3, 2, 3, 3, 2, ... (packets/slot)

Figure 3.2. SR-ARQ ti,mi,ng di.agram.
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in Chapter 2. When the channel is in state k (I,2, . . ' , K), å,¡ packets are transmitted

in one time slot. In fact, each channel state corresponds to one transmission mode

of the AMC technique. We further assume ihat the lransmitter does not transmit in

channel state 0 to avoid high probability of transmission errors.

In the physicai layer of the considered systern, each transmission mode corresponds

to a unique modulation and coding scheme. The number of packets transmitted in

mode k (equal to å.¡) is therefore proportional to the spectral efficiency of mode k.

For example, if the spectral efficiencies of five transmission modes in a parbicular

system are 0.5, 1, 1.5,2.5 and 3.5 (bits/s/Hz) and l packet, can be transmitted in

mode one (with spectral efficiency of 0.5), the number of packets transmitted in one

lime slob using the other mocÌes is 2, 3,5,7, rcspectively. The maximum number of

packets that can be lransmitted in one time slot (equal Lo hs) is denoted by .l/.

The radio link level queueing for both ARQ protocols is modeled in discrete time

with one time inLerval equal to one time slot, and the system states are observed

at the beginning of each time slot. The buffer size is assumed to be infrni[e. Packet

arrivals foliow a Bernoulli process with arrival probability À. lVe assume that a packet

arriving during time inLerval ú - 1 cannot be transmitted until time interval ú at the

earliest.

3.2 Analysis of Go-Back-N ARQ Protocol

3.2.1 Queueing Model

Since the result of the decoding process for each packet only reaches the transmitter

n slots af[er the beginning of the transmission slot, if a transmitted packet is in error

in time slot ú, all transmissions frorn time slot ú * 1 to time slob t * n - 1 will be

discarded. Therefore, we neecl to keep track not only of the channel state, which

determines how many packets can be transmitted in one time slot, but also the useful

time slol, which is defined as the slot where bhe transmitted packets, if successfully

decoded, will be accepted by the receiver.

Let q(ú) ) 0 represenL the number of packets in the queue, including packets which

will be retransmitted but u,hose NACKs have not yet been received,0 < s(t) 1n-1
t,rack the useful tinre sÌot, and 0 < c(¿) ( K represent the channel state. We assign
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the value for s(ú) as follows. If a transmission failure occrlrs in a useful time slot,

s(ú) will be equal to n - 1 in the next time slol. Then, it will be clecreasecl cluring

the subsequent slots until s(ú) : 0, where a useful transmission period starts. This is

illustrated in Fig. 3.3 for n : 4, where the evolution of s(l) is shown. As is eviclent,

the number of useless slots following transmission error(s) in a usefulslot is n - i. It
can be shown ihat the random process X(¿) : iq(t),s(t),c(ú)) forms a discrete-time

Markov chain (N,IC). For brevity, we will omit time index f in the relatecl varial¡les if
it cloes not cause confusion.

In order to calculate the steady state probability for the underlying l\4C, it is

important to put its tlansition probability matrix in a nice form where its specific

transition structure can be exploited. Now, let (i., j,k) be the generic system state

(i.u., q : i, s: j, ancl c: k) and (2, j,k) - (i', j',1"') denote the syslem transition

from stale (i.,j,k) to state (i',j',k'). For frxed i, the probabilities corresponding to

system state transitions (2, *, +) --- (? + 1 - l, *, +) can be writben in a malrix block

D¿,¿. We further put the probabilities of state transitions (i, j,*) --- (? + | - l, j',*)
into a sub-matrix Do,t(j,j') of.D¿,¿. Also, the probability of transition (i,,¡,k) ---

(i+I-1, j',k')is denotedbyDo,¿(1, j')(k,k'), whichisanelementof D¿,¿(j, j').InfacL,
the probabilities corresponding to transitions from state (i,7,4) to any'other state

will be in the (i(I( + I)n + j(K + 1) + k)-th row of bhe probability transition matrix

and they are elements of D¿,¿ for some value of I depencling on the destination state.

The follou'ing example clarifies further how the system state lransition probabilities

are ordered in the matrix form.

Example: For ease of exposition, lve consider a very simple case where there are 2

channel states (states 0, 1) and feedback clelay is 2 slots (i.e., n:2). The matrix

j

useful slots, /=0

Figure 3.3. Modeli,ng of GBN-ARQ for n: 4.

useless slots useful period agairr
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block D¿,¿ can be expanded as in (3.1). In this equation, eìemenl D¿,¿(1,0)(1,0), for

example, represents the probability of transition (i,1,1) -- (? + 1 - ¿,0,0).

The resuiting transition matrix for X(ú) is rvritLen in (3.2) for .ly' : 3. Recall that

,lú is the maximum number of packets which can be transmitted in one time slot (i.e.,

equal to /27ç). In this probabiìity transition matrix, D¿,¿ conbains the probabilities

of system transitions where Q : z before the transitions. All transition probabilities

captured by Dn,¿ for different I will be called transitions in level i of bhe transition

matrix in the sequel. Note that. in the generic system staie (i, j,k), j can have n

possibilities and ,k can have K + 7 possibilities (í.e., K * 1 channel states). Thus,

the order of D¿,¿ is n(K+ 1) x n(I( + 1). The derivaLions of matrix blocks D¿,¿ and

D¿ are detailed in Appendix A. As can be seen in Appendix A, for ¿ > lf, D¿,¿ is

independent of the ievel index i; therefore, for brevity we denote D¿,¿ by D¿ in (3.2).

D¿,¿:

D,,¿(0,0)(0,0) Di,r(0,0)(0,1)
D,,¿(0,0)(1,0) D,,¿(0,0)(1,1)

D,,r(0, 1)(0,0)

D,,r(0, t)(1,0)

*l

In (3.2), there is at mosl one arriving packet ancl at most 1ú:3 packets success-

fully transmittecl in one l,ime slot. Therefore, for level z ) 3, the transitions can go up

at most one level (represented by Do) and go dorvn at most three levels (represented

by Dn). The transition matrix in (3.2) describes a GIIMII Markov chain, where the

soluLion can be found by the well-established method proposed by Neuts [114] which

is presented in Chapter 2. In fact, the steady-state probability x : [xo xr xz . . . 
]

satisfies

Do,l Do,o

Dr,z Dr,z Dl,o

Dr" D"r Drt
Da D3 D2

Da D3

P:

(3 1)

Dz,o

D1 Ds

D2 Dl D6

where 1 is a column vector of ali ones with the same dimension as x¿ which is n(lf + 1).

We can fi.nd x6, Xr, ..., x/.7 using the boundary and bhe normalization conditions.

co

xP:x, Ix¿1 :1
i:0

(3 2)

(3.3)
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Other values of x¿ (z > 1/) can be calculated from x¡¿ by using a non-negative matrix

R as followsi X¿ : x¡sR'-N [1t+]. Here, bhe orcler of matrix Ris n(1{+1)xn,(/(+1).

3.2.2 Delay Analysis

In this section, rve derive the delay distribution of a packet arriving at lhe queue for

the GBN ARQ protocol. The delay is the time it lakes ali pachets aheacl of the target

packet (if any) and itself to successfully leave the queue. In the foliowing calculation,

the delay is considered at the transmitter sicle. Let the arrival slot be numbered as

sìot zero. It is not, included in the clelay calculation.

Now lel Þ(p, d) be matrices wilh orcler n(-I( + 1) x n(K + 1) rvhosc clcmcnt

(Õ(p,d)) (l,j')(k,È') (0 < j,j' 1n- 1,0 < k,k' 1K) is the probability of state

transiLion (p, j,k) --- (0, j',k') in d time slots. In short, Þ(p,d) contains system

transition probabilities such that p packets are successfully transmitted in d slots.

From the definition of iÞ(p, d), (ó(p,d))(i, j') contains the channel sLate transition

probabilities such that s (in the system state (q, s, c)) evolves from i Lo i' . Thus, the

order of (þ(p, d))(j , j') is (K * 1) x (K + 1).

We also define C¡,, to be matrices of order n(K + 7) x n(I{ + 1) with the same

structure as O(p, d) whose eÌements are the system transition probabilities such that

/z packets are successfully transmittecl in one particular time slot given that [here are

p packets in the queue at the beginning of the time slot. The clerivation of C¿,0 is

given in Appendix A. We have the following recursive relation:

A@, d): t Cn,rÞ(p - h, d - 7), r¡,here O(0, 0) : ln(K+t). (3 4)

å.:0

Equation (e.a) can be interpreted as follows. If there are p packets rvhich must,

be delivered in d time slots (captured by Õ(p, d)) and iz packets are successfully

transmitted in the first time slot (captured by C¡,p),there are remaining p - h

packets to be clelivered in d - I slots (capturecl by O(p - h,d - 1)). Here, O(0,0)

simply caplures the end point where the target packet leaves the queue.

To calculate the delay statistics, we need to obtain the steacly-state vector seen by

a packet arriving to lhe queue. Note that we have assumecl a Bernoulli arrival process

so that tÌre ASTA (arrivals see time averages) properby holcis here. Also, packets
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arriving to the queue after the tagged packet do not affect the delay experienced b¡,

the tagged packet so they are ignored in the following derivation. Let y ¿ be a vector of

dimension n(Ii + 1) which represents the syslem sbate probabilities where an arriving

packet sees z heacl-of-line (HOL) packets at the end of its arrival time slot. We have

Equation (3.5) can be interprebed as follows. If there are ilh packets in the queue

at the beginning of the arrival time slot (captured by *o+¿) and h packets successfuìly

Ieave the queue in this time sloi (captured by C¿,¿+¿), the arriving packet will see

exactly ¿ HOL packets (captured in y¿) at the end of tliis time slot. The probabilily

that the delay is D slots (not including the arrival slot) can therefore be written as

follows:

Y, : Ð x¿+¡ìCn,¿+n.

/¿:0

where the sum in (3.6) is limited bo D,^/- 1 since at most ,ly' packets can be successfully

transmittecl in one t,ime slot.

3.3 Analysis of Selective Repeat ARQ Protocol

3.3.1 Queueing Model

Since the outcome of the decoding process for each pacìret only reaches the trans-

nitter n slots after bhe beginning of the corresponding transmission siot and only

erroneous packets are "selectively" retransmitted, we need to keep track of the num-

ber of erroneous packets in a window of n slots.

Let b(¿) : [br(¿), bz(t),... ,b"(t)) be an n-dimensional vector r¡'hose e]ements

bi(t), (i - 1,.'. ,n) represent the number of erroneous packets among those trans-

mitted in the slot which is i slots before the current slot (0 < bo(t) < ¡/) Note that,

we do not need to differentiate two different cases which can lead to b¿(ú) : 0: no

packet is transmitted because the channel is in sbate zero and all of the transmitted

packets are successfully decoded at the receiver. This is due to the operation of tlie
probocol where only erroneous packets are retransmittecl if any.

DN _I

P¿(D): t ynÞ(h * 7, D)L,6¡1¡
h:o

(3 5)

(3.6)
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We can observe that b(ú+ 7) : lþ,br(t),b2(t),.. . ,bn_t(ú)], where B is the number

of packets in error among those transmit[ed in [ime s]ot ú. To facilitate the analysis,

we represent vector b(t) by a number A(t) : Ði:rbox (N+ l)(i-t). Since b(ú+ 1) :
(þ,br(t),br(t),... ,b,-7 (l)), for a given Aþ): li there are at most ly' * 1 transitions

to y(t + 1) : I corresponding to different values of B. Also note that there is a unique

mapping between y(t) and b(ú); therefore, the use of y(ú) insteacl of b(t) makes the

analysis easier without affecting the semantics of the problem.

Example: Consider the SR-ARQ protocol with feedback clelay n : 4 (time slots)

ancl N:4. suppose that the current vector b is b(r) : (ò,(¿), b2(t),h(t),b4(t)):
(1,0,3,4) and two packets among those transmitted in Lhe current, l,irne sloL are

in error. The vector b in the next time slot will be b(l + 1) : (2,1,0,3). The

corresponding transition is b(ú)--- b(ú + 1) : {A(t):576} -* {U(t+ 1) :3S2}.
Let q(ú) ) 0 represenl the number of packets in the queue excluding t,he packets

which were transmitted and the transmitter is waiting for their ACKs/NACKs, y(t)

corresponding to vector b(t) capture the tra,nsmission outcomes in the past n time

slots, ancl 0 < c(t) ( 1{ represent the channel stal,e. Then, the ranclo¡n process

Y(¿) : {q(t),y(t),c(ú)} fornrs a cliscrete-time Markov chain.

In any time slot ú, t,he number of packets available for bransmission is q(t)+I)"(t),
where b"(ú) is the number of erroneous packets which were transmitted n slots before

the current slot and are being retransmitted. The number of packets transmittecl at

time ú is given by min {h"@,q(t)+ b"(ú)},which is the minimum of the number of

available packets in the queue (equal to q(ú) + Ò"(ú)) and bhe lransmission capability

of channel state c(ú) (equal to h.1¿¡). I1 a(t) denotes bhe number of arriving packebs

in time slot ú, we have q(r + t) : s(t) + a(t) + b"(t) - min {h"a¡,s(¿) + ö,,(¿) }. The

protocol modeìing is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. !\¡e will omit time index ú in the relatecl

variables if it does not cause confusion in the sequel. Note bhat, element ò¿ of vector

b stores the number of packets transmitted erroneously in the past regardless of how

many packets were really transmitted in the corresponding time slots.

Similar to the model for GBN-ARQ protocol, we put the t,ransition probability

matrix of Y(ú) in a matrix form. Now, let (2, j,k) be the generic system state ancl

(i,, j,k) -- ('¿',j',k') denote the system transition from state (i., j,k) to state (i', j',k').
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For fixed i, we write bhe probabilities of system transitions (i, *, *) --- (i+,n/+1-1, *., +)

in a natrix block A¿,¿. In the generic system state, 7 has (.N+1)' possibilities (because

each elemenLb¿of. vector b has N*l possibilities) and k has K*l possibilities (i.e.,

K+1 channel states); therefore, the order of A¿,¿ is (K+1)(N+I)" x(K+1)(¡/+1)".
The resulting transition matrix for Y(ú) is written in (3.7) for -lü : 3. As before,

each row of matrix blocks in (3.7) captures the transitions in one level of the transition

matrix. Also, bhe elements of A¿,¿ are (A¿,¿)(3, j')(k,Æ'), which is the probability of

system transition (i, j,k) -* (¿ + N + 1 - I, j',k'). The derivations of matrix blocks

A¿,¿ and A¿ are given in Appendix B. Note that, for ? > ¡y', we denobe A¿,¿ by

A¿ for brevity because these matrix blocks are independent of the level index. Since

we have q(t + 1) - q(t) : a(t) + b^(t) - min {h"o¡,q(t) +lt"(t)}, each level in the

transition matrix (3.7) can go up at most N * 1 levels (when a(t) : 7, b.(t) : ly', and

min {h"1¿¡, q(t) + b"(¿)} : 0) and go down at nìost ly' levels (when a(t) :0, b,,(ú) : 0,

ancl min {ô.(,), q(¿) + ô"(¿)} - ¡\¡).

shiti¡ìB dir€crion

b,

Figure 3.4. TÌte SR-ARQ model.
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3.3.2 Steady-State Solution

We re-bloclç the Lransition matrix as indicated in (3.7) to obtain a quasi-birth ancl

death (QBD) processr ancl the re-bìockecl transition matrix can be written as follows:

The solution for the QBD process can be founci by the well-established method

proposed by Neuts [li4]. Let n : lno, rrr, rr2,...] b. thc stcacly siate probability

vector of (3.8) and z : lzo, zt, 22, ' . .] be the steady state probability vector of Lhe

original transition matrix (3.7) where z¿ corresponds to level z of the transition matrix

(3.7). Recaìl that we have combined l/+1 bloclçs in each dimension of the transition

matrix (3.7) to obtain (3.8). Thus, letting Nt : (K + 1)(¡/ + 1)', the dimension of

z¿ (i > 0) is l/1 and the climension of r¿ (i,> 1) is l/t(N * 1). Por i ) I,r¿ can be

written âs ?r¿ - fno,r, no,r,.'. , Ti,N+tl. Hence,.¡'e have

| "u'' 
Bo'o

I 8,,, Br,r 8,,,,
p:l Bz Br Bs

I

IBzBtB0
t

zo: 1ro, z(¿_1)(N+1)+j : T¿,t

forz)1and1<j<¡/+1.

3.3.3 Delay Analysis

34

In this section, we derive the delay distribution of a packet arriving at the queue for

the SfuARQ proiocol. Again, the clelay is considered at the transmitter sicle. Let the

arrival slot be numbered as slot zero and it is nob included in the delay calculation.

LeL Nz: (¡/ + 1)" - 1. We define the following matrices:

" Q(p, d) are matrices of order 1û x Nr in which element (O(p, d)) (j, j')(k,k'),
(0 < j, j' 1 Nr, 0 < È, k' < K) is the probability of system transition

(p, j,k)--- (0, j',k') in d time sloLs. In short, A@,d) contains system lran-

sition probabilities such that in acldition to the p packets capturecl in q(ú) all

erroneous packets in the past n time slots are successfully transmitted in d lime

slots.

(3 8)

(3 e)
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. O(0,¿) are matrices of orcler lú x lû in which element (Oto,nl) U,i')(k,k'),
(0 < j, j' I Nr,0 < k, k' < K) is the probability of system transition (p,i,lc) -
(p - h, j' , k') ín one time slot. The derivations of @1e,r,¡ are given in Appendix

C.

We have the following recursive relation:

where

N

a@, d,) : I o1o,n¡o (p - h, d, - \)
À:-N

In (3.10), A@, d) captures the system evolution from time slot d to time slot d- 1

counting baclç from the last time slot. Also Q(0,0) simply captures the ending point

where atl HOL packets (if any), erroneous packets in a window of r¿ slots and the

t,arget packet have successfully left the queue. Note that, due to the special structure

of Q(0,0), only transitions for which all remaining packets successfully leave Lhe

system in the last time slot are allowed to occur. This is a bit different from Lhe

corresponding transitions captured in (3.4) for the GBN-ARQ protocol.

To calculate the deìay sLatistics, we need to obtain the steady-sbate vector seen by

an arriving pachet to the queue. Let w¿ be a vector of dimension ly'1 u'hich represents

the system state probabiliil, at the end of the arrivaì slot where an arriving packet

sees z HOL packels in the queue. Then, we have

o(0, o) :

Ir-,0 "' 0 0l
;' o ... o o I

I: : : :1.
0 0 0 0l
o o o ol

N

w¿: I zi+h@(i+h,h)
lt:_ N

where zi+h :0, ancl @1zair,tr) : 0 if '¿ + h < 0.

The interpretations of (3.10) and (3.11) are similar to those of (3.4)

The probabitiiy that lhe delay is D time slots (not including the arrival

therefore, ì¡e written as follows:

DN_1

P¿(D): Ð w¿O(h + 1, r)lN,
/¿:0

(3.10)

(3.11)

and (3.5).

slot) can,

(3.12)



where the summation above conta,ins D1V terms.

successfuily transmitted in one time slot.

3.4 Model Validation and Numerical Results

We use the PER fltting values of ø¡ ancl g¡ in Table I of [20] to obtain ihe SNR

thresholcls of the FSMC moclel such Lhat PBRÀ. : P6 for all ihe transmission modes,

lvhere Ps is a certain larget packet error rate. A wìreless system using adaptive

moclrilation is considereci u'here hr: k (i.e., the transmitter transmits Æ pachets/slot

in channel state k). To save sinulation time in valiclating the analyticai model, we

consider three transmission mocles (i.e., I( :3) in lrig.3.5, v'4rile for the other results

we assume five transmission modes (i.e., K:5). We assume that the time slot

interval 4: 1 ms. The complementary clelay distributions (i.e., Pr(clelay > d):
f - ÐÍ:, Po(k)) obtainecl from both the simulation ancl the analytical moclel for both

GBN-ARQ ancl SR-ARQ are shown in Fig. 3.5.
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at most l/ packets can beSINCE

Figure 3.5. Complementary cumulatzue delay dzstnbutions (for arrzuaL rate À : 0.2,

feedback delay n : 2, auerage SNR : 10 dB, Po : 0.3, m : L, 1.1, and Doppler shi,ft

fa : 20, l0 Hz)

The simulations are done by using a cliscrete-event simulator. For ihe given chan-

nel and system parameters, we calculate the channel transition probability matrix T.

+ m=1, fd=20H2, GBN-ARO
--_e- m=1, fd=40H2, cBN-ARQ
---o- m=1.4, td=2oHz, cBN-ARQ

A m=1,id=ZOHz, SR-ARQ
o m=1,id=AOHz, SR-ARQ
o .m=1.4, fd=20H2, sR_ARa
' Simulation

j$i$ffi
\KQ | -ôê- vr$:eee
rRa | -o.^'s's^
-AROI "o"-

15 20 25
d (time slot)
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Figure 3.6. Complementary cumulati.ue delay di,stri,buti,on under di,fferent target

packet error rate Ps (for arriual rate À : 0.2, feedbaclc delay n : 3, auerage SNR

: 10 dB, m : 7, and Doppler shi,ft f¿ : 20 Hz).

In eacìr Lime slot, the channel state is randomly generated according bo the transition

matrix T, rvhich determines the maximum number of packets that can be transmit-

tecl. For a given transmission error probability Ps, the nunrber of pachets reaching

the receiver is cleternined by the corresponding probability and the ARQ protocol

rule without introducing any approximation. As can be seen, the analytical ¡esults

follow the simulation results very closely. We emphasize thai the delay statistics

for GBN-AR.Q ancl SR-ARQ obtained here is for a very general system model which

takes t,he dynamic radio link adaplal,ion into account, and therefore, is more generally

applicable compared to those obtained for a two-state Markov channel.

We observe that the higher the value of the Nakagami parameber rn and/or the

Doppìer shift /¿, the smaller the delay. The analytical model thus enables us to

analyze the impact of channel parameters on the delay performance. In fact, most

data applications have certain delay limits such bhat packels arriving after the delay

limit would be useless.

An important issue in designing dynamic link adaptation mechanisms is the se-

lection of the mode swilching SNR lhresholds for the difierenL transmission modes

(i.e., the SNR thresholds X¡, k: I,2,"' ,K, presentedín Clrapter 2). Specifically,

we have obtained the SNR thresholds such Lhab the average packet error rate for all

51015 20 25 30
d (time slot)
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Figure 3.7. Throughput for di,fferent transm'ission modes under uaryi,ng SNR.

mocles is equal to some target packet error rate Po (i e , PERÈ = Pn). Different values

of P¡¡ result in differeni sets of SNR thresirolds for the AMC in the physical layer.

Variations in the complementary cumulative clelay clisbributions for GBN-ARQ with
different values of Ps are iÌlustrated in Fig. 3.6. The lowest clelay is obtainecl for

Po : 0.1 in this case. Basically, for higher values of Pe, the average transmission rate

increases but the wireless link becomes less reliable. In other worcls, we are more likely

to use high transmission modes by choosing large P¡¡. However, the high probability

of transmission errors may require many retransmissions, which may increase the link
level delay. Thus, there exists a value of P¡ for which the link level delay is minimized.

Similar trends can also be observecl for SR-ARQ under cliflerent channel ancl syslem

parameters. We have observed that the best deiay clisiribution can be obtained when

P6 is in the range of 0.1-0.2, ancl is quite insensitive to the other system and traffic
parameters (u. g., m, f ¿ and À).

For dynamic link adaptation, the SNR lhresholds for the different transmission

modes are usually chosen based on the achieved physical layer throughpr-rt taking

the packet error rate for each transmission mode into account [14] . In particular, the

transmitter transmits å.¡ packets in one time slot when the channel is in state Æ. Then

the throughput (in packels/slot) is h¡(1-PER¡(z)) when the received SNR is r and

the transmission mode is k. In Fig. 3.7, we plot the variations in throughput rvith

received SNR for five transmission modes using aclaptive niodulation without coding.

SNR (dB)
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Figure 3.8. Complementary cumulat'iue delay di,stri,buti,on under GBN-ARQ and

SR-ARQ for two mode sw'itching threshold designs (for arriual rate À = 0.2, feed-

back delay n : 3, auerz,ge SNA -- 10 dB, Po : 0.1, n'L : 1, and Doppler shi,ft f¿ :
20 Hz)

For this traditional SNR threshold design, the transmission mode which achieves the

highest throughput will be chosen for each SNR value. For throughput-based linli

adaptation, the SNR thresholcls for the clifferent transmission mocles are, therefore,

determined by the intersection of these throughput curves as shown in this figure.

We now compare the delay performance obtained by the traditional SNR thresh-

old calculation (as shown in Fig. 3.7) and our SNR threshold calculation, rvhich is

done such that the average packet error rate is equal to a certain target PER P6 for

all transmission modes. We denote the results obtained from the traditional SNR

threshold calculation b), "optimal throughput" and denoLe the results obtained from

our SNR threshold calculation by "cross-layer" in Fig. 3.8 for both GBN-ARQ and

SR-ARQ. Evidently, the delay obtained from "cross-layer" calculation is significantly

lower than that obtained from "optimal throughput" calculation for both the ARQ

protocols. This gain in delay performance is achieved simply by choosing the proper

SNR thresholds without increasing the system complexity.

Typical variations in the complementary cumulative delay distributions for both

GBN-ARQ and SR-ARQ are shown in Fig. 3.9 for different values of the feedback

delay n. With the mode switching thresholcls chosen such that bhe average packet

- 
GBN-ARQ cross-layer. . SR-ARQ cross-layer

- 

GBN-ARQ optimal
x "SR-ARQ opt¡mal throughput

10-'
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Figure 3.9. Cornplementary cumulati,ue deLay distri,buti,on under d'ifferent feedback

delay n (for arriual rate À - 0.2, aaerage S¡fA -- 10 dB, Po : 0.7, m : 1, and

Doppler shift f¿ : 20 Hz).

error rate is equal to 0.1 for ail transmission modes, the clelay of GBN-ARQ is only

significanlly larger than that of SR-ARQ when n is large enough (".g., ,, > 10), which

justifies the use of SR-ARQ over GBN-ARQ in this region. Of course, uncler clifferent

choices of the SNR switching thresholcls for the AMC, the average PER may be larger

than 0.1 and the delay gap between these trvo protocols may be larger. However, such

design is nol optimal from the delay point of view as is eviclent in Fig. 3.6. Also, the

delay-optimal clesign of the sysLem is important because clelay is the ulbimate QoS

perceived by some of the data applications.

For a particuìar wireless system, we can quantify the feeclback delay, which is the

sum of the propagation delay and the processing delay. Therefore, the performance

gap between GBN-ARQ and SR-ARQ can be determinecl exactly uncler certain system

and channel parameler settings. This rvould enable us to decicle which ARQ proiocol

to implement in the link layer considering the tradeoff between delay performance and

system complexity. AÌso, the obtained delay statistics can be used lo perform packet

level admission control under statistical delay constraints. For example, for a given

maximum delay D-.* and clelay outage probability P¿, via a simple search) we can flncl

the maximum arrival probability Àn.o* such that the conclition Pr {delay > D,,,.*} ( 4
is satisfied.

51015 20 25 30
d (time slot)
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Before ending this section, we briefly discuss the computational complexity of the

presented analytical models. We would like to emphasize that our target sysLems

are celìular andf or wireless LAN systems where the feedback clelay may not be very

large. In fact, the feedback delay is lhe sum of the propagation and packet processing

delays at the receiver. The propagabion delay is generally very small compared to the

time sìot ìnterval. \Ä,¡e would expect that the processing delay is no more than a ferv

time slols fbr most practical systems. Thus, the computational complexity for both

nlodels would be acceptable.

3.5 Chapter Summary

For a nulti-rat,e wireless nelwork, queueing models for GBN-ARQ and SR-ARQ have

been deveìoped under non-instantaneous feedback. The presented model removes

the drawbach of some of the exist,ing works on analysis of ARQ protocols which do

nob capture the multi-rate feature in the physical layer. The radio link layer delay

statistics thus obtained for a very general system setup enable radio link protocol

design under sbatistical deiay constraints. AIso, it is usefui in designing dynamic radio

link adaptation thresholds based on delay performance (in contrast to the traditional

methods based on throughput performance). The obtained delay statistics would be

very useful to quantify the tradeoff between delay performance and impÌementation

complexity between these two ARQ protocols.



Chapter 4

Analysis of Weighted Round-Robin

Scheduling Scheme

When multiple users share one channel in the time multiplexing manner) a wireless

scheduler is usually employecl to allocate transmission time slots for the users 1421,144).

Here, a fair scheduling poiicy is important to guarantee that users access the channel

in a fair manner. In fact, several fair schecluling schemes were proposed in the litera-

ture [35], [48]. In fact, clesigning a wireless scheduler which can provide clifferentiated

services with guaranteed quality of service (QoS) for clifferent, users has been an active

research topic for several years.

The generalized processor sharing (GPS) scheduling discipline [a6] (also known as

the weightecl fair queueing) has been wicìely st,ucliecl as an effi.cienl, way to implement

clifferentiated services in a multi-user environment. Il can gllaranlee lhe throughput

share proportional to the assignecl weight of each user. Unfoltunalely, exact clelay

statistics for this scheduling scheme cannot be founcl ancl onÌy deterministic or sta-

tisticaÌ delay bouncls can be derived [46], [47]. These delay bouncls may not be very

tight, which may lead to low resource ulilization. It was shown in [46] that comparecl

with the GPS scheme, the weighLecl round-robin (WRR) scheduÌing is simpler to im-

plemenL, however, the performances of these two schecluling schemes are very close

to each other.

In this chapter, r¡'e present a cross-layer analytical framervork for wireless networks

using WRR considering realistic physical ancl link layer clesign. In essence, the pro-

posed framework applies to a multi-user scenario with fair radio resource sharing. In

the physical layer, AVIC is employed where the number of transmitted packebs in one

time slot varies depending on the channeL conciiLion. An ARQ probocol is employecl
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in ihe link layer to counteract the residual error of an error correction code in the

physical layer. The exact queue length and delay distributions are derived analyi-

ically. The impacLs of different channel parameters on the system performance are

invesbigated. We also highlight the usefulness of the analylical model by iilustrating

a cross-layer design and admission control example.

4.L System Model and Assumptions

Suppose that there are p sepârate radio link level queues at the base station (BS)

which correspond to ¡r different rnobile users. One common channei for downlink

transmission is shared by all users in a time-division multiplexing (TDM) fashion. The

transnission time is slotted and a WRR scheduler is used bo schedule transmissions

corresponding io different users. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that there

are only two cìasses of users: high priority (class one) and low priority (class two).

High priority users and low priority users receive two and one service slots in one

cycle, respectively. One cycle is defined to be the smallest interval with time slot,

assignments for all É¿ users and ib repeats periodically.

The receiver decodes the received packets and sends negative acknowledgments

(NACKs) to the transmitter asking for retransmission of the erroneous packets (if
any). In this chapter, an error-free and instantaneous feedback channel is assumed so

that the transmitter knows exactly if there is any transmission error at the end of each

sert'ice time slot. This assumption liolds in many cases because the propagation clelay

and the processing tine for the error detection code can be very small in comparison

with the time slot interval. In fact, the effect of feedback errors can be easily included

in the channel model as in [23]. TÌre delay obtained in this chapter, therefore, can ì:e

regarded as the lower bound of the deìay obbained with these effects.

As in the previous chapter, AMC is employed in the physical layer with K trans-

rnission modes corresponcling to different channel states. We assume that, when the

channel is in state k, the transmitter transmits å¿ packets. We further assume that
/zs: g (i.e., ihe transmitter does not transmit in channel state 0 to avoid the high

probability of transmission errors) and lt¡ç: l/. The channel state information (CSI)

is fed back to the transmilter to choose the suitable transmission mode. The feed-
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back channel, [herefore, carries both CSI for AMC and ACI{/NACI{ for the ARQ

protocol. To capture the variations of the multi-state Nakagami facling channeì., rne

employ the FSMC model ancl the average packet error rate for each mode k (PERfr)

can be caÌculated as being presented in Chapter 2.

4.2 Formulation of the Queueing Model

4.2.I Queueing Model and Analysis

The queueing analysis for a target queue can be performecl by using a vacation quelre-

ing model. When a particular target user is served irr his assigrred slols, t,Ìre qr-reue is

assumed to be in service; otherwise, it is said bo be on vacation. Since the queueìng

performances for differenl users of each class are statistically the same, we focus on

one user from each cÌass only. In the following, we analyze the queueing performance

for each user cìass separately. For convenience, let the service periocl star[ from s].ot

one of each cycle for each user class. Assuming bhat there are [11 high priority users

and ¡t2 - l-L - ¡.i1 low priority users, one cycle consists of .L :2p, * p2 time slots.

The queueing problem for both classes of users can be modelecl in cliscrete time

with one time interval equal lo one time slot. Packet arrival is describecl by a batch

Markovian arrival process (BMAP), which is represented by M + 7 sub-stochastic

matrices U* (m: 0, 1,2,.. . , NI) each of which has orcler IVhx Mt as being described

in Chapter 2. The buffer is assumed to be finite with size of Q packets. We assume

that packets arriving during time slot ú - 1 cannot be served until time slot ú at the

earliesL. Furthermore, packet transmissions in a time slot are assumed to finish before

arriving packets enter the queue. Any arriving packet which sees the full btiffer will

be lost.

The discrete-time Markov chain (MC) describing bhe system has stat,e space

{(q(¿), a(t),u(t),c(t)), 0 < s(t) < Q, r < a(t) 1 Mt,t < u(t) < L,0 < c(¿) < K },
where q(f) is the number of packels in the queue, ø(t) is the arrival phase, u(ú) is the

slot in a particular cycle, ancl c(ú) is the channel siate in [ime slot ú. The number of

packets transmitted in the service time slot t is min{ø(t),h.(r)}.

Let P and (i, j,h.,k) denote the transition matrix ancl a generic sysLem state for

this N4C, respectiveìy, anci lel (i,, j,h,k) --- (i,',J',lL',k') clenote lhe transition of this
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N4C fronr state (i, j,h,k) to state (i',¡',h',k'). For fixed 'í and i', the probabiìities

corresponding to these state transitions can be written in matrix blocks A¿,¡, rvhich

correspond to transitions in ìevel ri of the transition matrix. Thus, level z of the

transition matrix represents the system state transitions where bhere are i packets in

the queue before lhe transitions.

The transition matrix describing the MC is written in (4.1) f.or AI:3 and N :4.
Derivations of matrix bìocks in (4.1) are given in Appendix D. In (4.1), the system

stabe transiLions (2, *, *, x) --- (i,- lc + luI , *, x, *) âre represented by A¿,¡ for i < N
and by A¡ foli > N. These matrix blocks capture the transitions among the arrival

phases, the slot number in a cycle, ancl the channel states for the target clueue. Note

that lhere are at most À1 arriving packets, and at most 1ú packets can be successfuÌly

transmitted in one t,ime slot. Therefore, the transitions can go up by at most lly'

levels and go down by at most l/ levels.

Ao,¡

Ar,¡
Ãz,s

A¡,0

Az
P=

Ao,z Ao, r Ao,o

Al,s At,z Ar,r Al,o
A"^ Arr A¡c Al
A¡,s As,¿ A¡,¡ A¡,2

Ao A5 A¿ A3

As will be seen later, for level z > N ihe sLate transition probabilities are in-

dependent of ìevel index i. Therefore, for brevity, we omit the level index in Lhe

nratrix bloclcs. Since there are M1 arrival phases, K + | channel states, and a cycle

consists of I slots, the order of the matrix blocks A¡ and A¿,¡ is l/r x Nr, where

Nt: IVITL(Ií + 1). The steady slate probability vecior x: [x0 Xr Xz ..'xo], where

x¿ corresponds to level i of the transition matrix can be found by blocking bhe tran-

sition matrix bo obtain a quasi-birth ancl death (QBD) process which can be solved

by the technique presented in Chapter 2.

A,z Ac As A¿

Az Ac As
Az Ac

Az

4,"
A'",
Az
A3 Ãz Ar A6

Aa A'¡ Az A1

As, A¿ A¡ Az
A6 A5 Aa A3

As,o

Àr Ao

Ae 
t.

Ar Ao
Az Ar Ao

(4.1)



4.2.2 Delay Distribution for a Low Priority lJser

In this section, we derive the delay distribuLion for an arriving packet to the queue of

a low priority user. The delay is the time required for ail packets ahead of the target

packet (if any) and itself to successfully leave the queue. Because a low priority user

is assumed to receive service in slot one of a cycle, counting from the end of l,he arrival

slot, the target queue may have to be idle for a while before it is servecl for the first

time. Let l,he arrival slot be numbered as slot zero. It is noL inclucied in the cleìay

calculation. To avoid confusion, we use "siot z of a cycle" to inclicate the zth slot of

a pariicular cycle and "slot u" to indicate slot u from the arrival slot. Now, if slot

one right after t,he arrival coincicles wiih slot t¿ of a cycle, the target user is in service

for the first time in slot u which satisfies

To calculate the delay for the target packet, we neecl lo keep iracl< of the channel

evolution from its arriving slot to bhe encling slot, ivhere it leaves the queue. The

probabilities representing channel transitions ancl transmission outcomes can be put

in the matrix form to facilitate the clelay analysis. To this encl, let us define the

following matrices:

. V,(k, n) are matrices of orcler (1{+1) x (K+ 1) whose elements (V"(À, 
")) 

(r, j)
describe the probability thai an arriving packet spencls n slots in the queue

given that it sees Æ packets waiting in lhe queue, slot one from the arrival slot,

coincides rvith slot u of. a cycle, the channel state is i at the beginning of slot

one ancl is j at the end of slot n.

. Q(k,n) are matrices of order (K+ 1) x (K+ 1) rvhose elements (A(k,n))(i., j)
represent the probability thai Æ packets are successfully transmitted in n siots

counting from the encl of the first service slot (siot u), starting in channel s[ate

¿ and ending in channel siate j.
. f f/ are matrices of order (K+ 1) x (K +1) whose elements (f i,,) (r,7) represent

the probability that I packets are successfully transmitled in slot u given that

there were k packets in slot one (there is no transmission from sl.ot one to slot

u - 1), the channel state is i at the beginning of slot one ancl is j at the encl of

slot u.

I t -zr* 2 moclulo tr, L - u*2 inclivisibleby,L,I¡: 1

I f, otherwise.
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The modeling of deìay for a pacliet ârriving to the queue of a lon, priority user is

illustrated irr Fig. 4.1. \A/e have the following recursive relations:

Figure 4.L. Delay modeltng for a low pri'ority user.

I scrvicc slot ì

k--.-----------.>i
I onc cyclc (L slots) i

Ending slot

Equation (4.3) captures the case where a packet that has arrived sees k packets

waiting in the queue and the first Lransmission occurs in slot u with I successfully

transmitl,ed packets. Thus, there are k - I + 1 packets in the queue including the

target packet aL the end of slot u if we turn off the arrival source after the target

packet enters the queue. These packets wiìl successfully leave the queue in n slols.

Bquation (4.4) clescribes the transmission from the end of slot u, where transmissions

occur once in each cycle of -L slots. We also have f['] : T'-1Âr,¿ where Â¡,¿ is defined

in Appendix D.

Suppose that the delay for the target packet is D slots (not including the arrival

slot). Recall that, in D slots, the first transnission lakes place in sìot u (< tr) froni

the arrival and other J transmissions occur periodically, once every I slots from slot

u. We can calculate J as follows:

N

ü,(À, n -t u): tr['/o1r - t + 7,n)
t:0

ì/
r-t(À, n) : tr[¿/o1r - I,n - L)

l:0
o(0' 0) : IK+t.
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This cnding point is
capturcd by (r(0,0)

timc

(4 3)

(4.4)

(4 5)

, ( n ¡t - t, D is clivisible by tr
J-<

I lD lLJ, otherwise.
(4.6)
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Slot ø, when the first transmission from the arrival takes place, can be calculatecl as

u : D - J L. We can calculate the corresponding z from (a.2). Ler z¿,u lte a (K + 1)-

dimensional row vector, whose element zo,"(k) is the probability that an arbitrary

arriving packet sees i packels in the queue, slol one from the arrival coincicles with

slot z of a cycle, ancl the channel state is k at bhe beginning of slot one. If a batch

of. rn (m : 1,2,'.. ,L,I) packets enters the queue, the targel paclieb can be at any

position in the arriving baich with probabllily 1lm. In fact, if the target packeb is

at the Tth posiLion in the arriving batch, there are 7 - 1 packets ahead of it in the

arriving batch.

Let y¿ be a N1-dimensional row vector whose entry y¿,o,,,¡ is the probability that

the target packet sees i packets ahead of it, bhe arrival phase is a, slot one coincides

with slot u of a cycle, and the channel state is k at the beginning of slot one. Let p

clenote ihe probability that there is at leasL one packeL arriving bo the quelre. Then,

]¿ can be calculated as foìlows:

where 1< z < Q+M - 1and j:1,2 (eachvalneof 3 resultsinthecorresponcling

vector y¿ for a ciass-j ,rse.), Hl'J are clefined in Appenclix D. For clelay analysis, we

are interested only in the arriving packets which are admittecl into the queue. The

probability that an arriving packet sees the full buffer is P, : Ð?:{t-' y¿1¡¿,. Uncler

tlre acìmitting condition of the target packet to the queue, let yi : yol\ - P¡),

(0 <, <Q - 1) be the vector corresponding to y¿.

It is easy to observe tltat z¿,u are actually the partitions of yo rvhere all arrival

phases are lumpecl together. To obtain z¿,u frorn y'0, let gu (u : 1,2, . ' ' , L) be a

matrix of size Nr x (lf * 1) given as

,lvtlV-

vo:;tÐ )*,u*sHÍ'/lJ44rn' m:7 l:O

lMtnN.l

to: àt Ð Ð*"'*'-¡'+rrJ- a Hl?'-no','
' ¡n:l h:l l:0

where there are ffi groups, each consisling of I blocks as inclicated above, ancl I¡ça1

is the identity matrix at the uth position in each group. Then. we have zi,,: !'¡gu.

(4.7)

I blocks

(4 8)

I blocks
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The probability that the delay for the target packet is D slots (noi including the

arrival slot) can be written as

rvhere Wt : JN + 1V - l. In (4.9), the summation is limited by Wtsince at most ly'

packets can be successfully transmitted in one time slot.

4.2.3 Delay Distribution for a High Priority IJser

In this section, we derive the delay distribution for an arriving packet lo the queue of

a high priority user. For a high priority user, there are two consecutive service slots

(assumed to be the first slot and the second slot in each cycle of tr slots). If slot one

(the first slot right after l,he arrival slol) coincides with slot ,rr of a cycle, the target

user is in service for the lìrst time in slot u rvhich can be calculated as

Wt

p5') @) : t z¡,uú u(r,,D)I",
i:0

Because the target packet and its head-of-line packets can only leave the queue in

either slot one or slol, two of a cycle, we need to keep track the transmission outcomes

in these two service slots. Also, we have to keep track the channel evolution during

the vacation periods. Again, the channel transition probabilities and transm.ission

outcomes can be captured in matrix forms to ease the analysis. Now, let us define

the following matrices:

. O(1) (k,n) arematrices of order (1(+1)x(1{+1)whose elements (Q(1)(k, 
")) 

(i, j)
represent the probability that Æ packets are successfully transmitted in n slots

counting from the end of the first slot of a cycle, starting in channel state e in

slol one and ending in channel state j in slot n.

. f)(z) (k,n) arematrices of order (K+1)x(K+1)whose elements (O(2)(k, 
")) þ,1)

represent the probability that k packets are successfully transmitted in n slots

counting flom the end of the second slot of a cycle, starling in channel state i
in slot one and encling in channel state j in slot n.

(t-ru+2moclulo.L, uf 2
U: <

I t, u:2.

(4 e)

(4.10)
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The modeling of delay for an arriving packet to the queue of a high priority user

is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. We have the following recursive relations for these matrices:

' service per¡od 
i

læl
I one cycle (t slots) i

Figure 4.2. Delag modeling for a hi,gh prioT-it?J user

possible ending slots

\\
\\

N

v,(k, n * u): trfiotillr - I + r,n), if u I 2

l=0

N

ú,(À, n + r): Irfl]ot'z)1r - I + 1, n), tf u : 2

l:0
N

e(2)(È, ") 
: tr[¿;1lclttl1k - L,n - L+i,)

l=0

N

o(r)(k, ") 
: t rfl]otrlqr - t,n-r)

I:O

Q(1)(0, o) : r¡.*,, Q(')(0, o) : I¡r*,.

This ending point is This cnding point is
caprured by f!{rì(0,0) caprured by tl(?)10,0)

timc
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We can explain the above recursions as follows. Equalion (4.11) describes the case

where the first service after the arrival slot occurs in sìot u, which coincicles rvibh slot

one of a cycie. Equation (4.12) represents the case where the firsL slot after the arrival

slot is slot two of a cycle; therefore, the queue is servecl in ihis slol. In boih ihe cases,

if there are k packets aheacl of the target packet and we turn off the arrival source

after the target pacl(et, enters the queue, and I packets are snccessfuliy transmiltecl in

siot u, there rvill be /c-l+1 remaining packets which must be transmitled successfully

in n slots. Equation (4.13) capiures Lhe fact that counting from lhe end of the seconcl

slot of a cycle, the next service occurs I - 1 slots after that. Equation (4.14) describes

(4.1 1)

(4 12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)
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the fact that, from the end of the first slot of a cycle, the queue is still in service in

the second slot of that cycle (because a high priority user receives service in slot one

and slot two of a cycle).

We know that the target packet may leave the queue in slot one or slot two of a

cycle. Suppose that lhe first slot after the arrival slot coincides with either slob u1 or

u2 of. a cycle for these two cases, respecLively such that ihe delay is D time slots. The

probability that the delay is D sìois (not including the arrival slot) can be written as

follows: wz w3

Again, the two sum-terms in (a.16) are limitecl l¡y W, and I4ls since at most ly'

packets can be successfuily transmitted in one service sloi. The values of I4/2 andW3

depend on D but we have Wz, Wz < 2N lD I Ll.

4.2.4 Extension for the General Priority Case

In this section, we extend the previous model by considering a rnore general scenario

with more bhan two service classes. Suppose there are ? user classes and a class-j

user receives d, service slots in one cycle. If there are p,¡ class-7 users in the system,

a cycle consists of L : ÐI:, p¡d¡ time slots. To analyze the queue corresponding

to a class-j user, we can assume that it receives service from slot one to slot d,

of a cycle. The state space of the queue corresponding to the class-7 user is still

{(q(¿), a(t),u(t),c(ú)), 0 < s(t) < Q, 1 < ø(ú) 1 tv[y,I < u(t) < L,0 < c(ú) < K ].
The sLate transition probabilities can be put in the natrix blocl<s for each level and

the transition matrix of the MC can still be written as in (4.1).

The clerivations of matrix biocks of the transition matrix for a class-j user can be

clone in the same way as before rvhere the matrices Hti) ana nl'f can be written as

follows:

p[') @) : t zr,u,ú u,(i, D)L N, + f z ¿,uv u"(i, D)L N,'
i:0

(4.16)



Figure 4.3. Cornplementary cumulatiue delay di,stributi'on (for buffer s'ize Q : 79,

L:4, o,uerage S^/A -- 12 dB, Po : 0.1, Nakagarn'i parameter ?rL:. 1, L.I , f¿Tr:
0.005, 0.01).

-À- class two, m=1, fdTs=0.005
--+- class two, m=1, fdTs=o.o1
--+- class two, m=1.1, fdTs=o.005

À.. class one, m=l, fdTs=0,005
'.V. class one. m=1. fdls=0.01

20 30
d (time slors)
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000
:::
0 00
0 00
0 00
:::
0 00
T00

Hfi) :

00
::
00
TO
OT
::
00
00

where there are tr blocks of rows in these matrices, each of them consists of 1{+ 1 rows,

which captures the channel evolution in the corresponding time slot of a cycle. In

o

:

0

0

0

i

T
0

RÍiI :

(4.r7)

(4.18)
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Rff , there are d.¡ non-zero blocks of rows, which corresponcl to d¡ service slots where

È packets successfully leave the queue. In H{,t), there are L - d¡ non-zero blocks of
rows, which capture the channel evolution in the vacation slots. The matrix blocks

A¿,¿ and A¿ can still be calculated as in (D.9)-(8.1) in Appendix D. To calculate

thedelaydistributionforaclass-juser,wehavetodefinefl(t)(,k,n),(h:1,...,d¡)
which captures the system evolution from the end of slot ñ. of a cycle where k packets

are successfully transmitted in n slots. Similar recursive relations as in (4.11)-(4.15)

can be developecl, and delay distribution can be calculated rvhere Lhe larget packet

ìeaves the queue in one of the d, service slots of a cycle.

4.3 Validation and Applications of the Queueing
Model

Figure 4.4. The 95-th percent'ile d,elay for a cLass-one user aersus target packet error
rate Ps (for bufJer size Q:70, L:4, auerage SNR : 12 d,B, Nakagam'i parameter

m : I,7.1, f ¿T": 0.005,0.01i.

We assume that ihe SNR thresholds for the FSMC model are chosen such bhat

PER-I : Po ancl these bhresholds are obtainecl as being presented in Chapter 2. We

assume thal h¡ : bSn, b : 2, where ,5¡, : 0.5,1.0, 1.5,3.0,4.5 are the spectral effi-

ciencies of five transmission modes (see Table II in [20]). Let f¿ and I clenote the

10
farget packet er¡or rate Po
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Doppler shift and bhe bime slot interval, respectively; Lhen /¿?] represents the nor-

malized fading rate of the wireless channel. A two-state Nzlarkovian traffic source)

which is a special case of BMAP, with the following arrival state transition matrix is

used to obtain the numerical results

I o.sIJ: I

Lor

orl
0el

õ

E

z

Figure 4.5. Marimum adrn'isstble number of class-two users uersus auerage SNR

(for D1 :20, f0, Ç:100, Po:0.1, NakagamiparanzeterlTL:L, f¿Tr:0.005/.

The complementary cumulal,ive delay distributions for users of both classes ob-

tained by simulation and from the analytical model are shown in Fig. 4.3. Noie thal,,

Pr {delay > D} : 1 - Il-t plt) U) for a class-j user. As is eviclent, the simula-

tion results follow the analyiical resuLts very closely. It can also be observecl that

the higher the Doppler shift f¿ andf or Nakagami parameter m, Lhe loiver the clelay.

The complete delay statislics obtained for both user classes enables us to design and

engineer the system under statistical delay constraints. Suppose that we are inter-

ested in the 95-th percentiie delay, which refers to the smallest value of D such that

Pr {delay < ,} > 0.95. One important clesign problem rs how bo choose Lhe SNR

thresholds for different transmission mocles such that ihe clelay at the radio link layer

is minimized. In Fig. 4.4, we plot the 95-th percentile delay values versus the target

packet error rate Po for different channel parameters. The optimal point is inclicatecl

12 13 14 15

Average SNR (dB)
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Figure 4.6. The 95-th percen,t'ile deLay uersus auerl,ge SNR wi,th marimum admisszble

number of class-two users (for Dt : /r0, Q: 100, Po : 0.1, Nakagamz parameter

m : 1, f ¿T, :0.005).

by a "b'ig stat'' . Evidently, using the delay statistics, the mode switching thresholds

for AMC can be selected to improve tire delay performance.

The obtained delay statistics can also be used for admission control under statis-

tical delay constraints. Typical numerical results on aclmission control are shown in
Fig. 4.5, rvhere one class-one user has already been admiLted into bhe system. Under

the constrainl Pr {delay > Dt} < 57a for a class-one user, the maximum admissible

nutnber of class-two users is determined here. With a very stricb delay requirement

of Dl : 20, no class-two user can be admitLed if the average SNR is less than 12

dB while for D1 : 40, if the average SNR is greater than 11 dB, class-two users can

be admitted into the system. in Fig. 4.6, we show the variations in the 95-bh per-

centile delay for both user classes with the maximum admissible number of class-two

users and one class-one user in the system. The achieved 95-th percentile delay for a
class-one user is observed to be always snalìer than the desired constraint (Dr :40).
Since the delay for a class-two user is not constrained, it is quite large for high average

SNR.

13 14 15
Averêge SNR (dB)

l)¡)



4.4 Chapter Summary

We have developecl an analytical framework for radio iink level performance evaluation

of a multi-rate wireless network with weighted round-robin scheduling and ARQ-

based error con[roi. \Ve have captured the key physical layer and the radio link

layer feabures ìn the analytical model. Trafñc arrival has been modeled as a batch

Markovian arrival process (BMAP), which aliows correlation in the arrival Lraffic. The

probability distributions for queue length and delay have been obbained analytically,

ancl therefore, the impacts of different channel and system parameters on the system

performance can be quantified. Based on the obtained results, we have proposecl an

admission control poiicy under the siatistical clelay requirement. Also, a cross-layer

design example has been shown to highlight the usefulness of the presentecl moclel.

In summary, the presentecl analyLical framework would be very useful for cross-layer

analysis, design, and optimization of multi-rate wireiess systems.
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Chapter 5

Analysis of Opportunistic
Scheduling Schemes

A new form of cliversity callecl multiuser diversity can enhance the wireless sysbem

t,hroughput significantly [36]-140]. Here, multi-user cliversiLy is achieved by an oppor-

bunistic scheduler which chooses a user with favorable channel condition to serve in

each time slot,. Some popular schecluling schemes can be summarized as folìows. Pro-

portional fair scheduling scheme was proposed to exploit the channel dynamics while

ensuring fair access of the wireless channel for differenL users [36]. An optimization-

based scheduling scheme was developed in [38] which ensures fairness in access tim.e

among users while maximizing the average s)'stem performance. A credit-based fair

clueueing scheme ivith a guaranteed statistical fairness bound was proposecl in [39].

Compared to "perfectly fair" scheduling schemes such as WRR considered in the pre-

vious chapter, opportunislic scheduling trades fairness for throughput by exploiting

wireless channel dynamics among different users.

Existing worlçs in the literature on scheduling issues mainly focused on construct-

ing scheduling rules under certain predefined design objectives such as maximizing

throughput while providing fairness for different users. Because of Lhese design goals,

it is generally assumed thaL the buffers of all ihe backlogged users are saturated, and

therefore, the buffer dynamics and the packet-level delay behavior were not investi-

gated. In [40], a simple delay bound for a fair scheduling scheme was derived when

the incoming traffic is shaped by a leaky bucket. In [49], an optimal scheduling policy

u'as derived taking the bursliness in the traffic arrival process into account. How-

ever, the authors assumed a simpÌe on-off channel model and considered single-rate

transmission only. Also, the anaìysis for delay was not performed.

Ð/
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The queueing anaiysis for a general raclio linlc level scheduling rule taking multi-

rate transmission and ARQ-based error recovery into account is a very challeng-

ing probiem. Holvever, it is crucial for fair comparison among clifferent scheduling

schemes, and after ail, for radio link control design and engineering in wireless sys-

tems. In this chapter, we propose an analyiical model for opporttinistic scheduling

schemes. The analysis presentecl can be applied to any scheduìing policy which has

finite memory ancl the evolution of the joint service/vacation and channel processes

can be cleterminecl. Here, the joint service/vacation and channel processes capture the

joint transition of channel state and service state of a particular target user (i.e., the

target user is served or not in the considered time slot). The exact queue length and

delay distribulions are derivecl. Based on the analysis, rve clerive the user throughput

under saturatecl buffer and dynamic buffer scenarios.

The application of the analytica,l framework to a max rate schecluling scheme is

given as a specific example. Using these results, we valiclate our analysis by simulabion

and highlight some interest,ing results. The usefulness of the presenlecl model is then

illustratecl in a cross-layer design exampie and admission control of arrival lraffic for

wireless systems using the MR scheduling policy.

5.1 System Model and Assumptions

Suppose that there are L separate raclio link level buffers which correspond to tr

different mobile users. These buffers can be locatecl either at the base station (BS)

in case of downlink transmission or at the mobiles in case of uplink transmission. A

wireless scheduler is deployed at, the BS to schedule the transmissions corresponcling

to the different users in a time-division muitiplexing (TDM) fashion. Transmissions

occur within the fixed-sized time slots and ciuring each time slot, the scheduler grants

transmission for only one user. This iype of scheduling offers higher throughpul

performance than the one which allows simulLaneous transmissions [32], [3a].

Adaptive modulation and coding is employed in the physical layer with 1( trans-

mission modes corresponding to different channel stal,es of a finite-sta[e Nlar]iov chan-

nel. The channel is assumed to have K +7 states (0,1,"' ,K).Each transmission

mode corresponds to a pair of a moclulation scheme and an error control code. Now,
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we assume that when the channel is in state k, the transmitter transmits h¡ packets in
one time slot as in previous chapters. We further assume that äe:0 (i.e., the trans-

mitber does not transmit in channel state 0 to avoid high probability of transmission

error), a.nd h* : ¡¡.
A block diagram of the assumed system model is shovvn in Fig. 5.1. The re-

ceiver estimates the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal and chooses the
suitable transmission mode. The selected mode, which represents the channel state

information (CSI), is fed back to the transmitter and may also be providecl to the

scheduler to make lhe scheduling decision.

Other Inputs CSI

The receiver clecodes the received packets and it transmits negative acknowledg-

ments (NACKs) to the transmitter asking for retransmission of the erroneous packets.

An infinite persistent selective repeat ARQ protocol is assumed where the maximum
number of retran'smissions ailowed for a packet is unbounded. The feedback channel

carries both the CSI (i.e., selecied transmission mode) and the NACKs of for the

ARQ protocol. An error-free and instantaneous feedback channel is assumed in this
chapter.

Tire channel is represenied by the finite state Markov channel (FSMC) model. In
the physical iayer of the considered system, adaplive modulation (with or wiihout
coding) using QAlvf modulalion is employed. To calculaie the packet error rate (PER)
for the AMC technique, we use the exponential approximation of the actual PBR.

Sclecrcd Modc (CSI)

(Fcedback Channel)

Figure 5.I. Sgstem block di,agram

NACK
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The average PER for mocle k (PtrRÈ) can be calculatecl as describecl in Chapter 2.

5.2 Formulation of Queueing Model

5.2.L Joint Service/Vacation and Channel Processes

The queueing analysis for a target queue can be performed by r.rsing a vacation queue-

ing model. While a particular target user is served in a 1>articnlar time slot, the quelle

is assumecl to be in service; otherwise, it is said to be on vacation. The queueing anal-

ysis can be performed if the evolution of joint service/vacation and channei processes

for thc targct qucuc can bc dctcrmincd. This is bccausc pachcts can be transmit-

ted from the target queue only in the service siate and the channel state determines

how many packets are transmitted during a particular time slot. In addition, for a

channel-quality-based scheduiing, the service/vacation process depends on the chan-

nel process.

We first present the analysis for the case where the service/r'acation process has

one-step rnemory while the generalization to the case with any finite menory rvill be

outlined later in the chapter. Now, let s(ú) : 0 represent t,he service state, s, : l
represent the vacalion sLate, ancl c(¿) (0,1,.'. ,1() be the channel state in time slot

ú. The queueing framework developed later in this chapter can be appliecl as long as

the evolution of a two-dimensional variable (s(t), c(t)) can be cleLermined. Thus, the

queueing analysis for any scheduling policy of interest recluces Lo the cletermination of

the conditional probability Pr {s(ú + 1), c(t + 1)ls(ó), c(ú)}. To facilitate the queueing

analysis, we represent this joint transition probabiiity in the foilowing maLrix form:

where S¿,, is a (K + 1) x (lf * 1) matrix whose elements Sr,, (k, l) are definecl as

follows:

So,¡ (k,l) : P.{s(r + 7) : J,c(t + t) : lls(l) : i, c(t) : k}

s: I sn,n so,t 
I

L st,o st,t l
(5 1)

(s 2)



5.2.2 Queueing Model and Analysis

The queueing problem is mocleled in discrete time with one lime interval equal t,o

one time sloi. The buffer size is assumed to be infinite. The packet arrival process is

assumed to be Bernoulli with arrival probability À. We assume that packets arriving
during time interval ú- 1 cannot be transmitted uniil time interval ú at the earliest. Let
q(t) be the number of packets in the target queue, s(ú) be the service/vacation state,

and c(ú) be the channel state at bhe beginning of bime slot ú. The number of packebs

transmitted during lime slot ú is lhe minimum of the number of packets in the queue

(q(t)) and the transmission capacity in that time slot (ñ..1¿¡) (i.e., min {ø(t),h<,1})
The system state can be described by the process

X(¿) :{(q(¿),s(i),c(r)), q(t)>0; s(r) :0,1i 0<c(ú) <K}, ¿>0

It can be shown that X(l) is a Markov chain (MC).Let P and (2,j,fr.) denote

the transition matrix and a generic system state for this MC, respectively, and

(i., j,lr)--- ('i', j',h/) denote the bransition of this MC from state (i,, j,h) to state
(i',j',h'). For fixed i andi', the probabilities corresponding to these state transi-
tions can be written in matrix blocks A¿,¿, which correspond to transitìons in ìevel e

of the transition natrix. Thus, level i of the transition matrix represents the system

sLate transitions where there are i packets in the queue before the transition.
The transition matrix clescribing ihe MC is written in (5.3) where the cleriva-

tion of the matrix blocks is given in Appendix E. Inside each level, we capture the
service/vacation states ancl the channel states for the target queue, which are repre-

sented by j and l¿ in the generic system state, respectively. In (f.3), the system stale
transitions (2, x, x) --, (i- k+ 1, *, x) are represented lry Ao,r for z < l./ and by A¡ for
i ) lV. As can be seen from Appendix E, for z ) ,^/ ihe state transition probabilities

are independenl of the level index i, therefore, for brevity we omit the level inclex

in the matrix blocks. Since there are two service/vacation st,ates and K * 1 channel
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states, the order of the matrix blocks A¡ and A¿.¡

Ao,r Ao,o

At,z Ar,r Al,o

Ao. A,o, At, At^

:::l

A¡v-r,ru A¡u-r,¡¡-l ,4.¡r-r,¡¡-z

Ary+l A¡¡ A¡¡-r
A¡¡+l A¡¡

P:

The transition matrix in (5.3) shows thal this MC is a special case of the GI/l\4/1

type, where the solution can be found by a well-establishecl metlìocl [114]. Let

* : lro X1 Xz . . . ] b. the steacly-state probabiliLy vector corresponcling io the

transition matrix P, where x¿ corr€sponds to level z of the transition matrix P, ancl

has dimension 2(K * 1). There exists a matrix R which is the minimal non-negative

solution to the follorving matrix equation: R : tfl-Ï RÈA* such that X¿ : X¿-lR

for i > ,^/. The marginal probability representing all combinations such that there

are i packets in the queue is just the sun of all the elements in x¿, which is equal to

x¿Lz6+t).The average queue length can be calculatecl as

æN-læ

Lq )-ix¿121¡¡*1) : tix,!21y¡1¡+t(¿ * 1ú)x¿1,y1z4{+t)

is 2(K + 1) x 2(I{ + 1).

A¡u - r,o
A1 A¡¡

A'2 A1
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: I ix¿t216+r¡ f Nx¡u'(I - R)-112(¡<+r) * x¡R(I _ R)-'lrtn+r¡ (5.a)
i:7

Using Little's law, the average delay can be written as follows:

: I ix¿1217ç+1) + lúxru IRotr,r.*r¡ * x¡yRft¿ + 1)Rt121¡¡..1¡

N-1

A6

; _1

N-l

(5 3)

i:l
æ

5.2.3 Delay Distribution

In this section, we derive lhe distribution of the total dehy for an arriving packet

to the larget queue. Let the arrival slot be nunberecl as sloL zero. This slot is not

included in the delay calculation. If an arriving packet sees i heacl-of-line packets in

i:o

L.
/l _ Y

j:0

(5 5)
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the queue, the delay for this target packet is the time required for i * 1 packets (z

head-of-line packets and the t,arget packet iiself) bo successfully leave the queue.

Now, to calculate the clelay distribution, we need to deLermine the steady-state

clislribution seen by an arriving packet and the system evolution from the beginning

of slol one to the ending poinl where the target packet successfully leaves the queue.

Since a system sLate is represented by the service/vacation states and the channel

states, the probabilities describing the system stale evolution in each time slot during

the entire periocl in rvhich the target packet is in the queue can be put in a matrix

form to facilitate the analysis. To this end, Iet us define the following matrices:

r f-r(2, ,) : 
I lil;:3]llÏ;3ì lill Sll[Ï:i] ] '. 

a 2(K+ i) x 2(K +1) marrix whose er-

ements (O(i, r)) (ù,iz),(jr,lr) (ir,ir:0,1; 0 1 jr jz < K) represent the prob-

ability that i packets are successfully transmitted in D slots, service/vacation

slarts in state z1 and finishes in state'i2,Lhe transmission starts in channel state

j1 ancl finishes in channel state j2 at the end of slot D.

. Fr¿,,r : 
[ Ë:::]lÏ;lì li,,lill'ii ] ', 

o ,{r. + 1) x 2(K +1) mairix whose erements

(Ho,r)(rr, iz),(jr,jz) (,ir,ir:0,1; 0 l jt,jz ( K) represent the probability that

k packets are successfully transmitted in one particular slot given that there

are i packets in the queue at the beginning of the slot, service/vacation state

changes from state z1 to st,aie i,2, the transmission starts in channel state j1 ancl

finishes in channel state j2.

Nole that, (Ho,u)(rr, i2) and (O(i, r))(i1, z2) have order (1l + 1) x (K + i), whose

elements capture the channel state transition. We have the following recursive rela-

tions: 
N

where H¿,¡ is calcuìated in the Appendix E. We can explain the above recursive

relations as follorvs. If bhere are i packets which need to be transrnittecl in D slots,

ancl k packets are successfully transmitted in the current slot, there remains i - k

packets to be lransmitted ín D - 1 slo[s. l¿(0, 0) simply captures the ending point

r,l'here the target packet leaves the queue.

au, D): IH¿,ÈO(z - k, D - I)
À=0

f-l(O, 0) : I27+t)

(5 6)

(5 7)
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Norv, Ìet the steacly-state probability vector seen by an arriving packet be clenoted

by y : lyo y, y, . . .]. Then, we have

Equation (5.8) can be interpretecl as folìows. If there are 'i * À: packets ahead

of the target packet in the queue at the beginning of the arrival slot and ,k packets

are successfully transmitted in the arrival siot, then the target packet sees exactly e

head-of-line packets at the beginning of the next time slot. The probability that the

deÌay is D slots (not including the arrivai slot) can be wriiten as follows:

Yn: Ix¿+,tlI¿+¡,t.
,¡c:0

The above summatìon is limited to D,^/- 1 since at most /V packets can be successfully

transmitted in one time slot.

5.2.4 Throughput Calculation

In this section, we calculate [he tirroughput for the targeb user in terms of number

of successfully transmitted packets per time slot under saturated buffer ancl clynamic

buffer scenarios. The latter refers to the situalion where the queueing clynamics are

taken into account. For this case, the buffer occupancy (queue length) distribuLion

has been derived in Section 5.2.2. In contrast, under the saturatecl buffer scenario

the queue is assurned io be highly loaded at all times and the service operation is

determinecl by the service/vacation and channel states, rvhere the number of packets

available in the queue is always greater lhan the transmission capacity of the channel

(i.e., N packets). Assuming that packet errors are inclependent, the average packet

error rate, which is the ratio between the average number of packets in error and the

average number of transmilied packets, is given by [2t]

DN -I
Po(D): t y¿AU t 7, D)12çç¡1¡.

i:0

(5.8)

¡[, nuerle)PER*
P:j[:h*Pr(k)

The average number of transmissions for each packet can be writben as

,t,:ñok: 7
tt _ / .p l_p.

A:O

(5 e)

(5.10)

(5. i 1)
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Note that, ARQ is employed to retransmit erroneous packets and p represents the
packet retransmission probability. Under the saturated buffer scenario, Lhe through-
put is de[ermined by ihe joint service/vacation and the channel processes. Let us

define vector z which satisfi.es zS : z and z]¿ç¡a¡1) : 1. We can partition z as

follows: ,: lrn, z7l: lzç¡(0), , zo(K), zr(0), ... ,zt(lf)]. In fact, z is a row vec-

tor of dimension 2(K +1);zs(k) andz1(,k) represent the probability that the target
queue is in service and vacation, respectively, where the channei is in state k. The
throughput for the target user under the saturated buffer case can be calculated as

Similarly, the steady-stat,e probability vector x¿ of (5.3) can be partit,ioned as

x¿ : [x¿,0, x¿,r] : [*n,n(O),..., x¿,0(K), x¿,r(O), ... ,xi,r6)] Taking the buffer
dynamics into account, the throughput of the t,arget user is given by

TP" :

TP¡ :

lf-, h¡zs@)

5.2.5 Service/Vacation Process with Finite Memory

sæs1(.tt)-;, t;:, min {i, h¡}x¿,ç¡(k)

In the previous sections, the queueing analysis was performed for service/vacation
process with one-step memory. In this section, we extend the above analysis for a

more general case where the service/vacation process has more than one-step memory.
This may be the case for scheduling schemes which aim at provicling fairness among
the different florvs. To achieve the fairness goal, the service/vacation processes for all
ihe bachlogged flows are retained in bhe memory over a rvindow of time slots so that
the lagging flows can be prioritized over the leading flows to ensure fairness among
users in terms of throughput or channel access time.

We consider the case where the service/vacation process has a general finite /lz1-

step memorv. That is, the evolution of the joint service/vacation and channel pro-
cessesiscapturedinLheprobabiliiyPr{s(ú+1), c(t+1)ls(¿),s(r-t),...,s(¿_NI+
i),c(ú) ). Definingv(i) : ls(t- M +1),...,s(t-1),s(ú)], where s(t_k) € {0,1}
(k e {0,1,"' , AI - r]), the discrete-time MC clescribing the system has state space

{(q(¿)'v(t),c(t)); q(¿) > 0, 0 < c(t) s K } Now, each lever in the corresponding

/V

K
: (1 - p) I h,¡zs(k).

À:l

tr
æK

: (1 - p) f I min {i, h¡}xi,s(k). (b.13)
i:l A:1

(5.12)
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transition matrix of this 1\4C captures all combinations of v(l) ancl c(ú). Since v(f ) has

2M combinations ancl c(ú) has K* 1 combinations (i.e., different channei states), the

order of matrix blocks A¿,¡ and A¡ in the transition matrix is 2^r (I( +1) x2tut(K +7).
Although the staie space increases, the joint service/vacal,ion ancl channel tran-

sitionprobabilitiesPr{s(ú+i),c(t+1)ls(ú),s(t-t),...,s(¿-AI+1),c(ó)]canbe
put into the matrix form and the above analysis can still be appliecl.

5.3 Analysis for Max-Rate Scheduling Scheme

The max-rate scheduling scheme works as follou's. At any tirne slot, the channel

states (each st,ate is one of the K + | states of the FSMC) of all active users are

assumed to be available at the schecluler without clelay. Albhough this assumption

may not be sirictly valid due to feedback delay, the performance degradation is very

small if the channel is quite static over a short period of time. We further assume that

the channel processes for all the users are independent. This assumption often holds

in practice because of the location-dependent characteristics of bhe wireless channel.

The max-rate scheduler grants the transmission to the user wilh the highest rate. If
there are more bhan one user with ihe highesi channel state, the schecluler chooses

one of them randomiy.

As has been mentioned before, the application of the presented model to any

scheduling rule of interest reduces to cleterrnination of the joint transiLion matrix S.

The order of mabrix S depends on the memory lengih (M) of the joint service/vacation

and channei processes. For max-rate scheduling scheme, MI : 1, ancl therefore) we

only need to find the joint conclitionaÌ probabilities Pr{s(i+ 1),c(ú+ 1)ls(i),c(t)}.
Let s(¿)(¿) and c(¿)(ú) (i:1,... ,L) denote the service/vacation state ancl the channel

state for user i in Lime slot ú. We consider queue one, where data packeLs corre-

sponding to user one are buffered. For notational simplicity, let s(1)(¿) : s(f) and

c(1)(ú) : c(t). We have

Pr{s(ú+ 1),c(t+ 1)ls(t), c(t)}: Pr{s(t+ 1)ls(l),c(t+ t),c(t)} x Pr{c(t+ 1)lc(¿)}

(5.14)

where we have usecl the fact thai Pr{c(t + 1)ls(¿),"(¿)i : Pr {c(t + t)lc(t)} since the

channel process is independent ofthe service/vacation process. Here, Pr {c(t + 1) : ll
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c(t): kj :Tx¿ is the channel state transition probability, which is available from the
FSMC model. We also have

where Pr{s(t)lc(i+ 1),c(¿)} : Pr{s(t)lc(t)} since the service sbate in time
clepends only on the channel state in time slot ú. Since s(t + t) can be either
we have

Pr{s(t+ 1) : 1-7ls(r) :i,c(t + 1) : t,c(t): k}

- 1 - Pr{s(t+ 1) :tls(i) : i,c(t +l) : l, c(t) : k}. (5.16)

Therefore, we need to consider only the case when s(ú + i) : 0. Let us calculate the

denominator ancl the numerator of (5.15) in the following sections.

5.3.1 Calculation of Pr {s(ú)1.(¿)}

We can write the denominator of (5.15) with s(ú) : 0 as follows:

Pr {s(t + 1), s(ú)lc(ú + 1), c(ú)}
Pr {s(t)lc(t + 1), c(r)}

Pr {s(l + i), s(¿)lc(t + t), c(t)}

Pr {s(i) : Olc(¿) - l,} :

Pr is(i)lc(t))

Here, Pr {"(¿) : 0, c(2)(ú),. .., rtr')(l)lc(ú)

Pr {s(i) : g,r(z) (¿),..., cØ)Q)lc(ú) : k} :

K
\-
ZJ

c(2) (¿):0

(5.18)

where ¿ is the numl¡er of users such that 
"@(t) 

: Æ, Pr {c(i)(t)} is the channel state
probability for user i, which is given by the FSMC model.

Equation (5.18) can be interpreted as follows. In time slot ú, user one is in service,

given bhal its channel is in state Æ when all other L - 1 users have channel state

lower than or same as that for use¡ one (i.e., state k). If there are a, users with the

(5.15)

slol ú

0or1,

I(

\-
/r

3) (¿):

K
\-Z¿

0 c(¿) (¿):0

Pr {s(t) :0,cQ)(t),'. ' ,cØ)ft)lc(t) : ,k} .

(5.u)

:

{

k) can be calculabed as

0, ir=i,(2<i< L)..¡.6(;)(t) > Æ

:ni:rPr {c{i)(t)} , otherwise
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same channel state k, user one is chosen for transmission u'ith probability 1/0,. Note

that, this equation holcls because we assume that channel processes of all users are

independent. For s(t) :1, Pr{s(t) :1lc(t) :,t} can be writt'en as follows:

Pr{s(t) :1lc(¿) - k}:1- Prir(¿) :Olc(¿) : k}.

5.3.2 Calculation of Pr {s(ú + 1), s(t)lc(t + 1), c(t)}

The numerator of (5.15) can be written as

Pr{s(l+ 1) : s,s(r) :ulc(t+ 1) : L,c(t): ¡¡:
¿(z)(r1t):0 ¿(r)(ta1):0c(2)(¿)=0 c(¿)(¿):0

Pr{s(ú+t) :s,s(t) :r,"(z)7¡+1),..., cØ)(t+ t),c(2)(t), ...,c@) (r)lc(ú+1) : I,c(t):n}
(5.20)

where the following two cases are considered for the terms inside the summations.

Case I: s(r + i) : 0, s(ú) : 0

For this case, the corresponcling term insicle the summations in (5.20) can be

written as

Pr {s(l + 1) : 0, s(t) : g,¿(z)1¡ + 1),..., c&)Q + t), c{2)(t), ...

_ | o, if fi,(2 <, < L) s.r. c(i)(¿ +
- I * fl'=, Pr {c{;)(t + 1), c(¿)(i)} ,

where ¿ and ö are the number of nsers (including the target user) having channei

states satisfying "Ø(t):,k and cØ(t+ 1) : l, respectively.

Equation (5.21) can be interpretecl as folloivs. User one is in service in two con-

secutive time slots ú and ú * 1 given that the channel state for user one is k and I in

time slots t andt * 1, respectively, when [he channel stat es for all other I - 1 users

are smaller than or equal to k ancl I in time slots ú ancl ú * 1, respectively. If there

are ¿ ancl b users (including the target user) with channel states such that çQ)(¡) : k

and c(¿)(¿ + 1) : l, respectively, user one is grantecl transmission in both time slots

with probablli|y 7lab.

Kt

(5. 1e)

I(

T tt

, cØ) çt¡1cçt+ 1) : I, c(t) : nj

1)>lor"Ø(l>k
otherwise 

(5'21)



Case II: s(t + l) : 0, s(ú) : 1

For this case, the corresponding term inside the sumnations in (5.20) can be

written as

Pr is(ú + 1) : 0, s(¿) - 1,ç(2)(t + t), ...,cØ) (t + r), c(2)Q),...

I o, if {]?, (2 < i < r) s.r. c(ùft + 1) > l} or {c(i)(r)
: { ini:rPr {c{')(r + 1), c(¿)(r)} , if 

=i,(2 
< z < l)s.r.

[ # n'=r Pr {c(¿)(t 
_r 1), c(i)(t)} , otherwise

where ¿ and b are the number of users including Lhe target user with channel states

satisfying c@(t) : k and cØ(t + 1) : l, respectively.

To explain (5.22), rve consider the following cases. First, if there are users with

channel state higher than that for user one in time slot ú * 1 or all other ,L - I users

have channel state lower than [hat for user one in time slot ú, user one will not be

in service in slot ú * 1 and wiÌl not be on vacation in siot ú. Second, if there are

users wi[h higher channel state than thai for user one in lime slot ú and there are

å users having Nhe same channel stabe same as lhat of user one (other users have

lower channel states) , user one is on vacation in time slot ú and in service in time

slot ú * I with probability 1/b. Third, if there are a users with channel state same

as thab for user one in slot ú (other users have lower channel states) and there are b

users with channel state same as that for user one in slot ú * 1 (other users have lower

channel states), the probability that user one is on vacation in slot ú and in service

in slot ú * 1 is (a - \)lab. In (5.21) and (5.22), Pr{c(t)(t+ t) : ¿,¿(;)(t) - k} :
Pr{c(i)(r+ t) :tlcØ(¿) : Àr} x Pr{c(i)(t) : k}, which can be calculatecl using the

transition probability matrix for the FSMC model.

5.4 Numerical and Simulation Results: Model Val-
idation and Useful Implications

5.4.1 System Parameters and Assumptions

In bhis section, we present typical numerical resulbs considering an uncoded wireless

system q'ith fir,e transmission mocles. The fitting parameters of PtrR are taken from

, 
"(L) 

çt¡1"1t+ 1) : t, c(t) : n\

< Æ, vi, (2 < i.s ¿))
cØ(t) > k (s.22)
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Figure 5.2. Complementary cumulati,ue dzstrtbuti,on of queue length (for packet ar-

ri,ual probabi,ti,ty ),:0.1, L:3, auerage S^/Æ -- 13, 15 d'8, P¡ : 0.1, m: I,7'3,

and f¿:30,40 Hz).

[20] for the uncoclecl wireless system. We assume bhat /¿r : k, tilne slot, interval

?" : 0.5 rns ancl the SNR thresholcls of the FSMC moclel are founcl such [hal Lhe

averagepackeberrorratePtrRk : Po(k - 1,. .,5) asin 120]. Tosavethesimulation

time in valiclabing the analytical results, only two transmission mocles are used' i.e.,

K :2 (in Figs.5.2-5.3). AII other results are obtainecl with five transmission modes.

5.4.2 Simulation MethodologY

The simulation results are obtained for the tagged user (i.e., user one) for the max-rate

opportunistic schecluling scheme as follows. Given the sysiem and channel parame-

ters, the channel transition matrix T is calculatecl. The simulation run bime is chosen

to be 5 x 106 time slots, where in each time slot the channel states of all users are

generated basecl on their channel states in the previous Lime slot and lhe correspond-

ing channel state transition probabilities. User one transmils if lhe channel state for

¡ser one is higher than that for each of the olher users (ties are broken ranclomly).

The number of packets transmitted during any service time slot is cleterminecl by the

channel state. The number of packets successfuily leaving the queue is cletermined

basecl on lhe packet error probability P¡. The queue length is updated aL every

+ SNR='15d8, fd=40H2, m=1

---0- SNR=15d8, ld=30H2, m='1
+ sNR=l5dB, fd=40H2, m='1

+ SNR='f3dB. fd=30H2. m=1
x Simulâlion

'15 20
q (packets)
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Figure 5.3. Complementary

probabi,li,ty À : 0.1, L : 3,

ancl f¿:30,40 Hz).

Þ

* ro'
Þ
o-

time slot by considering a packet arrival (which follows a Bernoulli process) and tl-re

number of successfully transmitted pacliets.

5.4.3 Queue Length and Delay Distributions

Tlie complementary cumulative disLributions for queue length and delay obtainecl

from the analytical model and simulation are shown in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3, respec-

tively. As is evident from these two figures, the simulation results match the analytical
results very well. The effects of Doppler shift /¿ and Nakagami paraneter m on the

delay distribution are also shown. As can be observed, with higher Doppler shift

/¿ or Nakagami itararneter rr¿ ihe delay decreases. This implies that higher channel

correlation adverselv affects the clelay performance. As expected, lower average SNR

results in higher delay since the average transmission rate of the target user decreases.

20 25 30 35
d (time slots)

cumulat'iue di,stributi,on of delay (for packet arr.iual

aaerage ^9^/A -- 13, 15 dB, Po - 0.1, nt : 1,I.3,

7L
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Figure 5.4. Th.roughput of RR and MR scheduli,ng schemes uersus a,uerage SNR (Jor

packet arriual probabi,Ii.ty À : 0.8, L:3, Ps : 0.1, m: I, and f¿:40 Hz).

5.4.4 Impact of Scheduling on Delay and Throughput Per-

formance

We compare bhe throughput and the clelay performances of ihe max-rabe (MR) ancl

the round-robin (RR) schecluling schemes. The analytical model for the RR scheclul-

ing is given in Chapter I. Typical variations in throughput performance rvith average

SNR for the MR and the RR scheduling schemes are presentecl in Fig. 5.4 under sat-

uraled buffer and dynamic buffer scenarios. As expected, the N4R schecluling always

provides higher throughput than the RR schecluling. This is clue to the fact that N4R

schecluling exploits the channel fluctuations to enhance the throughput. However,

it does not provide fairness among different users. In contrast, the RR schecluling

ensures perfect fairness among the users, however, it does not take advant,age of the

multiuser diversity to achieve throughput gain.

Note that, under perfect power control the average channel conditions for all

users are similar, and therefore, the MR schecluling provides long-term fairness rvhile

opbimally increasing the system throughput via exploitation of small-scale fading.

In general, these two scheduling rules are the two extremes from bhe viewpoint of

the trade-off between throughput ancl fairness. The throughput performance under

dynamic bufier case is always boundecl by that for the saturatecl bufler case.

14 16

Average SNR (dB)
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Figure 5.5. Cornplernentary curnulatiue di,stri,buti,on of deLay for RR and MR
scheduli,ng schernes (for packet arriual probabi,lity À : 0.2, 0.6, L : 3, auerage SNR
: 15 d,B, Po : 0.1, m: I, and f¿: a0 Hz).

The complementary cumulative delay distributions for MR and RR schemes are

shown in Fig. 5.5 for packet arrival probability À : 0.2 and À : 0.6. Interestingly,

under light trafHc load conditions (e.g., À:0.2), RR scheduling ofiers much smaller

delay than the MR scheduling, while under heavy traffic load conditions, the MR
scheme offers better delay performance.

Impact of channel correlation on the delay performance for the MR and the RR
scheduling schemes are shown in Fig. 5.6. We plot both average delay and the 95-th
percentile clelay which is denotecl as "95Ù/a delay" in this figure. We observe that, the

impact of channeì correlation on the performance of tiie MR scheme is more significant
than that for ihe RR scheme. In fact, for the N{R scheme, if the channel correlation
is high, a particular user may gain or lose service for a long period of time which

adversely affects the delay performance.

The above results have notable implications on the design of a scheduling policy.

For example, in a correlated fading channel, a 'greedy' scheduling scheme such as

lvlR scheduling does not ensure short-term fairness and ii may resuit in undesirable

delay performance under light traffic load conditions. The design of the scheduling

policy, therefore, should be based on the QoS performance objectives consiclering

different traffic load and channel conditions. The analytical framework presented in

f- MRr.Ãt
I o nn.r=o.z I

l+røn,r=o.el
l*nn,r.=o.o I

15 20 25 30 35
d(time slots)
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Figure 5.6. Auerage and 95% deLøy of RR and MR sch.edul'in,g schemes l)ersus
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this chapter would be very useful for compiete evaluation of a schecluling scheme

under different traffic, channel and sysLem conditions.
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5.4.5 Example Applications

5.4.5.L Cross-Layer Design
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Doppler shift (Hz)
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Since the exacL queueing performance considering the radio link layer ancl the physical

layer u.O..ts has been obtained, cross-layer ciesign can be performed to opLimally

choose the radio link control parameters. To iiluslrate, we plot the average delay

versus the target packet error rate P¡ in Fig. 5.7. The delay can be minimized when

P¡ is in the range 0.05-0.1. The average transmission rat,e increases with increasing

Ps, however, the probability of transmission failure also increases at the same time.

Therefore, there exists a value of Ps for which the clelay performance is opLimal.

5.4.5.2 Packet-Level Admission Control

For some data services, a delay requirement needs to be satisfiecl since there is a clelay

limit over which a packet will be useless even if it reaches the desiination correctly.
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Figure 5.7. Auerage delay uersus Ps (for packet arriual probabili,ty À : 0.1, L :3,
auerage ^91/Ã 

: 15 dB, m:7,1.3, and l¿:30,40 Hz).

The complete clelay statistics obtainecl from the analytical model above enables us

to perform admission conl"rol under stalistical delay constraint of the following form:

Pr(clelay ) D,,o*) - 1 - tf.:i" Pd&) < Pt For a certain setting of channel ancl

system parameters, the admission control parameter 7, which can be, for example,

the admissible number of users or the packeb arrival rate, can be found by a simple

search such ihat, the delay constraint is satisfied.

As an example, in Fig. 5.8, we shorv typical variations in the maximum packet

arrival probabilitv with average SNR. As is evident, higher Doppler shifi and/or larger

average SNR reduce delay thus allowing packets to be admitted into the queue at a
higher rate.

5.5 Chapter Summary

We have presented a queueing analytical framework for analyzing radio link level

bufier dynamics under a general scheduling rule in a multi-rate wireless network em-

ploying ARQ-basecl error control under correlated fading channel. We have derivecl

the exact distributions for queue length and delay and also obtained the user through-
put' uncler ltoth saturated buffer and dynamic buffer cases. The speciÊc case of the

ro-,
Target packet error rate Po

/D



Figure 5.8. Vanatzons 'in marimurn

under statistzcal delay constrai,nt (for

l¿: 60,70,80 H z).

max-rate scheduling has been analyzed by using the general anaiytical framework.

To highlight the usefulness of the presented model, we have shown examples of cross-

layer clesign and admission control under statistical delay const,rainLs, basecl on bhe

resuits obtained from the analytical model. This analytical framework rvould estab-

lish the base for fair comparison among differenb scheduÌing schemes and facilitate

performance prediction in the higher iayers of the protocol stach.

Average SNR (dB)
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Chapter 6

Tandem Queue and QoS Routitrg
F.ramework

In this chapter, we tackle a single-path QoS routing problem for multi-hop wireless

networks. For QoS routing, lhe performance metrics should be measured or calcuiated

in a timely nanner so that the routing algorithm can adapt to the system dynamics.

In fact, QoS routing has been an active research topic over the pasi several years.

Typical routing metrics acloptecl in the literalure are bandwicìth and delay [54], [55],

[57]. While bandrvidth can usually be quantified, the existing works in ihe literature
usually assume that routing algorithms have the capability to estimate the link delay.

Also, the encl-to-end loss rate is usually ignored.

Since on-demand routing scales well to the network size, most of the routing algo-

rithms adopied by the IETF's MANBT working group belong to this routing category.

For on-demancl QoS routing algorithms, link and path quality metrics are incorpo-
rated into the route discovery phase to find good routes for an incoming connection.

hi [55] and [57], lhe authors assumecl that link clelay can be estimatecl/measurecl

with certain uncertainty. In practice, QoS metrics such as delay and loss rate can

be calculatecl under realistic physical and link layer design consiclering the queueing

dynamics at each node along the route to the destination. This leads to a tanclem

queueing problem which is the focus of this chapter.

A tandem queueing moclel is also useful for evaluating end-to-end performance for

multi-hop wireless networks [71]. There are some tandem queueing models proposed

in the literature. Tandem systems of two queues were modeled in discrete time in l72l.
The end-to-end delay for time-division multiple access (TDMA) and ALOHA mulbiple

access schenles v/as approximately derived in [73] for multi-hop networks assuming
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constant bit rate traffic. In [7a], a clecomposition approach for tandem queueing

sysLems with blocking was proposecl. The networh calculus rrpproach for statistical

QoS provisioning of communication netu'orks was proposecl in [75]. iMainly proposecl

for wired networks, this approach, however, cannot be clirectly applied to wireless

netrvorks with sophisiicated physical ancl linlç la¡,e¡ .1..t*tr.

Since there are cliverse techniques employecl in the physicaì layer of clifferent u'ire-

Iess standards, the notion of bandwicllh clepencls on the unclerlying wireless technol-

ogy. A physical channel can be proviclecl by a spreacling cocle in cocle-clivision multiple

access (CDNIA) systems [102], a sub-carrier in orthogonal frequency-clivision multi-
plexing (OFDM) systems [103], [104] or simply a frequency bancl in frequency-division

multipìe access (FDMA) systems [105]. Each of these physical channels may be cli-

vided into equal-size iime slots and different time slots may be used for transmissions

on different links in a comnÌon neighborhood (i.e., in CDMA-TDVIA, OFDM-TDIVIA

and FDMA-TDMA systems).

In this chapter, we present queueing models to analyze a t,anclem of clueues ivhere

bat,ch traffic arrival process, mult,i-rate transmission in lhe physical layer, ancl au-

tomatic repeat request (ARQ)-based error recovery in ihe link layer are talien into

account. Note that, mulli-rate lransmission in the physical layer using adaptive mocl-

nlation and coding (AMC) and ARQ-based error recovery in the linh layer are wiclely

used techniques for most of the current wireless stanclarcls [2], [9]-[21]. We assume

per-flow queueing along a routing path for rn'hich a separate queue is mairitainecl for

each flow at each node. Since l,he compubalional complexity of the exact moclel is

very high, we propose a clecomposition approach for the tanclern queue. Using the

decomposition approach, we can calculate the performance ûìeasures such as encl-bo-

end ìoss rate, average clelay, and clelay clistribution rvith rnuch lower computational

complexity. We then show how the clecomposition approach can be incorporated into

a QoS routing protocol so that the encl-to-encl QoS requiremen[s are satisfied. We also

exLend the per-flow queueing-based QoS routing frameivork to a class-based queueing

and QoS routing framervork which supports a finile number of service classes with clif-

fereniiated QoS requirements. The queueing and QoS routing frameworks presentecl

in this chapter provicles a unified solution for the problem of QoS provisioning in

multi-hop wireless neLworks, which has not been l,horoughly treated in the literature.



6.1 System Model

6.1.1 Network Model

We consider a wireless multi-hop network with multiple ongoing connections each of
which spans several hops. Data traffic arriving at the source nocle is transmittecl hop
by hop to the clestination node. We assume that each node in the network maintains
a separat'e queue for each traffic flow traversing Lhe link enanating from the nocle
(i.e., per-flow queueing). A multi-hop network moclel with two ongoing connections
is shown in Fig. 6.1 where for convenience, we show only one queue at each nocle.

:uo\
fro Æ'

Figure 6.L. A multz-hop w'ireless networlc wi,th multiple ongozng connections.

A particular amount of bandwidth is aliocatecl for each hop along the routing
paih of the connection so lhat its end-to-encl QoS requirements are satisfiecl. For a
particular connecbion, the tandem system of queues along its routing path is illus-
trated in Fig. 6.2' This tandenr. queue has multiple concatenated queues where traffic
coming out of each queue is fed into the next queue in the chain. The sequence of
nodes that the traffic florv traverses is deciclecl by a routing algorithm. The physical
and link layer model for any hop along the routing path is described in the next sub-
section. Our objective is to find alt end-to-end performance measures for a general
tandem system of queues u,ith an arbitrary number of hops. For notational conve-
nience, we will occasionally construct a vector from the corresponding enlries in the
sequel. For example, vector d with elements di (i:0,1,.. . ,M) will be clenoted as
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6.I.2 Physical and Link Layer Model

lVe moclel the physical layer in a general way such that the banclem queueing moclel

can be applied to many clifferent physical layer technologies. Assume Lhat there

is a finite number of physicai orthogonal channels separatecl in spreacling cocle (for

CDN4A systems 1102]) or in frequency domain (for OFDM [103], [104] or FDMA

[105] systems ). T]ansmission time on each orLhogonal channel is divicled into fixed-

size time slots whicli are occupieci by only one hnk or shared by clifferent links in a
common neighborhood as in ISS]. We will refer to the former case as rron-time-sharing

systems ancl latter case as time-sharing systems.

For time-sharing systems, time slots are groupecl into fixed-length time frames

where the time slots in each time frame are perioclically allocaied for some transmis-

sion linlçs in a common neighborhoocl. Each link may be allocatecl time slols from

clifferent orthogonal channels in each time frame. For non-bime-sharing syslems, each

orthogonal channel is allocated to only one link. Therefore, a non-time-sharing sys-

tem is a special case of a time-sharing system where one time frame is equal t,o one

time slot. In the queueing model, we observe the system states at the beginning of

each time frame wiLhout explicitly'stating the detailed resource allocation mechanism

(i.e., either time-sharing or non-time-sharing systems).

We assume that the packet length is fixecl. The physical layer empìoys AN{C

technique rvhere there are a finite number of transmission mocles each of which cor-

responds a unique moclulation and coding scheme. The transmission rate of each

transmission mode is proportional to its spectral efficiency. We assume that if the

channel is in channei st,ate k, h¡,packets can be transmilled in one time slot. We also

asstlme that å.¡ : 0, (i.e. no packet is transmitted in channel state zero to avoid t,he

Figure 6.2. A tandem queue

ltmos
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high transmission error probability). The caiculations of average PER and channel

sfate probability are presented tn Chapter 2.

We rvill choose the SNR thresholds for different transmission modes in each allo-
cated channel such that the average PER for all transmission modes in allocated time
slots of hop I equal to a particular value denoted l:y B(t). The algorithm to find such

SNR bhresholds is presentecl in Chapter 2. In each hop, an infinite-persistent ARQ
protocol is employed in the link layer where an erroneous packeb is retransmitted
uniil ii is received correctly at the receiving end of each hop. This is justifiable clue

io Lhe fact that a large number of transmission attempts is usually recommended in
the link layer to shield wireless errors from the higher layers [106], [107]. Depencl-

ing on the transmission outcorne in each time frame, an aclçnowlcdgment (ACK) or
negative acknowledgmeni (NACK) is fed back from the receiver to ihe transmitter
of each hop for each transmitted packet. We assume lhat the ACK/NACK packets

are avaiiable ai the end of the transmission time frame and the feedback channel is

error-free. Brroneous pa,ckets in one particular time frame wiil be retransmittecl in
the next tinre frame.

The channel state is assumed to be stationary in each time frame but changes

independently in consecutive time frames (i.e., block fading channel). We assume

that the transmission link in hop I of the tandem system is allocated ø¿ time slots
from 0¿ different orthogonal physical channels in each time frame. Note that channel
states in different t'ime slots of one time frame on any aÌlocatecl orthogonal channel
is tlre same . fet pt!) ft) be the probability that the allocated channel å of hop I is in
state k, which can be calculated asin Chapter 2l:y using the channel parameters on

the corresponding allocaied channel. Assuming that the channel states of different
allocated channels are independent, rve can calculate the probability ihat i packets

are transmitted during one time frame in hop I as

where 0 < ? < lt ¡çw¿ and D¿ is the combination of all possible channel states on 9¿

allocatecl channels of hop I such that the iolal number of packets transmi6eci in all
allocated t,ime slots is equal to i. Note that h¡ is the maximum number of transmittecl
packet's in one aliocatecl time slot. For the tandem system, we will use the terms "link

h:0t

,:" :Ð lJ eÍj)rrl
Ði À,/¿:1

(6 1)



l" and "hop l" interchangeably in the sequel.

Example: A particular link I of the tandem system is allocatecl four lime slots on two

different orthogonal channels: time slots one ancl two on channel one, Lime slots three

ancl four on channel tr'vo. The channel states in time slots one and two (also in iime

slots three and four) in any time frame are the same because they belong to the same

channel. If three and four packets can be transmitted in each time slot of channel

one and two, respectively, the toial number of packets which can be transmitted in

all allocated time slots for this link is 3 x 2 * 4 x 2 : 14 packets.

6.2 An Exact Tandem Queue Model

In this section, we present an exact modeì for the tandem qlreue. We model the

tandem queue in discrete time with a time unit equal to a time frame. We observe

the system state at the beginning of each time frame. We assume lhat traffic arrives at

the source node buffer according to a baLch Bernoulli arrival process where z packets

arrive in one time frame with probability ajl) (z :0, I,2,". ,M where M can go to

oo) We assume that packets arriving in time frame ú - 1 can only be transmitted

during time frame ó at the earliest. The queues of the tanclem system are numberecl

using an increasing sequence of integers where the source node maintains queue one

and queue z has the buffer size of Q¿ packets. Packets arriving aL each buffer that

could not find space wilì be dropped.

Packets successfully received at the receiving side of each linh are buffered for

eiiher delivery to the application layer if it is the ìast link of the connection or oth-

erwise transmission to the nexi hop. The transmission rate.on each link in each time

frame clepends on the channel states in the allocated time slots. We assume thai all

wireless links employ Alt4C with the same number of K mocles. The probability that

i packets are transmitted on all allocatecl bime slots of hop I is pj¿), which can be

calculated using (6.i).
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6.2.L Two Queue Case

We first consider a sinple tandem system with iwo queues. The more general case

with 11 queues (H > 2) will be considered in the next subsection. Let q¿(ú) be

the number of packets in queue i in time frame ú. The random process X(¿) :
{qr(t),qz(t)}, (0 I q1(¿) l Qr,O < qz(t) < Qù forms a discrere-rime Markov chain
(lvIC) For notational convenience) we omit the time index ú in bhe related variabies
when it does not create confusion. Let (r,g) be the generic system state (i.e., Q7: t,
qz : U) and (r1, At) - (rr,Aù be the system transition from state (rr,Ar) to state

@r,Ar). The transition probabilities Pr {("r,a,,) - (rz,y2)} for the underlying MC
are clerived in Appendix F.l-.

Note that t'he number of packets iransmitted on each link in any time frame is the
minimum of the number of packets in ihe corresponding queue and the transmission
capability in all ailocated time slots. The number of packets in queue one can reduce

by at most by ly' : hxat, where a;1 is the total number of allocatecl time slots for
link one in one time frame. Because there are at most M packets arriving at queue

one (from the source node) and at most 1ú packets enter queue two (clue to successful

transmissions from queue one) in one time frame, the number of packets can increase

at nrost by M for queue one ancl by N for queue two.

Hence, if we write the transition probabilities (r1,*) --+ (r2,*) in a matrix block
A,r,,,, the probability transition matrix of the MC x(¿) can be u,ritten as in (6.2).

The order of matrix block ,{,,,,,is (Qr+ 1) x (Qz+ i) and its (g1, Az)-th element is

A,,,,r(Ur,Uz) : Pr {(21, yi) * (rr,uù}.
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Ao,o

Ar,o
A¡v.o

Ao,r

Ar,r Ar,z
A¡v,r Aw,z

Now, we are ready to derive the steady state probabilities for MC X(l).
bhe steady state probabiliby vector for X(ú). We have

rP : ¡r, rL: I

Açr-r,ç¡-rv-r Aer-r,er-¡v AÇr-r,er-ru+r Aqr-r,çr-w+z Ãer. t,e,
Aer,er-" Açr,çr-rv+r Ãer,er_u+t Aer,q,

o:,

A¡¿,¡ "i':1*' A*,**,

6.2)

be

(

Let r

(6.3)
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where 1 is a column vector of all ones lvith the same climension as rr, which is

(Qr + I)(Q, + 1). We can expand zr as follows:

n : lnn,Tt;-Tt2,.' .,T erl

where zr¿ is arorv vector of climensionQz-l 1, u'hich can be further expanclecl â.s ?r¡ -
lnn,n,no,r,Ti,2,... ,r¿,e"f, where r¿,¡ ts the probabitity that the queueing syst,em is

in state (2,7). Given the steady state probability vector zc which is calculatecl using

(6.3), we can derive the following end-to-end QoS measures.

6.2.L.1 End-to-End Loss Rate

Packets can be lost due to buffer overflow at one of the queues in the tandem. The

buffer overflow probabiliiy for queue lc can be calcuiatecl as a ratio betrveen the

average number of dropped packets due to overflow at queue Æ (clenoted as O¡.) ancl

the average numbgr of packets arriving at queue k in one time fi'ame (denotecl as A¡).
Hence, the buffer overflow probability for queue k can be written as P,(tl : -l

Note lhat the avera,ge number of packet,s arriving at queue one in one time frame is

Ã, : Dfr;"jt). to calculate the average number of clroppecl packets clue to overflow

at queue one, let us define z¿ as the marginal probability lhat there are i pachets in

queue one. We have z¡: r¿Lq2+t. The average number of droppecl packets clue lo

overflow at queue one can be calculatecl as

A4 Qt

O, : Ð I ult)t¡ *max{0, i+j -e}
i:I j:Qt- lvI

where max{0, i-l I - Çr} i. the number of dropped packets (if any) given that there

are 7 packets in queue one and z arriving packets. f\s1v, w€ calculate the buffer

overflow probability at queue two. We first cletermine the arrival probability for

packets entering queue two clue Lo successful transmissions from queue one. In fact,

the number of packets arriving at queue two are those successfully transmibted over

link one. The probability that z packets arrive at queue two can be approximatecl as

QtN
ul') = tt rup[') ^ r(t)(min {k,¿},i).

ß:0 ¿:0
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where ^r(t)(n,nz) is the probability thaLmpackets are correctiy received given n pack-

ets were transmitled over link I of the tandem system, which is given in Appendix
F.1.

Average arrival rate to queue two can be calculated as Z2 : Dy:, ia:2) . To

calculate the average number of dropped packets due to overflow at queue two, iet
us deflne w¿ as the marginal probability that there are z packets in queue two, which

can be calculatecl âs w¿ : Dfloz¡,n Similar to queue one, the average number of
dropped packets due to overflow at queue two can be calculated as

/-) \N 
Qz

-r-Ð Ð ^[')*¡xmax{O,?+ 
j-ez}.

i:t j:ez_N

Finally, the end-to-end loss rate can be approximabed as

P¿ = r- (1 - p,(t))(r - p['))

where the loss due to overflow at both buffers are taken into accouni. This approxi-

mation is tight when the loss rates at different queues are weakly dependent as being

confirmed in section 6.5.2.

6.2.1.2 End-to-End Average Delay

The encl-to-end clelay is the sum of delays that any packet experiences in all queues and
links along its routing path. Assuming that the propagation delay over the wireless

channel is negligible (i.e., only queueing delay is considered in the calculation), using
Little's lalv, bhe end-to-end average delay can be written as

where the numerator of each term is the average length of each queue ancl the de-

nominator is the average arrival rate consiciering packet loss due to overflow.

6.2.2 General Case (H > 2)

We consider a general tandem system with more than two queues as shown in Fig. 6.2.

Now, the tandem sysbem has fI queues (H > 2) which are concatenatecl to each

sOr sOc
n L¿=tzz¡ , Li:tzw¿¡/ 

-=-------------- - r 

-

Ãr(r-P(1)) 'Ãrg-r!')7

(6 4)

(6.5)
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other as a chain. The buffer size of queue i is assumecl to be Q¿ packets. Similar
to the previous subsection, let q¿(t) be the nunber of packets in queue i in time
frame t (i: I,2,...,H). The ranclom process Y(¿) : {qr(t),qz(t),...,qa(t)},
(0 I qrQ) <Qt,0 < qz(t) 1Q2,...,0 ( ,tn\) < Q¡7) forms acliscrere-time À{arkov

chain (MC).

An approach similar to that in section 6.2.1 can be pursuecl to obtain the transition
probabilities for this MC. The number of siate transitions for this N,IC, horvever, grows

exponentially with lhe number of queues in the tanclem system. In facL, t,he orcler of

the transition probability matrix P is l[[, (Q" + I) * fl-1, (Q + I). Therefore, rhe

computational complexity is very high for the large number of queues and large buffer

sizes. Theoretically we can follow the procedure similar to that in Subsection 6.2.1

to clerive the transition probabilities, obtain the steacly state probability vector, ancl

subsequently, the encl-to-end performance measures.

6.3 Solution of Tandem Queueing Model: Decom-

position Approach

We present' a novel decomposition approach to solve the general tanclem queue where

the computational complexity grows only linearly rn'ith the number of queues in bhe

systen. For ease of reference, buffers (queues) along t,he routing path are numberecl

in an increasing sequence of integers n'here the bufTer at the source nocle is clenotecl

as buffer (queue) one.

6.3.1 Markov Chain and Steady State Probability

We consicler the tandem system rvith fI queLles as in Fig. 6.2. For notaiional conve-

nience, ive assume ihat ¿ packels arrive at queue È with probability rjo). Not" thot
the maximum batch size (maximum number of packets arriving in one time frame)

lÀ+1) "captured in a)'" " for k ) 1 is N¡, : lt ya¡ while ihe maximum batch size captured

in .{1) for the first queue is ,421. The buffer sizes for all queues and queueing rules are

as in Section 6.2.

We observe that the behavior of queue z * 1 cloes not impact queue i in the chain.
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This is because the outcomes (i.e., successfuily transmitted packets) from queue z are

fed into queue i * 1. Thus, instead of forming the Marhov chain rvhich captures the

queue lenglh dynamics of all queues we could fincl tìre queue length dynamics for

one queue at a time rvhere its input is the output of the previous queue in the chain

(except for queue one).

Specifically) we pursue ihe following steps. First, form the MC for queue one and

calculate the corresponding steady state probability vector. Based on the steady state

probabilities, we caÌculate the packet arrival probabilities to the next queue. These

arrival probabilities are used to derive the arrival probabilities for the next queue in

the chain. This procedure is repeated until we obtain lhe solutions for the last queue

of the tandem system.

Obviously, by using this decomposition approach the joint steady staie probability

vecbor could not be found as in Section 6.2. However, the steady state probabiliiy

vector for each queue in the chain is rvhat we need to calculate the desired queueing

performance measures. Bssentially, the presented procedure requires us to solve f1

separate queues each of which accepts batch arrival traffic and serves packets also

in batches. Let us consider a particular queue k of the chain and form the MC

Xu(t) : {qo(¿)}, (0 < q*(¿) < Qr) where q¡(f) denotes the number of packets in

queue k with arrival process clescribecl Uy "j*). 
The transition probabilities for this

N,IC are derived in Appendix F.2.

Given the transition probabilities, we can easily calculate the steady state proba-

bility vector of this IMC which is clenotecl as ur(*) : lrrÍ*),rr'Í'),'. . ,*g)1.h"r" 
"r!o)L"u )"r ' '"vrl -----'.x

denotes the probability that there are i packets in queue k.

6.3.2 End-to-End Loss Rate and Average Delay

As in Section 6.2, the buffer overflow probability at queue k can be calculatecl as

The average arrival rate to queue,k can l¡e written asAt": tili'iajk), *,he.e

B(È) is the maximum balch size of the arrival process to queue k. The probability

that ¿ packets are successfully transmitted from queue k and arrive at queue k f 1

ç,(x) - 
Or

,AO (6 6)



can be approximated as

Qr N¡

"Í**t) = tÐ '-G)p(k) 
¡ 7(a)(min U,t\ ,i).

j:0 l:0

These arrivai probabiliiies are used to derive l,he queueing solution for queue k+ 1

as mentioned before. And the average number of droppecl packets due to overflow at

queue A can be calculated as

B(r.) Qr

Du : Ð I ^lx)n{t") 
x max{0,¿ + I - et"} .

i:r j:ek_B(^)

The encl-to-end loss rate can be approximatecl as

H
p¿=r_llft_p,(*))

Ë:1

ancl the encl-to-end average clelay can be written as

H
n-\-n,"-n"u

where D¡ is the average queueing clelay at queue ,k which is given by
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6.3.3 End-to-End Delay Distribution

The proposed decomposition approach for tanclem queues enables us to derive the encl-

to-end delay disbribution with reasonable accuracy, which is necessary for statistical

delay provisioning in wireless multi-hop networlçs. Let Ojj) denote the probability

that ri packets are successfully lransmitted from queue k in I time frames. Because

the tagged packet can see at most Qx-l head-of-line (HOL) packets, the probability

that the iaggect packet sees z HOL packets i. xju) : zl*) lG - n-$ll The probability

that the tagged packet experiences a delay of I time frames in queue È of the lanclem

system can be calculated as

(6 7)

Dr: D?:, i'"tn)

Aog - r[k)¡

(6.8)

(6 e)

Â¿

pJ*)(L) - ÐxÍ')oj?,,,
i:0

(6.10)

(6.1 1)
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where A¿ : min{ZN* - 7,Q*- 1} because at most 1/¡ packets can be transmitted in

one time frame and the tagged packeb sees at most Ç¡ - 1 HOL packets. Let us put

the cleìay clistribution at each queue k of the tandem sysbem into a vector Pf;), and

put the end-Lo-end delay distribution vector into vector P¿. Then, we have

which is ol¡tainecl by performing convolutions of ,Il vectors pf) (f - 1,. ' ,-É1). Note

that the first elemenl of vector P¿ represents the probability that the end-to-encl

delay is 11 time frames, which is the minimum end-to-end delay. The remaining task

is to clerive Ojj), which can be clone by using bhe foilowing recursive relations

where {l) is ihe probability that 3 packets are successfully transmittecl from queue Æ

given thab there rvere z packets in this queue before transmissions. Equation (6.13) can

be interpreted as follorvs. If there are i packets in queue k which must be transmittecl

in I time frames and j packets are transmitted in the first time frame, Lhere are

remaining i - 7 packets to be transmittecl in I - 1 time fi'ames. Now, Äjl) can be

calculated as

P¿ = øf,:'Pf)

N¡

0Íi) : ¡,tjj)oji),,,-,,
j:0

^j:) 
: 

Ðof-, 
x 7(k)(min {i,u),i)

where the sum includes only u such that min {i, u} > i.

6.4 Application of Tandem Queueing Model for

r¿Slì : I

(6.12)

We show how to incorporate the proposed tandem queueing model into a QoS routing

algorithm. The tandem queueing mocleis proposed in Sections 6.2-6.3 were solvecl for

a parLicular connecl,ion given that its routing path is known. Now, we want to tackle

the inverse problem where the tandem queueing model is used to discover a route for

a connection from a source nocle to its clesired destination node such that the QoS

requirements for the connection are satisfied. One possible approach for QoS routing

QoS Routing

(6.13)

(6.14)
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is to find all possible routes from the source to ihe destination. The source nocle upon

gathering all possible routes will check the routes one by one to fincl the best feasible

route using the presented tandem queueing model. This approach, horvever, results

in a very large amor:nt of signaling/communication overhead in the route cliscovery

phase and a Large computational burden for the source nocle.

We observe that the decomposition approach for [he tandem queue has a nice

distributed nature where the link QoS metrics (i.e., link average clelay D¡ ancl loss

,ate P,(k) for link Æ) can be calculatecl if the routing path up to a particular hop is
known. The decomposition approach can be used as an effi.cient tool to search for

feasible routes such that the QoS requilements of the connection are satisfiecl. Also,

the route discovery can be clone in a hop by hop lt¿xis ancl only potentially feasible

routes are explored further. This reduces the route searching overhead significantly,

and therefore, avoids huge computaiion effort at the source node.

The unique feature of our queueing and routing framework is that the three most

important QoS mebrics, namely, end-to-end banclwiclth, delay, and Ìoss rate can be

integratecl into the QoS routing algorithm compared with only delay ancl/or bancì-

wictth as was done by most QoS routing algorithms available in the literature [54],

[55]- 157]. In addition, most of existing works assumed ihai iink clelay can be measured

and/or estimatecl in a timely rnanner [54], [57]. The clynamics of bhe traffic a,rrival

process, wireless channel facling ancl the complex physical ancl link layer clesign of

wireless systems, however, woulcl rencler this clelay measurement/estimation a bime-

consuming task. Our queueing model provides an accurate ancl eflìcient tool for iink
metric calculation.

In the remainder of thìs section, we will describe an on-demand unicast QoS rout-

ing algorithm using the tandem queue model based on the decomposition approach

presented in Section 6.3. Lilçe other QoS routing algorithms in the literature, two

main components of our QoS algorithm are route cliscovery wil,h banclwiclth reser-

vation and route maintenance. The QoS constraints for an incoming connection are

end-to-end bandwidth, average delay, and loss rate. An aclclitional statistical clelay

requirement can be also imposed by an incoming connection.



6.4.1 Route Discovery and Resource Reservation

To establish a connecbion, lhe source node broadcasts the route request packet (RRQ)

into the network to search for good routes to the destination node which sabisfy the

QoS requirements of the connecLion. The incoming connection submits the traf-
fic proflle (i.e., packet arrival probabilities to the source nocle bufier ajl)) as well

as its QoS requirements to the source node. The RRQ packet conbains the ad-

dresses of the source node and the destination node, the request ID, and the end-

to-end QoS requirements. Let the target QoS requirements for an incoming con-

nection c be end-to-end bandwidih B(c), end-to-end average delay D(c), end-to-end

loss rate P¿(c), and an optional end-to-end statistical delay requirement of the form

Pr {end-to-encl delay > Dr(r)} S Pr(c).

The required amount of bandwidth B(c) needs to be reserved for each link along

the routing path. The bandwidth here refers to the time slots for transmissions using

different channeis. On any orthogonal channel, a particular time slob can be allo-

cated to onìy one link in a common neighborhood. Resource allocation in multi-hop

wireless networks is an active research topic by itseìf which is not the focus of this

chapter. For ease of presentation, we assume that a static resource allocation scheme

is adopted where each link in the network is preallocaLed a certain number of time

slots for bransmission using some orthogonal channels from the set of available chan-

nels (the allocation is assumed to be repeated in each frame time if time-sharing is

implemented). An incoming connection may bake some of these prealiocated time

slots of ihe link (i.e., the bandwidth taken by the connection is equal to its band-

width requirement) if its routing path traverses the corresponding link. This siatic
predetermined allocation should be done such that two differenb links using the same

channel in a common neighborhood are noi allocated the same time slot. Each node

is assumed to have enough radios to communicate with iis neighbors on the allocated

channels as in CDN4A or multi-channel networks [55], [105].

When a node receives the RRQ packet, it checks ihe available bandwidth on the

outgoing linhs and only outgoing links having enough bandwidth to accommodate the

new connection are considerecl further. The outgoing links wibh enough bandwidth
wilì be called the BW-feasible links. A more flexible resource allocation scheme would

allow a link to borrorv bandu'idth from its neighboring links if this mechanism can
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potentially enhance the system performance. This scheme, hourever, requires local

negotiation and reservation which is more complicatecl. We assume that the t,rans-

mitter of each iink knows the channel parameters of the link (i.e., average SNR at

the receiving end, Nakagami parameter m) by using some estimation techniclue.

Now, we describe how each node calculates the link QoS metrics together with

the resource reservation mechanism mentionecl above. Initially, the source noc-le of

the incoming connection calculates the average link clelay ancl loss rate for each of

the outgoing links which has enough banclwiclth to accommoclate the inconing con-

nection. This is done by using the queueing model presentecl in Section 6.3. basecl on

the submitted traffic profile ancl link channel parameters at the transmitting node.

For oul,goirrg links which sabisfy the connection QoS requirements, the source nocle

calculates the arrival probabilities to the next node along the corresponding outgoing

link as in (6.7), records these arrival probabilities, average link delay, and loss rate

into bhe RRQ packet header ancl forwards the RRQ packet to the receiving node of

the corresponding link. The receiving nodes of these feasible links join a set of nocles

called broadcast group (BG). Each node upon receiving the RRQ packet calculates

the link clelay, loss rat,e using the arrival probabilities retrievecl from the RRQ packet

heacler, and channel parameters for its BW-feasible outgoing links. The node then

accumulates the QoS metrics and checks the feasibility of the QoS requirenrents for

the connection. For each feasible outgoing link, the node recorcls the arrival proba-

bilities for the next nocle, route metrics into the RRQ packet heacler, ancl forwarcis

the RRQ packet to the corresponding nocle.

In the above proceclnre, oniy routing paths along the links that have enough

bandwidth required by ihe incoming connection with feasible path metrics are ex-

plored further. Nor,v, we describe how to calculate the path rretrìc ancl choose the

best routing path. Let the average clelay ancl loss rate over link (i, j) be D(i, j) and

PL(i,j), respectively. The end-lo-end average delay and loss rate for routing path

R: z -- j - ...k --+ I can be adapied from (6.8), (6.9) as

delaY(A) : D(r, j) + "'+ D(k,¿) (6.15)

loss(Ã) : 1 - (1 - Pt(i,jD (r - PÁk,l)) x P¿(i,i) +' + Pr(k,¿) (6.16)

where the approximation is tight for small loss rate. Also, P¿(i, j) and D(i, j) can be

calculated by using (6.6), (6.i0), respectivell', for the corresponcling link (hop). Since



there are multiple QoS requirements, the definiiion of the best routing path is nob

unique. To resoìve this issue, rve define the weighted average QoS metric as follows:

where a cletermines the importance of the delay requirement in comparison with the

loss rate requirement.

A node may receive the RRQ packet with same request ID more than once. If the

QoS metric (i.e., metric(,R)) retrieved from the RRQ packet header for bhe current

reception is smaller than that due to the previous recepLion, it will rebroadcast the

RRQ packet with the new QoS metrics. Finally, if a node finds out that it is the

destination of the connection, it sends bhe route reply packet (RRP) back to the source

node. If the destination node finds a route to the source node in iLs route cache, it

can send the RRP packet along this route. If this reverse route is not available but

each ìink aiong the newly-discovered route works well in both directions, the RRP

packet follows the reverse route to reach the source node. If the reverse route does

not work well, the RRP packet can be piggybacked as proposed in [62]. In addition,

we may use one of the following two ways to record the feasible routes. The first way

is to record fhe roube into the RRQ and RRP packet headers. The second way is to

record the rouLe at intermediate nocles in a hop-by-hop basis.

if ihe optional encl-to-end statistical delay requirement is requested by the incom-

ing connection, the channel and traffic parameters of the links along bhe discovered

routes should be recorded into the RRP packet header and fed back to the source

node. The source node upon receiving these parameters will check whether the end-

to-end statistical delay requirement is satisfied or not. Then, bhe best feasible route

can be used for clala transmission. Before transmitbing data on the newly-discovered

route, each link along this rouLe updates its available bandwidth for possible future

connection. The available bandwiclth on these links will also be updated when the

connection is released. The other important thing is to limit the overhead caused by

the route discovery process. The first way to reduce the overhead is to use ticket-

based route discovery as proposed in [57]. Another way is to record the number of

hops the RRQ packet has traversed and limit the number of hops the RRQ can be

broadcast. The third rvay is to use timeout to invalid the RRQ packet. The route

discovery algorithm is summarized in l"ig. 6.3.

delavl.R) iossLR)
nretric(,R) : "- Dü + (1 - a) p¿õ
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Figure 6.3. Route discouery algori,thm for QoS rout'ing.

6.4.2 RouteMaintenance
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Another important task for any routing algorithm is route maintenance to make sure

that [he route works well during the tifetime of the connection. Some linlis along the

route may be broken clue to factors such as node mobility, clegradation of wireless

Iinks, etc. Because we consicler wireless systems which employs the link level ARQ

error recovery protocol, a broken link can be discovered if the transmitting node of

a link does not receive ACK/NACK packets within a predetermined timeout period.

TI-le node which detects a link break sends a route error packet to the source node by
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using the same technique used for sending the RRP packet. The receiving node of the
broken link can also detect the link brealc if it does nol receive any data packet within
a predetermined timeout period. This receiving node upon detecting the link brealç
will aìso send the route error packet to release the route in the forward clirection.

When the source node receives the route error packet, it may initiate a route
cliscovery to find a new feasil¡le route to the destination. Since the connection setup
time may be very long, we may maintain multiple feasible routes. This can be done
if the destination node sends the RRP packet containing several feasible routes to
the source node. The route with the smallest QoS metric will be used for data
transmission. If this best route is broken, the source node may try to use the next
best route it has received through the RRP packet. In addition, the QoS of the
chosen route may degrade during the lifetime of the connection. Hence, the source

node may periodically send the route maintenance packet along the route to check

the QoS feasibility of the route. if the QoS feasibility condition of the current route
is violated, the next best route may be used or a route discovery may be iriitiatecl to
fincl an alternative route to the destination.

6.5 Validation of Decomposition Approach and Typ-
ical Numerical Results

6.5.1 Parameter Setting

We consider rvireless networks employing adaptive M-ary quadrature amplitude mocl-
ulation (M-QAM) without coding using five transmission modes for all transmission
links. We assume that hr : k (k packets are transmitted in one time sloL in channel
state Å;), Nakagami parameter m: r (i.e., Rayleigh fading channel), time frame in-
terval equal to 2 ms. The SNR switching thresholds for the transmission mocles are
chosen such that the average PER satisfies PER¡ :0.1 for all transmission mocles

in all hops (í.e., p(t) : 0.1 for I : 1,2,... ,f/). The fitting parameters (i.e., a¡, g¡"

for mode k) are available from Table I in [20]. The arrival probability vector to the
source node queue is chosen to be a(1) : [1 - 25Al4g,Al4,A/B,A/12,Al16) where
the average arrival rate is ,4. For all the resuhs presentecl here, the buffer size of each



queue in Lhe tanclem system is equal to 20 packets.
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Figure 6.4. End-to-end aaerage delay uersus packet arriual rate for a tandem system

of two queues (for H : 2, Nalcaga'mz parameter m:1, auerage ^9N-1? 
: 15 dB for

both hops).

The numerical resuits for QoS routing are obtainecl for networks with ten nodes

which are ranclomly generated in an area of B00r¿ x B00nz. Nocle mobiìity is not

consiclered in cleriving the results. We consider a non-Lime-sharing system with static

resource allocation where separate sets of orthogonal channels are allocated for clif-

ferent links in the network. Each nocle uses a fixecl transmit power level on each

allocated channel ancl the average SNR at the receiving node of link (i', j) is modeled

as SNR(d, j): Ko.d(i,j)-3 where Ko : 10e captures transmission power, antenna

gain and other factors; d(i,j) is the distance from node i Lo node 7; the path-loss

exponent is assumed to be three. Note that these assumed values are for presenting

the illustrative resuits only while the queueing ancl QoS rouling framework can be

applied to many other network setlings.

6.5.2 Nurnerical Results and validation of Queueing Models

We validate the decomposition approach for the tanclem querìe and presenb some

typical numerical results. Each link of the tanden system is allocatecl one time slot
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in each time frame. The average SIrJR for all links of the tandem system of queues

is chosen to be 15 dB. Typical variations in end-to-end average delay and end-to-end

loss rate rvith packet arrival rate are shown in Figs. 6.4-6.5, respectively, for a tandem

system of two queues. In these two figures, we show results obtained from the exact
queueing model (presented in Section 6.2), the decomposition approach (presented in
Section 6.3), and the simulations. As is evident, the decomposition approach provides

accurate measures for average delay and loss rate. The analytical results also follow
lhe simulation very closely, which confirms the correctness of the proposed queueing

models.
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Figure 6.5. End-to-end Loss rate uersus packet arriual rate for a tandem of two

queues (for H : 2, Nalcagam,i pararneter m: I, aaerage SNR : 15 d.B for both

hops).

We illustrate the complementary cumulative delay distributions (obtained in Sec-

tion 6,3) in Fig.6.6 for tandem systens with different number of queues (H :2,4,6).
The resuits obtained from simulations are also presented. Note that, the complemen-
tary cumulative delay disiribution is represented by the probabilities Pr(delay > d) :
1- DÍ:, P¿(k), which can be calculared by using p¿ in (6.12).

We observe that the analytical model slighbly over-estimates the end-to-end clelay

in the statistical sense (i.e., Pr(delay > D) obtained from the analytical moclel is
grealer than that due to simulation for a given value of D). In fact, end-to-end
delay of a barget packet is the time it spends in all queues of the tandem system. To

lo-'
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Figure 6.6. End-to-end complementary cumulatiue delay di,stri,bution for tandem

systems wi,th different number of queues (for Nakagami parameterIrL : I, auerage

S¡/A -- 15 dB for all h.ops, number of queues H :2,4,6, packet arriual rate : 1.5

packets/tzme frarne).

calculate this delay, we can turn off the arrival traffic to the tandem system afler the

target packet enters the tandem system. This is because arriving paclcels following

the target packet do not impact the delay experiencecl by the t'arget packeL.

Due to turning the arrival traffic off and the batch transmission effect (because

of multi-rate transmission on the wireless channel), in a statistical sense, the target

packet rvould see a smalier number of HOL packets in queue trvo onward compared to

the marginal disiribution derived in (10). Therefore, by calculating the delay clistri-

bution ab each queue using the queue length disLribution in (10), we over-estimale of

traffic arrival probabilities to the queues in the chain except for queue one. A more

accuraLe model can be developed by tracking the number of HOL packets in aÌl queues

until ihe target packet leaves the last queue of the chain. This procedure, however,

has a very high computational complexity. The approximated method presentecl in

Section 6.3.3 results in reasonabiy accurate results with loin' complexity.

Typicaì variations in encl-to-end average delay and ioss rate ¡¡'ith packet arrival

rate are presented in Figs. 6.7-6.8 for tandem systems consisting of clifferent number of

queues. As expected, the end-bo-end clelay increases almost Ìinearly with the number
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Figure 6.7. End-to-end auerage deLay aersu,s packet arriual rate for tandem systems

cons'ist'ing o.f di,fJerent number of queues (for H : 2, 6, 10, Nakagam'i parameter

rn:7, auerage ^9NÂ -- 15 dB).

of queues in the tandem. In fact, the packet arrival rate to each queue in the chain is

roughly the same because the loss rate at each of the queues is quite small. Thus, the

average queueing delay at each queue is roughly the same given the same service rate

(i.e., aìl transmission links are assumecl to be the same). The variations of end-bo-end

loss rate with [he number of hops can be interpreted in a similar manner considering

the approximation obtainecl in (6.16) for small loss rates.

6.5.3 Numerical Results for Proposed QoS Routing Algo-
rithrn

We present some illustrative numerical results for the proposed QoS routing algorithm
rvhich is based on the decomposition approach for the tandem queue. We consider

a network with ten nodes randomly located in an area of 800m x 800rn as shown

in Figs. 6.9-6.i0. A link exists between any tu'o nodes if the disiance between l,hem

is less than 400m. For all the results presented in this subsection, each connection

requires one channel for each link along its routing path.

To illustrate how the QoS algorithm r,r'orks, we show the rouling paths found

by the the presentecl QoS routing algorithm. Each connection transnits daLa to its

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
Arr¡val rate (packets/time lrame)
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Figure 6.8. End-to-end loss rate uersus packet arriual rate for tandem systems wi,th

di,fferent number of queues (for H : 2, 6, 10, Nakagam'i parameter rm: I, auerage

^91\/A -- 15 dB).

destination where the packet arrival rate to the source node is equal to 2 packets/time

frame. Each connection requires that the average encl-to-end delay and the loss rate

are less than D(c) :10 time frames, and P¿(c) :0.05, respectively.

In Figs. 6.9-6.10, rve show the discovered routes for these two connections for two

cases where each link in the network is staticalÌy allocatecl one ancl two channels,

respectively. The source node for these two connections and the metrics for the dis-

covered routes (denoted as m¿ for connection i,) are shown in these two figures. In

Fig. 6.9, because each link has only one channel, the routing palhs for the two con-

nections are non-overlapping. In Fig. 6.10, each link in the network has two channels

and the minimum metric paths for these connections are partially overlapping. The

path metric of the discovered route for conneclion trvo shown in Fig. 6.9 is larger than

that shown in Fig. 6.10. The proposed algorithm, therefore, succeeds in finding the

minimum metric path which satisfies the bandwiclth requirement of the connection.

Also, the optimum path may not be the minimum hop path as can be observed for

connection two in both figures.

We now investigate the performance of the presented QoS algorithm for network

topologies shown in Figs.6.9-6.10. Connection requests arrive at each nocle in each

time frame with connection arrival probability À.. Each incoming connection submits

Arriva¡ râle (packels/time frâme)
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Figure 6.9. Route dtscouery for two connect'ions where each li,nk uas allocated one

channel (for a : 0.5, each connection has packet arriual rate : 2 packets/tìrne frame,

QoS requi.rernents are B(c) : 1 channel, D(c) : 10 time frømes, P¿(c) : g.g5¡.

the traffic profiie io the source node which initiates the route discovery process lo
find a rout'ing path to its desired destination. The clestination node for each incom-

ing connection is chosen randomly among the remaining nodes. If the QoS routing
algorithm succeecls in finding a feasible rouiing path, the connection remains in the

network for an interval whicir is exponentially distributed with mean value equal to

trc : 500 time frames.

We show typical variations in connection blocking probability with network ìoad

where each link in the netrvorl< is statically allocated clifferent number of channels.

The network load is calculated a" p : number of nodes x p" x À.. We vary network
load by cìranging the connection arrival probabilit.y À". When each link in the netinork
is alÌocated tnore channels, the network capacity increases; therefore, the connection

blocking probability decreases. Also, the connection blocking probability increases

with network load. Fig. 6.11 shows that the connection blocking probability decreases

significantly when the nunber of channels allocated to each link increases from one

to two. The improvement decreases when more channels are allocated to each link in
the network.

Fig. 6.12 shows variations in connection blocking probability with packet arrival
rate for clifferent sets of QoS requirements. As expected, the more stringent the QoS
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Figure 6.LO. Route di,scouery for two connect'ions where eaclt,link was allocated two

channels (for a : 0.5, each connecti,on has packet arrzual rate : 2 packets/tirne frame,

QoS requi,rements are B(c) : 1- channel, D(c) : 10 tzme frames, P¿(c) : 9.95¡.

requirements are the less probable it is that the roubing algorithm can find a feasible

route to the destination. However, Fig.6.12 shows lhat the performance clegraclation

in terms of connection blocking probability may be moclerate even when more strin-

gent QoS requirements are imposed by the arriving connect,ions. This impìies thai
the proposed queueing and QoS routing framework performs load-balancing well by

finding the low-load routes (if any).

6.6 Extension for Multi-hop \Mireless Networks with

LO2

400 500
x (m)

In the previous seclions, we have presented the tanclem queueing moclels and its

application for QoS routing assuming per-flow queueing at each of the nodes along a

routing path. However, if the bandwidLhs of wireless links are large, a large number

of flows may traverse each link. Therefore, per-flow queueing may not be scalable. In
contrast, a class-based queueing woulcl provide a more scalable solution where each

node maintains a finite number of queues corresponcling to a finite number of service

classes with differentiated QoS requirements.

Class-Based Queueing
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Figure 6.11-. Connectzon blocki,ng probabi,li,ty uersus network load for di.fferent nurn-
ber of channels (for a : 0.5, auerage connect'ion hotdi,ng t'ime : 500 ti,me fram,es,
each connect'ion has packet arriual rate : 2 packets/t'ime frame, QoS requirernents

are B(c) : 1 channel, D(c) : 10 ti.rne frarnes, Pt(c) : 6.951.

In this section rve extend the per-flow queueing-based QoS routing framework to
a class-basecl QoS rouling framework. With class-based queueing, the transmiLting
node of each link maintains a finite number of queues for each link which corresponds
to different service classes. Traflic from connections of the same service class travers-
ing a particular link is buffered in the same queue. The bandwidth allocatecì to each

queue depends on the bandwidth requirement of each connection and the number of
connections being served by the queue.

80 100
Network load p
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6.6.1 Tandem Queueing Model

We show how to extencl the per-flow queueing model to bhis class-basecl queueirrg

implementation. Specifically, u'e consider the tanclem system of queues along a routing
path for a connection of a particular service class as shown in Pig. 6.13. Data traffic
entering each clueue may come from different connections. As shown in this figure,
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Figure 6.12. Connectzon blockzng probabi.li,ty uersus packet arri,ual rate for d'ifferent

QoS requi,rements (for a : 0.5, number of chartnels per li,nk : 2, connect'ion arriual

probabi.li.ty : 0.02, auerz,ge connect'ion holdi.ng tirne : 500 ti'me frames).

incoming
traflic

{
----+1-

I

relayed
traflic

22.53
Packet ar.ival rate (packels/lime frame)

rclaycd trafììc new traffic

Figure 6.13. A tandem queue for one connecti,on of a particular seru'¿ce class.

traffi.c from connections other than the considered connection may conte and leave

the tandem system at any queue.

Note that traffic of all connections entering a particular queue of the tanclem

system has the same queueing performance. Now, using the decomposition approach

similar to thai presented in Section 6.3, we need lo solve f/ single queues where the

ar¡ival traffic to each queue is from the previous queue of the tandem system and from

other connections lraversing the corresponding link (except for queue one). Given the

allocated bandwidth for each link along the tandem system, we can cletermine the

service rate probabilities from (6.1). Thus, to calculate the queueing performance

measures (i.e., overflow probabiliiy, delay) for each queue of the tandem, we need to
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determine the arrivaì probabiliiies for the aggregate traffic to the considered queue.

For each queue ofthe tandem system (except queue one), we consider new, relayed.,

and leaving traffic as shown in Fig. 6.13. Note that these traffic sources are aggregated

from different connections. Since traffic flows from different connections may be

transniitted over several links of the tandem svstem, we need to keep trach of the

connections which constitute the traffic on each link. Lel the sets of connections

whose traffic conslitutes the relayed ancl leaving traffic flows from queue È of the

tandem be Off1, Õfj], respectively, ancl the set of connections whose traffic constitutes
lhe new traffic flow to queue k be ÕÍt)*.

Figure 6.L4. An erample for QoS routin,g with class-based queue'ing implementation

Now, clenote the arrivai probabiliry vector to queue Æ ciue to connection c as

a(È'') ancl its average arrival rate as V&ò . Also, Ieb afjl aenote bhe aggregate arrival
probabilit¡' vector of leaving traffic from queue À ancl 

"Í't)-, 4:i denote the aggregate

arrival probability vectors of new and relayed traffic to queue k, respectively. We

have

where alt)* is obtainecl by taking the convoiutions of the arrival probability vectors
a(k'") . As can be seen in Fig. 6.13, data packets successfully transmitLecl from queue Æ

may enter queue k+1 (i.e., relayed traffic) or leave the considered tandem system (i.e.,

ieaving traffic). These clata packets which constitute the relayed traffic and leaving
traffic flows belong to connecLions in the sets ofj/ and o$], respectively. Given
the allocaleci banclwiclth for link I and the arrival probabilities to queue k, we can

",S)* 
: 8..*Í1,*.(*'")

o

(6.18)
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calculate ihe probabilities for data packets successfully transmitted from queue k as

in (6.7). Let a{f} be the probability vector for data packets successfully transmittecl

from queue k where its element 
"lf|,n "o" 

be approximatecì by aclapting equation (6.7)

as follows:

where n[o), n[r), and 7(È)(min{i,t},i) are defined as in Section 6.2 and 
"if},' 

ß ttt"
probabiìity that z packets are successfuììy transmitted from queue k in one time frame.

Denoting the aggregate traffic arrival rate to queue Æ *,rl(*) , we can approximately

calculate the probabiliby vecLor for data packets of connection c which is successfully

transmitted from queue k by scaling aÍfl with a number representing the ratio between

traffic arrival rate of connection c to queue k ancl the aggregate traffìc arrival rate to

ÇtK

4ÍI,, = tÐ lr\k)p(k) x 7(k)(min {j,t},i)
j=0 l:0

queue k as follows:

-(a,c)
.!'t+t'") È 

þ*"lfl,, 1<?<NÈ

N¡

a[A+t,"¡ x 1-Ð.(k+t'")
i:L

where l/¡ is the maximum number of packets transmittecl in one time frame from

queue Æ. Similarly, the arrival probabilities for the aggregate relayecl traffic to queue

k + 1 can be approximated as

5- -,,.',4(^''t)
al**t) 

uc€<Þ:;í ¡/r'\:;" È -Fxaliå,¿, 1<?<¡/fr

N¡

The arrival probabilities for the aggregate relayed

approximatecl as

(6.1e)

"l:,i) È 1-Iul:,:')
i:l

(6.20)

(6.2r)

traffic leaving queue ,k can be

(6 22)
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The aggregate traffic arrival probability vector to queue Æ + 1, therefore, can be

calculated as

where the arrival probability vectors for the new and relayed traffic flows are calculated

by (6.t8) and (6.21), respectively. Let us assume that traffic arriving to queue one is

from the incoming connection with an arrival probability vector denoted by a1, and

from the relayecl traflìc with an arrivaì probability vector denoted t V "Íli Therefore,

the aggregate arrival probability vector to queue one is a(1) : ",,'I "gl.
In summary, the arrival probability vector to queue one can be calculated as

a(1) : 
",', 

ø "Ílì ancl ihe steady state probability vector for queue one r(1) can

be calcula,ted a^s in Section 6.3. With t,he steady slate probability vecto. r(1), we

can calculate the aggregate arrivaì probability to queue two by using (6.23). This
procedure is repeated until the solution for the last queue of the tandem system is

found.

a(È+1) - "Í,:*') I "Í:¡')

6.6.2 QoS Routing Algorithm

With class-based queueing, we now show horv to integrate the tandem queueing modeì

presented in the previous subsection into the QoS routing algorithm. We only discuss

the route discovery phase. As before, the incoming connecLion submits its braffic

profile and service class u'ith QoS requirements to the source node. For ongoing

connections, we require each node along the roubing path io record the aggregat,e

arrival probability vectors to all queues of different service classes in all oul,going

Iinks and t,he current lirik QoS metrics on these links (i.e., link delay and loss) in iis
route cache.

The source node initiates the route discovery to find feasibte routes to its desired

destination as follou's. First, the source node checlcs each outgoing iink to see rvhether

it has enough bandwidth to accommodate the incoming connection. The outgoing
Iink with enough bandwidth will be called the BW-feasibie link as before. Then, the

required amount of bandwidth is allocated to the BW-feasible link which increases the
average service rate of the queue corresponding to the service class of the incoming
connection. Note lhat this queue may be buffering dat,a flows of other ongoing con-

nections. For each BW-feasible link, the source node calculates the updated aggregate

(6.23)



arrival probability vector to tlie corresponcling queue as folloi,r,s:

where âi, ancl aflJ cle"ot" the arrival probability vector of the incoming connection

and the aggregate arrival probability vector of ongoing conneclions being relayed on

the considerecl link, respectively. If there is no ongoing connection on the explored

Iink, we can simply set afjJ : r.

The source node calculates link QoS metrics for each BW-feasible link using the

updated arrival probability vector and allocated bandwidlh. Based on the calculated

QoS metrics, Lhe RRQ packet is forwarded to receiving nodes via links which sat-

isfy the QoS requirements of the incoming connection ancl clo not clegrade the QoS

performances of the ongoing connections traversing these links. This guarantees that

the QoS requirements of ongoing connections are not violated after aclmitting the

incoming connection into the network. In ihis case, the source node calculates l,he

aggregate relayed arrival probabilities to the next queue by using (6.2i) ancl recorcls

this arrival probability vector into the RRQ packet heacler.

Now, each node upon receiving bhe RRQ packet, will check lhe available bancl-

width on its outgoing links. For each BW-feasible outgoing link, the nocle calculales

the aggregate arrival probability vector from both the incoming connection and lhe

ongoing connections traversing the explorecl ìink using (6.23). If the link QoS met-

rics for the incoming connection are satisfied and those for ihe ongoing connections

traversing the link are not degraded due to the aclrrission of the incoming connection,

the RRQ packet will be forrvarded lo the receiving nocle of that link after the path

QoS metrics and the aggregate relayed arrival probabilities have been recorded into

the RRQ packet header. This proceclure is repeated until either a feasible rottte to

the destination is found or the incoming connecbion is blockecl. The destination upon

receiving RRQ packet with salisfied path QoS mebrics will sencl a RRP packet to

the source node as in Section 6.4. Finally, we need to upclate the arrival probabiiity

vectors to the queues along routing paths of affectecl ongoing connections and the

QoS metrics of the affected links.

a(1) : r,,, ø.Ílì
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Example: Leb us consider the network topology shown in Fig.6.14 where there

are bwo ongoing connections denoted as connection one ancl trvo when the incoming



connection (connection three) requests to establish its communication section. All
these connections belong to the same service class. Assume that each connection

recluires two channels for each link along its routing path. Assume that links one

and two constitute a routing path for the incoming connection; other links are also

numbered for the ease of reference. For this network setting, link one requires six

channels, iink two requires four channels, and each of the other links requires two

channels. Assume that the best routing path for connecbion lhree is through link
one and two as shoq'n in the hgure. The allocated bandwidth on link one and trvo

should be sufficient to transmit the aggregate traffic under required QoS due to three

connecbions on link one and due to connections one and three on link two. The

aggregate arrival probability vecbor to link one queue is a(1) : âin S "Í:ì, where

a¡¡ and "flj ot" the arrival probability vectors clue to connection three and due to

connections one and two, respectively. AIso, bhe aggregate traffic transmitted over

link two is only due to connections one and three. After this routing path is found,

the arrival probability vector and link QoS metrics over link five should be updated

and stored in the transmitter node for this link.

6.7 Tandem Queue with Blocking

In this subsection, we discuss the implementation and solution issues for tandem

queues with blocking. In particular, queue k + 1 (k > 0) in the tandem system may

block transmissions from queue k if its buffer is full. In addition, queue k should

know how many packets queue Æ + 1 can accommodate in each time interval. To

avoid buffer overflow, the number of Lransmitted packets from queue Æ should be

kept smaller than the room available in queue k + I.
Although it is possible to implement this blocking option, the communication

overhead involved rnay no[ be desirable for most wireless applications. Also, the

blocking implemenlation will result in higher overflow probability in queue one which

may not be able to block arrivals from the underiying applicabions. Blocking may

also increase the e2e delay and even e2e loss raLe (due to high buffer overfìow in queue

one). Therefore, in the context of QoS routing where only routing paths with satisfied

QoS requiremenls are chosen for e2e data transmission, it may be more desirable to

1.09



avoid the blocking implementation.

For tandem queue with blocking, we can use a deconposition method which is

similar in spirii to the method in 17a). The clecomposition methocl is iterative ancl

it rvorks as follorvs. In each iteration, we solve all pairs of consecut,ive queues in the

tandem and find steady stale probability vectors (i.e., queue one ancl two, quer-re lu,o

and three and so on). AIso, bhe sleacly stal,e probability vectors of queues k - l ancl

k+2in the iLeration ú are used to solve a pair of queues,k ancl Æ+ 1 in iteration l-l 1

rvith blocking being taken into account. The calculation is repeated until a predefined

convergence criterion is met.

6.8 Chapter Summary

\\ie have proposed both exact and approximated clecomposibion approaches to solve

a general tandem qneue system. The proposecl tanclen queueing moclels capture

realistic physicaì and link layer designs where the multi-rate transmission feature

ciue to adaptive moclulation and coding in the physical layer ancl the ARQ-basecl

error recovery in the link layer have been incorporated into the queueing models.

The proposed clecomposition approach achieves very accurate queueing performance

measures with much lower computational complexity compared bo the exact approach.

Using the clecomposition queueing approach, lve have constructecl a unified queueing

and QoS routing framework rvhich is able to satisfy the QoS requirements in multi-

hop wireless networks. The numerical results have shown that the framework worhs

efficiently to find feasible routing paths in the network if they exist. The extension

of the framervork to lvireless networks with class-based queueing implementation has

also been presenteci.
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Chapter 7

Cross-Layer FYameworks for
Cooperative'Wireless Networks

In this chapter, we deal with the rnulti-path routing problem for multi-hop wireless

networks [68]-[70]. The decode-and-forward cooperative diversity is considered in
the physical layer to enhance the network performance [81]. In general, multi-path
routing applies to splittable traffic where traffic from each source node can be spiit
into multiple flows which foìlow different routes to reach Lhe destination. Here, the

routing probìem reduces to finding flow rate on each wireless link considering flow

conservabion and other radio resource constraints.

There are some initial works on higher layer protocols with cooperaLive diversity

in the literature: MAC layer protocol design [86], [87], [90], cooperative routing [BB],

cooperative muhicasLing [89] These u'orks, however, deal with protocol design issues

in one single layer or investigate simple inter-layer interactions, which still lack the

system-wide insight. A systematic approach to cross-layer design of multi-hop wireless

networks using cooperative diversity is important to achieve the maximum gain of

cooperative diversity in the physical layer and harmonize the interaction with higher

Iayers in such a way that the system performance is optimized. We develop such

cross-layer optimization frameworks in this chapter.

Over the past recent years, nonlinear optimization has been provecl to be an

important tool to design and engineer wireless protocols and to construct distributed
algorithms. In fact, ihe dual decomposition technique in convex optimization has

been used for reverse-engineering of popular protocols such as TCP [110] and for

optimal resource allocation and cross-layer clesign [70], [76]-[78]. In [76], an excellent

survey on cross-layer clesign using convex optimization was provided where several
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design problems were succinctly presented.

These works, horvever, clid not consider cooperative cliversity which can poten-

tially enhance the network perfornance consicìerably. In this chapter, we will apply

the nonlinear optimization techniques to clevelop optimizabion frameworks for mul-

tihop wireless networks using cooperative cliversity. Inspirecl by the rvork in [108],

where it has been shown that the single "best" relay can achieve bhe whole diversity-

multiplexing tradeoff, we allow only the best relay (if any) to be involved in the relay-

ing process. The proposed frameworks incorporate congestion control, routing, reìay

seìection, and power allocation tasks in different layers of the protocoì stack. Based on

these frameworks two algorithms are proposed. The first one is the joint routing and

cooperative resource allocation algorithm which minimizes the lotal power consump-

tion. The second one incorporates congestion control though a uiility function to

strike a balance between maximizing rate utiÌity ancl minimizing power consumption.

The proposed algorithms are fully distributed u'here each nocle in the nelwork iter-

atively r-rpclates the relevant system variables using other variables which are available

through local message exchange. The potential gain from cooperative diversity in the

physical layer is expioitecl 1,o optimize the system-wide performance in a unified way.

The proposed frameworks, therefore, solve the cross-layer clesign ancl optimization

problems for multi-hop wireless networks using cooperative cliversity from the system

perspective.

7.L System Models and Assumptions

Consider a multi-hop wireless network as a directed graph G : (V,,Ð), where V is the

set of nocles and .B is the set of clirectecl links. There is a link between a pair of nodes

if t,he communication link can be established belu'een them. We denote the link from

node z to node J as (1i,7) and its channel gain as g(i,, j). We delìne O(z) as the set

of links going out of node z and 1(z) as the set of links going into node z. For the

ease of referencing and understanding, rve abuse the notation a bit by using the same

notations for Lagrangian, clual function and others in clifferent problem formulations.

However, the notations shoulcl be unambiguous from the context.



7.I.1 Tþansmission Rate with Cooperative Diversity

We assume that transmissions on clifferent links in a common neighborhood use or-

t,hogonal channels. To forward data from node i to node j of tink (ri, j), either direct
t,ransmission is used or a particular nocle ,k helps node i to forward data to node 7

using decode-and-forward (DF) cooperalive cliversity. We assume that an available

channel pool has been assigned for different links such lha[ simultaneous transmis-

sions are possible where transnrission on one link causes very weak interference to
others. This assumption on orthogonal transmissions can be achieved, for example,

by using different codes for different iinks in a code-division multiple access (CDMA)
network. The code allocation algorithms for such a scenario are available in the lit-
erature [102]. Another possible scenario justifying this assumption is a multi-channei
multi-radio wireless network where orthogonal channels are allocated for simultaneous

Lransmissions on clifferent links in each neighborhood using separate radios in each

node [t05j.
We will develop distributed algorithms for optimizing different design objectives

as will be mentioned in the next subsection. These algorithns will be run when the

traffic loacl in the netrvork changes due to the arrival or leaving of a particular section
(i.e., aparticular node starts or stops transmitting data to its desired destination) or

t,he network topology changes. In essence, the frequent activation of these algorithms
offsets the network design parameters (e.g., Iink flows, power) io compensate for the

network changes. We assume bhat totai interference and noise power at the receiving

end of each link remains static during the running time of the algoriihm. In acldition,

this interference and noise power is assumed to be estimaied by the receiving node anci

fed back to the lransmitting node periodically. In fact, the similar assumption was

made in [64], [109] where the packet error rate (PER) for each link in the network was

assumed to be static during the running time of their proposed on-demand routing
algorithms. Since the PER depends directly on the signal to interference ancl noise

ratio, the assumption in these papers is, therefore, equivalent to the assumption we

make here in this chapter.

Let the transmission power for the direct transmission be P¿(i,7), ancl the total
interferenceandAWGNnoiseatthereceivingsicieof thislinkbe No(i,j). Then.ihe
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achievable raLe (bls/Hz) in case of direct transmission is

/, , s(i,j)P¿(i,j)\ra(i, j): losz 1t. %iæ)i)
where G clenotes the gap to capacity. For notational convenience, we rvill absorì:

G¡/0(?,7) into g(i., j).Thus we can write

For the assumed DF cooperative diversity scheme, time is slottecl ancl nocle i
transmits the clata packets in the first time slot which are received by nocle j ancl the

relay nocle ,k. Relay node Æ decodes the packets and forwards them to nocle j in the

second time slol. Let P",6,¡¡(k, J) be the power used al. relay Æ bo forwarcl packets

to node 3 for the clirect iink (z,j). At nocle j, for clecocling, bhe receivecl signal in

the seconcl time slot will be combinecl with ihat clue to lhe clirect transmission. The

achievecl clata rate at relay node k in the flrst time slot ¿rncl at node j in the seconcl

time slot after using maximum ratio combining are given by

,¿(i, j) : iogz (1 + e(¿, j)P¿(i, j))

respectively. Note that, for relaying to be useful, lhe achievecl rate at relay nocle k

must be higher than lhat due to direct transmission. This condition can be easily

found to be g(i, j) < g(r,k) which will be used to limit the search for the best relay

node for each link. To illustrate the useful cooperative region we assume that channel

gains are simply due lo large-scaìe path loss. Only nodes inside the circle iliustrated

in Fig. 7.7 are usefr"rl relays for the considered wireless link. It is aìso intuitive thaL

wireless nocles in the forward direction toward the receiving node are potentially goocl

relays for the link. For energy-efficient communications, ive woulcl allocate the righl

amount of power to relay node k to forward clata to clestination node 7 such thal

r.(i,i) : r,(i,k). This condition is equivalent lo
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r.(i., j) : IoEz (r + e(2, j)P¿(i, j) + s(k, ¡)P,,ç,¡(k,l)) ,

r,(i,k): logz Q + g(t,k)Pd(i,j)) ,

(7 1)

(7 2)

Let the maximum achievable clata rate on link (i, j) be r(i., j) This achievable raLe

on each link depends on the transmission powers) link gains, the transmission strategy

e(i, k)P¿(i,, j) : g(i, j)P¿(i, j) + g(k, j)P,,1i,¡(k, j)

(7 3)

(7 4)

(7 5)
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(i.e., direct or cooperative transmission through a relay node). Thus, physical layer

design goals considered in this chapter are to choose the optimal transmission strategy
for each iink and to allocate the optimal transmission power level for the chosen

slrategy such that ihe system performance captured through appropriat,e objective
functions is optirnized. From the above analysis, the achievable transmission rate on

link (i,7) for different transmission strategies can be wribten as

Note that the actual data rate achieved by cooperative diversity is r"(2, j)l2be-
cause two time slots are needed to transmit the data. For the same reason, the average

total power usecl for cooperative transmission can be written as

,. ., I r¿(i, j), for direct transmission
r\?',J):\ r"(i,i) ?,

[ 2 : +Ð, for cooperative transmission.

Note that transmission po\Mer for the case of direct transmission is simply Pr(i, j) :
P¿(i,j).Now, we define the network flow concept and utility function to construct
the ob.jective functions in the following subsection.

nU, j): (Pd('i, j) + P,,o,¡¡(k, j))12

7.I.2 lr{etwork Flow and Utility Function

(7 6)

Figure 7.1. Cooperatiue di,uerszty and useful cooperatiue reg?,on.
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We use the neiwork flow model for routing data to a single node in the network such

as an access point in a wireless LAN or a data sink in a wireless sensor network. In

(7.7)
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this model, each node i. f d generates clata with an average rate of ^9, to destination d.

The tobal data rate received at the clestination nocle d is, therefore, S,t: -Ð*oSn.
We assume that a multipath routing protocol is used in lhe network layer where traffic

from each source node is split into several flows which follow clifferent mulii-hop paths

to reach the desired destination. Define link florv r(i, j) to be the average aggregate

transmission rate on link (i,j). The aggregate clata transmitted on each link may

come from different source nocles under the multipath routing assumption. For flos'

conservation, the total flow going into a node is the same as total flow going oul of

that node. Hence,

The flow on any link (i, j) shoulcl be smaller than its transmission rate

r(i, j) < r(i, j), (i, j) e E.

Different objective functions can be optimized depencling on the application con-

text. in wireìess networks, power minimization is usually one of the biggest concerns

because the mobile devices (e.g., sensors) are energy-limited ancl also the transmit-

ted energy by a user causes interference to other users. Lel, P(i, i) : P¿(i, j) +
ÐrP,,tr,¡l(¿,-?) be the total power consumption on iinlc (¿, j) both for its ou'n trans-

mission and for relaying packets from other links. When power consumption is the

major concern) the objective funcbion can be min D(¿,¡)e u P(i,l)
Another objective can be to maximize the sum utility of the source rates. In this

case, the objective function can be written as max Ð*, Ur(Sn) , u'here tlie different

utility functions Uo(Sn) as in 1110] for congestion avoiclance and fairness conl.rol of clif-

ferent data sessions can be used. Another possible objective can be to strike a balance

between maximizing sum utility of source rates and minimizing power consumpLion.

For convenience, we will clenote the link and node quanbities such as link power, link

flow, source rate for all links (node) in the network into the corresponcling vectors.

For example, the vector of link flows will be denoted as x with elements z(i. j) being

the link fl.ow for each link (2, j).

Ð "(¿,J) - t r(j,i): S¿, ie V.

i€o(i) i€t(i)

(i B)

(7 e)
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7.2 Joint Routing and Cooperative Resource Al-
location

In this section, we develop a distril¡uted algorithm for the joint routing and cooper-

ative resource allocation problem. For this problem, bhe source rates 
^9¿ 

are assurned

to ì¡e fixed and the optimization problem, in essence, is the joint routing, relay selec-

tion, and power allocation in a mulii-hop rvireless network. The goals are to find the

optimal transmission strategy for each link (i.e., either direct or cooperative trans-

mission), the optimal power allocalion for the chosen strategy, and the link flow to

route data generated by the source nodes io the corresponding destinabion node. In

essence, this is a cross-layer design problem for both physical layer (i.e., relay selec-

tion, pou'er allocation) and network layer (i.e., routing of traffic flows). The problem

can be stated as follows:

where {, ts clenote the component-wise inequalities, P,rin (P,"*) denotes the iower

(upper) limit for the power vector with element P-in(2, j) (P^"*(i,j)) being the min-

imum (maximum) allowed power to transmit or relay packets on link (2, j).
We will form the dual problem by introducing the Lagrange multipliers for con-

straints in (7.8) and (7.9). The Lagrangian can be written as

L(x,P, À,, ¡.r,) | eçt, ¡¡ + ! Àr,,i) l"(r, i) - r(i, i))
(i,i)cø (ij)€E

minimize )ì,, ,,- , P(i, j)u\xJ)eD

subject to x Þ 0, P,rrìn 3 P I P,r*,
and constraints in (7.8), (7.9)

where x is the vector of link flows, P is the veclor of allocated pou,ers, À and p are

the vectors of Lagrange multipliers. The elements of these vectors for each link (2,7)

and node i (i.e., r(i.,j), P(i, j), À1;,¡;, and p.¿) are maintained at node i. From this

Lagrangian) we can define the dual function D(À, p) as follows:

+lu;
iêv

It ",u, i) - Ð"u,¿) - s,.l (7 11)

lt.o<¡ ret(i) l

(7.10)

D(\, tò: infl*,eytr(x, P, À, p). (7.12)
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The optimization problem defined in (7.10) is a convex one rvhere the strong dual-

ity hoìds, ancl therefore, the duality gap is zero. In fact, for the inequality consbraint

in (7.9), we can choose the aÌìocatecl power large enough such that (7.9) is salisfied

with sirict inequality so that the Slater's condition for slrong cluality holcìs [116]. This

basically holds with P,,,o* being large enough. The original optimization problem in

(7.10) is called the primal problem ancl its solul.ion can be can be recoverecl via u,hat

is calied the clual problem r¡'hich can be written as

where the Lagrangc multipìicrs for the inequalily constraints in (7.9) are constrainecl

to be non-negative. The decision variables for the primal ancl dual problems are callecl

primal variables (i.e., x and P) and dual variabies (À and ¡.r.), respectively.

Thus, the underlying optimization problem can be solved clirectly (i.e., by solving

the primal problem (7.10)) or its solubion can be obLaineci through solving the duai

problem (7.13). Solving Lhe primal problem usually results in a cent,ralizecl algorithm

where all network information such as link gains, interference and noise porvers at

the receiving end of all links shoulcl be sent to a particular nocle to calculate the

link flow and allocatecl porver solutions ancl these soÌutions should be distributecl to

bhe corresponcling nodes in the network. The centralized algorithm, therefore, incurs

huge communication overhead ancl lack of resilience bo network changes. Tackling the

dual problem using the dual decomposition methocl leads to clistributecl algorithms

which are more useful for wireless networks without infrastructnre such as acl hoc

net¡¡'orks. In these distributed algorithms each node perforrrs iterative exchanges of

variables with its immecliate neighbors. The dual decomposition methocl wiil be usecl

to construct ihe distributed routing algorithm in the following subsections.

7.2.L Dual Decomposition and Subgradient Method

Since the objective of the primal problem (7.10) is not strictly convex, the primal

variables (i.e., flow and power vectors x, P) may not be immeclialely available from

the dual problem solutions. To handle this difficulty, we use the approaches in [118]

by adding a small regularization [erm ,Dto,¡tr"r(i., j)2 into the objective function in

maximize D(À, p)
sub.jectto ÀLO

(7.13)
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(7.10). By letting € --+ 0, the optimal solution.to ihe regularizecl problem tencls to

ihat in (7.10). The Lagrangian of the regularized primal problem can be written as

I(x,P,À,¡r) : L ,(n,j)+e I r(t,fl2+ I r,o,r, l"U,j)-r(i.,j)l
(i,j)eE (z,j)eE (i,j)€E

+\u;
i€v

: {'f 'u',i)2I r,,r).ø

II,,n,i) - t"(r,¿) -s,l
þe oli¡ iet(i) l

The first term in the above equation depencls only on the primal flow variables

r(i, j) and the second term depencls only on the primal power variables P(2,.j) (be-

cause the achievable rate r(i.,7) for each link (z,j) depends on P(i,,j) as modeled

in Section 7.1.7). Thus, the dual function can be calculated by decomposing ihe

opfimization problem in (7.12) into the following subproblems:

.{r PU,j)
[ {r,rr."

+ | À1r,¡r(i, j)
(i,j)€E

+lu,
?e l/ tä,, 

r(i', i)-,ä,"(i,')] 
)

Dor,u(À) :

D".r(\, t") : HB

rl
"Ë"{ Ð rþ,i)- | À1,,¡¡"(¿,¡)l (7.1b)

I ti,r)ea (i,i)€E )

and the dual function can be written as D(À,fr) : D"ut(À,p.) + Dp¡r(À).

Thus, given the clual variables (i.e., Àç¡7, t-rù, the dual function can be calculated

by solving the routing subproblem in the network iayer (i.e., in (7.16)) and the relay

select,ion and power allocation subproblenr in the physical layer (i.e., in (7.15)). Since

(

{. I r(i,j)2+ ! À1r,¡¡z(i,7)

[ (i."r)e r þ,j)eE

+\utl t ",n,/) - t ,(¡,i)f),r,u,
iÉv þeo1i¡ jer(i) ) )

(7.r4)
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the dual function may not be clifferentiable, we solve the clual problem using the

subgradient projection methocl [119], [120]. The clefinition of sugraclient rvas given

ín Chapter 2 and the subgradients of the clual function are stated in the following

Lemma.

Lemma 7.L: Subgradient of -D(^,¡t) at Àç,¡ and ¡;(i) are

¡t(À1,,i1) : r(i, j) - "(i,l)
g1.0r¿): t rj,i) - Ð r(i, j)+ S¿

The subgradient projection met,hocl is similar to the graclient projection met,hod

but thc subgradicnt instcad of thc graclicnt, of the objective function is used in each

iteration. Given the locally optimal solutions x.(ú) and P.(ú) of the networlcing ancl

the physicai ìayer subproblems, the subgradient projection algorithm updates À1r,7¡

ancl ¡-r(z) as follows:

jeI(¿)

where [t]* : max(0, r) ancl B(t) is the stepsize in iteration ú

In fact, the proposed algorithm iteratively upclates the duai variaìrles (i.e., using

(7.19) and (7.20)) and primal variables (i.e., by solving (7.15) ancl (7.i6) )until
the giobally optimal solutions are obtained. Speciflcally, the subgradients of the cluai

function (i.e., "ft(Àtr,¡l) and gr(¡-r¿)) reflect the clegree by which the constraints in (7.8),

(7.9) are violated. Upclating the dual variables basecl on the subgraclient algoril,hn

also has an interesting economic int,erpretation where lhe clual variables represent the

shadow prices which strike a balance beti¡'een the supply (transmission power) ancl

demand (link flow) in such a way ihat giobally optimal solutions can l¡e achieved.

We wiil solve these two subproblems in lhe next subsection. We will refer to À1¿,¡¡ as

the link price and ¡;¿ as the node price in the sequel.

7.2.2 Networking and Physical Subproblem Solutions

We will soive the netwoking (i.e., routing) subproblem (7.i6) and the physical layer

subproblem (7.i5) in lhis subsection. The routing subproblem in (7.16) can rewritten

Àçr,¡(t+ 1) : [À1r,r¡(i) - 7ft)fr(À10,,r)J*

tL.¿(t*7): pi(t) - þ(t)gr}"n(t))

ieo(i)

(7.t7)

(7.18)

(7.1e)

(7.20)



as follows:

where

D,,.t('i,r) : 
"&l1n 

{er(i, j)2 + À1i,¡¡r(i, j) + pir(i,, i) - t"¡r(¿, j)} (7.22)

The routing subproblem, therefore, can be decomposed into multiple link subprob-

lems. Given the link and node prices Àçt,¡¡, Ft, ¡L,i for each link (i, j) (these variables

are maintained/available at node i), node i calculates the locally optimal link flow as

Dn"t(\,tt): Ð D,^(¿,i)
\XJ )EL

The physical layer subproblem in (7. i5) is more difficult to solve because it involves

both relay select,ion and power allocation. The physical layer subproblem (7.15) can

also be decomposed into multiple link subproblems as

Dpr,n(À) : I D,,',u(r,J) where D¡,y(i,J) : min {pr(¿,fl - À1r,¡r(i,i)}
tt'r )tt' 

(T '24)

For each link (i,7), either direct transmission from node i to node j or cooperative

t,ransmission with the help a particular relay node k can be pursued. Here, given the

Iink price À1,,¡¡ for each link (i, j), we need to find the best transmission strategy

and the corresponding allocated power for it. From (7.24), if direct transmission is

pursued for link (i, j), we have

Dp¡,y(i,J) : 
äìi3) {po(¿, | - Àç,¡¡r(i, i)} . (7.25)

Otherwise, if a neighboring node k involves in the cooperative transmission, we have

Dot',(d' j) : 
,un,,rþ!,å,rrr,¡l {eo(L j) * P',1¿,¡¡(k' jD12 - Àç,¡r(i" j)} (7 '26)

Given link price À12,1;, the best transmission strategy is the one which results in ihe

smallest, D¡,u(í,j). Since node z has a finite number of neighbors which can serve as a

relay for cooperative transmission on link (2, j), the best transmission strategy can be

--+/-. -.\ | tt¡ - tt, - Àtr,rll *I \z,J): l----k-)

127

(7.2r)

(7.23)
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easily searchecÌ for. Note that as discussecl in Section 7.1, a possible relay node k musb

satisfy g(i,k) > g(i,,1) for relaying to be useful. This condition limiis tlie number

of potential relay canclidates. Now, we show how to calculate the locally optimal

allocatecl power for direct transmission and for cooperative transmission. Based on

these possible transmission strategies, the best transmission strategy can be easily

found. For direct transnr.ission, we have r(i,l) : r¿('i, j) : Iogz0+ g(i., j)P¿(¿, j)).
Therefore, the optimal power can be easily found by setting the derival,ive of the

objective function in (7.25) to zero as

where [r]! clenotes the projection of r on [ø,ò]. For cooperative transmission through

relay node ,k, we have r(i, j) : r,('i,k)12: ll2logr(7+ g(l,k)Pd(i,t)) BV setting

the clerivative of the objective function in (7.26) to zero and using condition (7.5),

the locally optimal allocated powers can be obtained as

P;(i,j): [H i^]""'.:,

P;(i, i) :

We now summarize the solution for the physical layer subproblem. The optimaÌ

allocated po\üer for direct transmission is given in (7.27). For cooperative transiris-

sion through relay k, the optimal allocated powers for transmitter node z and for relay

node k are given in (7.28) and (7.29), respectively. Given the optimal power solutions

for fhese possible transmission strategies on link (2,7), the corresponding D¡,u(i,i)
can be calculated by using (7.25) for direct transmission and (7 .26) for cooperative

transmission. Then, the transmission strategy achieving the smallest Do¡,.,, (i, j) is cho-

sen and the corresponcling transmission rate ,(i., j) is usecl to cal.culate the subgradient

/1 in the subgradient algorithrn. The joint routing and cooperative resource alloca-

tion algorithm is summarized in Algorithrn 7.\. The convergence of the algorithm

is presented in chapter 2 where the proof can be founcl, for example, in [119].

Algorithm 7.1: Joint Routing and Cooperative Resource Allocation

Pi,<.,¡(k, n : leffi#A P; (i, i ))"""::;

og2(q(i,k) + s(k,

Àþ,¡g(k, i)
i) - sU, i))

(7.27)

-1.l 
P""'*(''r) 

e.2B)
s(i, k).1 R","(¿,r)

(7.2e)
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1. Bach node i initializes its node price p¿(0) and link price À1r,i¡(0), link florv

r(i, j)(0), transmission power P¿(i,j)(0) for each outgoing links (i,7).

2. Given À1.,r¡ (ú) and ¡-r¿ (ú), each node i solves the networking and physical subprob-

lems for its outgoing link (2,7) to obtain the localiy optimaÌ link flow r. (i, j)(t),
transmission strategy, allocatecl powers for itself P;(i, J)U) and for its relay

partner Pi,to,¡(k, j)(t) if cooperative transmission through node k is the best

strategy. Node i then transmiis the link flow value r*(i, ¡)(t) to node j and

relay power Pi,t,¡(k,7)(ú) to its relay partner k.

3. Given the locally optimal link flow, transmission strategy, and allocated powers,

each node i updabes the Ìink and node prices À1e,i;(ú +1), ¡t¿(t* 1) using (7.19)

and (7.20). Node i transmits p¡(t) to all neighboring nodes j.
4. Relurn to 2) until the algorithm converges.

We observe that Algorithm 7.1 is fully distributed because each node i in the

network performs all its calculations using only variables which are availabie from

its immediabe neighbors. Specificallv, node i flnds the optimal transmission strat-
egy and optirnal transmission po\Mers using (7.27) (for direct transmission strategy)

and (7.28), (7.29) (for cooperative transmission through node k). These calculations

require g(i.,j), g(i,k), g(k,j) and the corresponding interference and noise powers

(recall that we have absorbed these values inbo the corresponding channel gains)

which can be made avaiÌable at node i though some estimation technique and lo-

cal message exchanges. Similarly, the calculations of link flow r1.¿¡(t),link and node

prices À1r,¡¡(ú), p¿(ú) performed by node z require variables which are available through

message exchange operations in steps 2, 3 of lhe proposed algorithm.

7.3 Utility-Power Tradeoff \Mith Cooperative Re-

source Allocation

In this section, we extend the presented algorithm to incorporate congestion control.
In essence, tlie objective function under consideration strikes a balance between max-

imizing the sum utilit¡, and minimizing ihe total porver consumption. The utility
function Ur(Sn) is assumed to be continuously differentiable, increasing, and strictly
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concave. trn order to recover the optimal solution for the primal variabìes, lve add a

regularization term into the objective function as before. The optimization problem

ls grven as

maximize

sub.ject to

where S is the vector of source rates with elements ^9, being the average data rate

generated by node i and 71 , J2 ã.rê the parameters controlling the tradeoff.

7.3.! Dual Decomposition and Subgradient Method

Proceecling in the same line as in the previous section, we form the following La-

grangian

TD¿evU¿(S¿) - lzD(¿,¡)euP(i,i) - rD1o,¡1.ur(i,, j)'
xF0, S>0, P^ir3PiP,ro*,
and constraints in (7.8), (7.9)

L(x,P,S,À,/r) rrÐU6,-n Ð P(t,i)-. t 4i,,j)2
iev (i,j)eE (i,j)€E

- t À1r,¡¡fr(i, i) - ,(¿, i))
(i,i)eE 

I
-Lr' lI'U.i) - t

¿ev l-rei(;¡ t€o(t)

{r,,u,ur -ø,4} .{,,F"

* {-. Ð ,(i.s)'- Ð 
^,,,,,l. (t,r).u (¿,i)eE

+\u,
i€v

(7.30)

(7.31)

where besicles the flow rate vector x and the allocated power vector P, the soLtrce

rate vector S is introduced into the Lagrangian. The dual function is given by

À1,,¡¡r(i,,i) - t, I
(i,j)€E

r(i, i)

lr
lre o1;

r(¿, J) + S,]

D(\, t"): supl*,e,s1,L(x, P, S, À, p).

,(n,i)\

r(i,t) - t
) tel(i)

",r,rr] )

(7.32)
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This dual function can be calculated by decomposing the optimization problem

(7.32) into tÌie following subproblems:llì

Dro,r(lt) :

D,",(À,p) : T${-. I r|,i)2
( (''¡)e ¿

ryt {Ð tn¿(s¿) - r,',}

+

I ,T.?ï, {-er(i, j)2
(¿,í)eE'""-

: 
Ð i9ð hlu,( s¿) - P¿s,\ (7'33)

| À1t,¡r(i, ¡)
(i,j)Ç E

Ðr,l I ",n,r) - t"ri,n¡l ]iev Ltrot") j€r(i) ) )
- Àp,¡¡r(i, j) + p¿r(¿, j) - p¡"(¿,.j)\

Dpr'u(À)

ancl the dual function can be rewritten as D(À, þ): D.",(/¿)+D,,"r(À,p)+Dor,r(À).
Again, the optimization problem defined in (7.30) is a convex one where the strong

duality holds, and therefore, the cluality gap is zero. Thus, solutions of the primal

problem in (7.30) can be recovered via ibs dual problem which can be rvritten as

min¡roD(À, /r). We solve the dual problem using the subgradient projection method.

The subgradients of the dual function at À1r,r¡ and ¡.t¿ are given in ihe following Lemma.

Lemma 7.2: The subgradient of D(À, ¡1.) can be shown to be

gz(p¿): I r(i,i) - t rQ,i)- S¿ (7.37)
ieo(i) ie I(i)

Given the locally optimal solutions x.(l) and P.(ú) for the networking and the

physical iayer subproblems, the algorithm updates À1i,1; and p(i,) as follows:

(7.34)

frØç,¡) : r(i, j) - r(i, j)

Àç,¡(t+ 1) : [r,u,r¡1t¡ - 13þ) rr}r¿ù)]t

(7.35)

(7.36)

(7.38)



Similar to the algorithm presenled in Section 7.2, the algorithm for the opti-

mization problem in (7.30) iteralively updates the dual variables (i.e., using (7.38)

and (7.39)) and soìves the congestion control subproblem in (7.33), the netrvorking

subproblem in (7.34), ancl the physical layer subproblem in (7.35) until the globally

optimal solutions are achievecl. lVe present horv to solve lhese subproblenrs in l,he

following subsection.

7.3.2 Solutions of Congestion Control, Networking, and Phys-

ical Subproblems

pi(t + l) : ¡l¿(t) - p(t)g2fu,).

L26

(7.3e)

Figure 7.2. Gri,d topology for 25 nodes wi,th a routi,ng path from a source node to

the destinat'ion node.

The congestion control subproblem in (7.33) and netrvorhing sr"rbproblem in (7.34)

can be decomposecl inlo multiple node and link subprobìems, respectively. Given the

nocle ancl ìink prices pi, 
^þ,j), 

the optimal soluLions for these subproblems can be

wril,ten as

where U,-1 is the inverse function of the clerivatir.e of utility function U¿.

s;:luî, (+)1. and ,-(i,ù:l U;-U;-Àr;;tlt J \þ)Jl I

ze
(7 40)
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As in the previous section, the physical layer subproblem involves both reiay se-

Iection and power allocation. The optimization problem in (7.35) can be decomposed

into multiple link subproblems, where each link subproblem searches for the best relay

and the corresponding allocated porver. The optimal amount of power allocated, if
direct transmission is pursued, can be written as

0
source 1

Figure 7.3. Random topoLogy for 25 nodes

(:

t27

100
m

For cooperative transmission t,hrough reiay node À, the optimal allocated powers can

be written as

P;(i,j): [#& iã];:,

Pi(;à\-l Àt¿,¡tg&,i) 
- 

1lP^"*(i'i)
t d\" r ) - l1r W, k) + s(ki> ñi))W - s6Ã ) p,"¡^(i,j)

Pì..,¡(k,i):W+6#tP;(i,i)f:*( Q 4z)

Given the link price À1i,3¡, channel gains, and interference plus noise powers, the

strategy corresponding to the ìargest

(
Dpnu(i,r) : Fgð { À1;,i¡r.(i, i) - tz-t

(7.41)

,fro;r'''l)

(7.42)
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will be chosen as the besb siraLegy and the optimal solutions for this sLrategy are

used to update the subgradients in (7.38). The joint congestion conLrol, routing,

and cooperative resource allocation algorithm to solve (7.30) is summarizecl in Al-
gorithm 7.2. As before, the convergence of this algoriihm uncler the non-summable

di,mi,ni,shing stepsize condition can be founcl in [119].

I

Figure 7.4. Li,nk fiows for a rout'ing path from source node one to the destznati,on

node wzth cooperat'iue di,uersity for l"he grzd topology (for,Sr : ^92 
: l¡ b/s/Hz).

Algorithm 7.2: Joint Congestion Control, Routing and Cooperative Re-

source Allocation for Utility-Power Tladeoff

1. Each nocle z initializes its nocle price ¡r¿(0) ancl link price À1i,3¡(0), link florv

r(i, j)(0), transmission power Pd(i, j)(0) for each of l.he oubgoing links (2,7).

2. Given À1u,¡¡(t) and p¿(t), each nocle i solves the congestion conlrol problem to ob-

tain the localiy optimal source rate ^9,, solves the networking (i.e., routirig), ancl

physical subproblems for its outgoing link (2,7) to obtain the localiy optimal link

flow r.(i,7)(t), transmission strategy, allocated power for itself Pj(i, j)(t) and

polver for its relay partner Pi,rr,rr(k,7)(l) if cooperative transmission through

node,k is the best strabegy. Nocle i then transmits ihe link flow value r.(i, j)(ú)

lo nodeT ancl relay power P|,tr,¡(k,7)(ú) to its relay partner k.

3. Given the locally optimal source rat,e. Iink flow, transmission strategy, and

allocated powers, each node i updates the link ancl node prices À1r,7¡(ú + i),

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
lleralion
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t-t¿(t* 1) as in (7.38) and (7.39). Nocle z transmits ¡L.r(t) to all neighboring nodes

j
4. Return to 2) until the aìgorithnÌ converges.

The presented algorithm for the utility-power tradeoff is also fully distributed.

Besides routing and power allocalion, which are performed by using local information

only, the congestion control solution in (7.a0) for each node i requires only node price

¡r¿ of itseif which is immediately available.
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Figure 7.5. Total power consurnpt'ion aersus source rate wzth and without cooperatiue

di,uersity.

7.4 Numerical Results

We consider a rvireless network wilh 25 nodes distributed in an area of 200m x 200m.

we investigate two topologies, namely, bhe grid topology (Fig. 7.2) and the random

topology (Fig. 7.3). For the random topology, we fix 4 nodes at the four corners and

one node at the center of the area; the other 20 nodes are positioned randomly with
5 nodes in each area of 100m x 100m as indicated in Fig. 7.3. There are two source

nodes generabing data to the single destination node as shown in Figs. 7.2-7.3. To

show the convergence of the proposed algorithms, rve show the link flows for a routing
path as indicated in Fig. 7.2. To lirnit the number of ìinks, rve assume that a link

345678
Seclion ralo S1=52 (b/s/Hz)



Figure 7.6. Li,nk fl.ow wi,th. uti,lity and power trødeoff optirnzzati.on wi.th cooperatiue

di,uersi,ty for'yz:1 and ?r : 100.

exists between a pair of nodes only if the clistance beLween them is less than 150m,

The power limits on each link (i, j) are P-rn(i, j) :0 mW, P,,,o*(i, j) :50 mW for

transmissions from both source nocles ancl relay nodes.

In order to obtain the numerical results, we rlln the proposecl aìgorithms with step-

size chosen to be B(ú) : max(O.21.Æ, O.OOt¡ The initial value of e is chosen bo be 0.1.

Then it decreases exponentially until it reaches a certain value (e.g., eo : 0.05) after

which it remains the same. There is a tracleoff beLween bhe convergence speecl ancl

the accuracy of the achievecl solution: the higher the e6, the faster the convergence

but the less accurate the achievecl results are. The channel gain for any linh (i, j) is

modeled as g(i,, j): Ih.d(i, j)-t, where Ko: 106 and d(i,,j) is the clistance between

node z and 7 in meter. Note that we have absorbed G^¡g(?,j) into these channel

gains. The utility function is chosen to be U,(S,) : log(S,) for lhe tn'o sources. This

utility function provides the proportional fairness for the solrrce rates. We compare

the performance for networks with ancl without cooperative diversity implementation.

When cooperative diversity is not employed, direct t,ransmission on each link is always

chosen without the cooperation of any relay nodes.

The link flows for the routing path inclicated in F\9. 7.2 are shown in Fig. 7.4.

This figure shorvs the convergence of Algorithm 7.1. The optimai flows show that

data from both sources one and tu'o are actually split inlo multiple paths to reach the
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Figure 7'7. Total power consurnption, uersus 1t for utility-power trad,eoff optzrni,za-

tzon.

deslinal,ion node (because the link flows along this routing path are smaller than the
source rate which is 4blslHz). This implies that a cross-layer framework is necessary

to obt,ain the optimal multipath routing solution. The proposed algorithm actually
exploits botir cooperative diversity gain from the physical layer and network topology
to perform load balancing in such a way that the globally optimal solution can be

achieved.

The iotal po\Mer consumed versus the source rate for both network topologies with
and without cooperative diversity is shown in Fig. 7.5 (denoted. by "cooperation"
and "non-cooperation" in Lhis figure, respectively). For the random topology, tlie
total power is obtained by averaging over 20 simulation runs. This figure shows

that the random topology actualÌy requires higher power consumption than the gricl

topology for these parLicular source-sink pairs. The performance gain resulting from
cooperative diversity is very signíficanb which is about 40To for both the topologies.
This performance gain is achieved without sacrificing the distributed nature of the
proposed algorithm because only locai information is needed to search for the best
relay together rvith tire optimal allocated power and routing solution.

To obtain the numerical results for Algorithrn T.Z, we fix .yz: I and vary 71

to achieve lhe solutions for different utility-power tradeoff. The link fìows for the
routing palh from source nocle one to the sink node are shown in Fig. 7.6. This
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Figure 7.8. Total source rate uersus ''ft for uti.li,ty-power tradeoff opt'im'izati,on.

figure conforms the convergence of Algorithm 7 .2. The total power consumption

for utility-power tracleoff optimization is shown in Fig. 7.7 lor both the topologies

with and l,vithout cooperative diversiby implementation. Again cooperative cliversiby

results in a performance gain aithough the power gain is smaller compared to that

obtained in Fig. 7.5. This observation can be explained by noticing that the optimiza-

tion of utility-power tradeoff resuhs in higher total source rat,e for the cooperation

case (Fig. 7.8). This implies bhat ihe performance gain from cooperative diversity is

balanced between poìMer and rate gains.

7.5 Chapter Summary

We have cleveloped cross-layer design framelvorks for power efficient communications

in multi-hop wireless networks using cooperative diversity. The proposed clistributed

algorithms converge to the globally optimal solution where the best reiay (if any)

for each link and the allocated power in Lhe physical layer and the optimal routing

solution can be found in a distributed manner. Cross-layer optimization frameu'orks

have been developed to either minimize the total power consumption or to maximize

the utility-power tradeoff. For the latter case, optimal source rates are founcl to

balance performance gain for both power consumption ancl achieved source rates.
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The proposed algorithms are very appealing to achieve the cooperative diversity gain

which has been shown to be very significant in this chapter.



Chapter 8

Summary and Directions f,or

Future Research

8.1 Summary

In this dissertaLion, several analytical moclels ancl protocols have been developed for

wireless networks considering realistic physical and link layer designs as being adopted

by current wireless standards. In particular, link aclaptation techniques in the physicai

Iayer and ARQ-basecl error recovery in the link layer have been baken in account in

different analytical moclels. Both single-hop raclio linl< level clesign problems ancl

end-to-enci research issues have been consiclerecl. This clissertation, l,herefore, tackles

importani design challenges for widespread-deployecl centralizecl networlcs, namely

cellular and WLAN networks as well as for future ciistributecl networks such as multi-

hop cellular and wireless mesh networks.

Analytical models Lo analyze clelay statistics for Go-Back-N ancl Selective-Repeat

ARQ protocols have been proposed. While the existing analytical moclels for ARQ

protocols in the literature assumed either i.i.d. or Markov channels with only two

states (i.e., good and bad states), we have assumed an FSMC channel model which

captures the multi-rate Lransmission effects due to the implementation of A\4C tech-

nique in the physical layer. The proposed models also assumecl non-zero feedbaclc

delay as in wireless networks rvith large signal processing clelay. IJncler these realistic

assumpLions, modeling the evolutions of the two ARQ protocols is a very challenging

task. We have derived the exact queue length and delay distributions for these pro-

tocois considering variable arrival traffic. The models enable us to quantify impacts

of different traffic, system, channel parameters on the link ievel clelay performânce.
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They also provide useful frameworks to conduct cross-layer design such as to find

SNR thresholds for clifferent transmission modes such that good link leveì clelay per-

formance can be achieved.

For the case where multiple users share one channel in the time muitiplexing man-

ner, $¡e consicler trvo main cÌasses of scheduling schemes lo allocate the bransmission

opportunities to the users, namely weighted rouncl robin and channel-quality-based

opportunistic scheduling schemes. In essence, these two scheduling ciasses are the two

extreme cases considering the tradeoff between throughput and fairness. Speciflcally,

weighted round robin scheduling scheme can be used for QoS differentiation among

different users with predetermined fairness. Opportunistic scheduling schemes, ltow-

ever, exploits the muili-user diversity to enhance the network throughput. Bxisting

works on wireless scheduling issues mainly concentrate on developing the schedul-

ing rules assuming saturated bufier conditions (i.e., all users always have packets to

transmit) . We, however, analyze the delay slatistics and throughput performances

for these two scheduling classes under random arrival traffic process with AMC im-

plementation in Lhe physical layer and ARQ in the link layer.

The model for 1.he opportunistic scheduling can be applied to any scheduling pol-

icy as long as the joint evolution of service/vacation and channel processes can be

determined. We have applied this model to analyze the max-rabe scheduling scheme

as an example. In general, the proposed analytical models for these two scheduling

classes provicle unified frameworks to compare the performances of different schedul-

ing policies under different network settings. it is also very useful for performing

connection ancl pachet leveìs admission control under statistical delay constraints. In

fact, it has been shown via numerical results thal although the max-rate scheduling

scheme results in higher throughput than the round-robin counterpart, the round

robin scheme offers better deìay performance than the max-rate scheme under light

trafEc load conditions.

For the multi-hop transmission scenario, rve have proposed a bandem queue model

and a QoS routing framework which take all important QoS requirements, namely,

end-Lo-end banclwidth, average delay, loss rate and statistical delay constraints, into

account. In fact, both exact ancl approximate tandem queueing models considering

link adaptation and ARQ error protection have been proposed. Due to the "dis-
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tributed" nâtllre of the decomposition tanclem queueing approach, it can ì:e em-

ployed Lo conslrucl a QoS routing aìgorithm. Using the frame'rvork, the proposed

routing algorithm can efficiently remove the infeasible routing palhs which woulcl

reduce communication overhead ancl connection setup time significantly. The frame-

work also alìows end-lo-encl loss rate ancl statistical delay constraints to be consiclered

while these QoS constraìnts have usually been ignorecl by the existing protocols in

the literature.

Finaìly, cross-layer optimization frameworks have been proposecl for multi-hop

wireless networks using cooperative diversity. Specifically, mulbipath routing proto-

cols have been assumed where daba traffic from source nodes is split inbo several flows

following different multi-hop routes to reach the destinations. Cooperative transmis-

sion scenario has been considerecl where a relay nocle cooperates transmission on each

wireless link using a decode-and-forward scheme. Two clistributed algorithms have

been developecl by using the dual decomposition approach from convex optimiza-

tion. The first algorithm, in essence) is tlie joint optimal routing, relay selection ancl

power allocation which minimizes the total network power consumption. The seconcl

one strikes a balance between the optimal rate utility ancl transmission power with

cooperative resource allocation. Numerical results have shown the convergence of

the proposed algorithms and significant gains in Lerms of power consumption ancl/or

transmission rates clue tc¡ the implementation of cooperative cliversity in Lhe physical

Iayer.

8.2 F\rture Research Directions

The distribubed nature of the evolving wireless networks along with the opportunities

for dynamic spectrum sharing give rise to several interesting research challenges.

The cross-layer design paradigm will be useful to maximize ihe performance gain in

the evolving wireless networks. My future research aims at answering the following

questions:

e FIow to achieve the provably optimal throughput/capacity for wireless

networks with limited number of nodes and arbitrary topology? This

problem needs Lo be solved considering clifierent resource and QoS constraints
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such as power and bandwidth constraints, loss and delay cbnstraints, fairness

constraint for different communical,ion sections.

How to schedule the transmission of different wireless links consid-

ering the resource constraints and QoS requirements? An interesting

research question is rvhether graph-theoretic approach could be used for inter-

ference modeling of simultaneous transmissions on different links in lhe net-

work. Also, the problem of finding the joint optimal congestion control, rout-

ing, scheduling, power control for rvireless networks, where transmission rates

on each wireless link is adapted based on its signal to noise plus interference

ralio, is worth investigating.

How to find provably optimal cross-layer frameworks for the case

where multiple orthogonal channels are available and each wireless

node is equipped with multiple radios? Although there are several so-

lutions in the literature for this cross-ìayer design problem, they are mainly

heuristics-based and their performances are still far from opiimality. Developing

a provably optimal cross-layer framework which maximizes throughput f capacity

of wireless networks is an interesting research topic.

How to solve the emerging research challenges in cognitive radio wire-
less networks? For cognitive raclio networks (i.e., dynamic spectrum access

networks), research challenges exist, in different layers of the protocol stack. In

the physical layer, developing efficient spectrum sensing techniques is important

bo detect spectrum holes and intelligent physical design using sofbware-definecl

radio t;echnologies is expected to play a more important role. Constructing an

optimal spectrum allocation slra,tegy which optimizes the system performance

is the key to successful implementation of cognilive radio. Here, optimizaLion

and game t,heory are important toois. AIso, because of distribubed nature of

future wireless networks, research issues related to routing and congestion con-

trol together with resource allocation and physical layer design issues continue

to be important research challenges to tackle.



Appendix A

Derivations of Matrix Blocks in
(3.2)

We derive the matrix blocks for the transition matrix (3.2) in this Appenclix. The

number of packets transmittecl in time slot ú is lhe minimum of the number of packets

avaiìable in the queue ancl the transmission capability (i.e., equal to min {ø(t), à"trl })
Let a(t) be the number of arrivíng packets during slot ú, ancl d(l) be the number

of packets which will noL be retransmitted due to transmissions in slot ú (in fact,

d(t) < min{ø(ú),h"(¿)}),we have q(¿+ 1) : s(t) +a(t) - d(t).

To clerive the matrix blocks D¿,¿ and D¿ in (3.2), we consider the following ca^ses

which may occur in each time slot. First, the slot is not useful (i.e., s(t) l0), and

therefore, no packet can depart. We need to keep track of the channel staLe evolution

only for this case. Second, the slot is useful (i.e., s(l) :0) ancl all t,ransmittecl

packets are received correctly. In this case, the number of packets in the queue

changes according to the number of successfully transmittecl packebs ancl the number

of arriving packets in that slot. AIso, lhe next, time slot wilÌ be a useful one (i.e.,

s(t + 1) : 0). Thlrd, the slot is useful (i.e., s(ú) : 0) and there exists aL least one

packet among those transmitted in error. The number of packets in the queue at the

encl of the slot clepends on the error pattern and the number of arriving packets in

that slot. However, the next time siot will not be useful (in fact, s(t + i) : n - I).

Now let us define the following matrices:

c T¡ (,k : 0,1, .'. ,K) are constructecl by keeping only the (k + 1)-st row of

the channel transition probability maLrix T ancl setting aìl other rows to 0.

These matrices capture the case the channel is in state k at the beginning of a

138
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particular time slot.

. ,PÍ? are matrices of orcler (1( + 1) x (K + 1) in which element Vlre {f , k') is the

probabiliiy thai all z transmitted packets are received correcbly given that there

were j packets in the queue before transmission (i.e., i: min{ø(ú),/r"1r¡} :
min {1, h"fù}), the channel changes from state k to state ,k/ in the transmission

slot.

. üÍrt) are matrices of order (lr + r) x (K + 1) whose element vl)) 1r,È') is rhe

probability thab 'i transmitted packets are received correctly given that there

were J packets in the queue before lransmission, there are at least one erroneous

packet (i.e., z ( min {ø(ú), h"t,l} : min {l,t',,"ç¡}), and the channel changes from

state k to sta,te k' in the transmission slot.

. CÍ:) (Æ : 1,2,3) are matrices of orcler n(K +7) x n(K * 1) representing the

aforementionecl three cases, respectively, whose element Cf) Q,L')(h,h') (0 <

I,I' < n - 1, 0 < h,h' < K) represents the probability of system transition
(j,l,h) --- (j - i,,l',h') (i.e., z packets are successfully transmitted given there

were j in the queue before transmissions).

From foregoing definitions, Cll) can be written as follows:

cÍ1,) :o ti+o

CÁ',] :

00
TO
OT
::
00

ü,Í:] 0

00
::
00
00

00
o0
00
::
TO
00
o0
::
00
00

n v(r)

00
::
oo
00

c:'] :

CÍ:, :

f o o "'
I o o ...

1..
Lo o

(A 1)

(A.2)

(A 3)

(4.4)
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Equation (4.2) simply captures the channel state transitions u,here s(t) + 0. Note

thal, s(ú) decreases by one in each time slot which explains the sbructure of C[1] (i.e.,

T is in positions (r,r - 1)). For s(t) # 0, no packet can depart; therefore, we have

CÍ:) : 0 for i I 0. In (A 3), CIJ contains the probabilities of transition betrveen two

useful slots (i.e., s(t) : s(t+1) :0), ancl Cl3J contains the probabilities of transition

from a useful time slot to a useless one (i.e., s(i) :0 and s(ú+ 1) : rt-7), rvhere at

Ieast one lransmission error musL have occurred. This explains the position of VÍ?
and ü!1") in the matrices CIJ ancl Cl], respectively.

Before we clerive the matrix blocks in (3.2), Iet C¿,r: Df=ÎCÍl), *hich conLains

the probabilities thai z packets are successfully transmittecl given that there were j
packets in the queue before transmission without, distinguishing the aforementioned

three cases. As we cliscussed above, if d(t) is the number of pachets which rvill not be

retransmitted due to transmissions in slot ú, we have q(ú+1) : q(ú)+a(t)-d,(t). It can

be easily seen that D¿,¿ and D¿ contains the probabilities of system staLe transition

where q(t+I) : q(t)+1-1. Thus, we have a(t) - d(t) : 1 -1. As a result, d(t) : ¿-1
if a(ú) :0 (i.e., no arrival) and d(ú) : I ¡f a(t): 1 (i.e., one arrivai). Therefore, D¿,¿

can be calculated as follows:

D¡,r: (1 - À)C¿_1,¿ f ÀC¿,¿

Similarly, D¿ can be calculated as

D¿:(1 -À)C,-t,¿+ÀC¿,N

It can be easily observed that C¿,i : C¿,ru for j > 1/.

The remaining task is to determlne ül! and ü11], which is pursuecì now. Let

dr : PERI be the probability of transmission error when the channel is in sbate ,k.

Assuming that the transmission outcomes of different paclcets are inclepenclent and

Iet us define

Then, for i,7 > 0

úÍ:)

.ÍÍ:l

_t-t

n:r):(1 _áu)t

can be calculated as

(A.5)

(A 6)

(A.7)

(A.B)



For i : 0, ,úlrq can be calculated as

.r,[:¿ :T, ü5?:ro, j>0.

Aho, ü!1r) can be calculated as

K
.r,Í:) : T q!*)O,,T*

.k

rvhere ,k : min {c(t) : hr > i}.
Equations (A.B)-(4.10) can be interpretecl as follou's. In (4.8), we must have

i: min {j,h"rr)}; therefore, hc(t): i' if j >'i or h,1¡¡ > i if i,: j. For Ú[0J, thete

is no transmission sincc thcrc is no packct in thc queuc at ihc bcginning of thc slot.

Therefore, the channel can be in any state without introducing any transmission error.

For iIr[J, there areT ) 0 packets in the queue in this case, and no transmission error

occurs only if the channei is in state 0 (since no transmission is allowecl in this channel

state). The interpretation for (4.10) is similar but at least one packet among those

transmittecl must be in error (i.e., z ( min {j,h.a¡}). Note that in this case the first

z packets are receivecl correctly and the (z + 1)-st packet must be in error.
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Appendix B

Derivations of Matrix Blocks in
(3.7)

Due to the structure of the probabiliiy transition matrix, v/e can write A¿ and A¿,¿

as

A¿:

where we have defined ¡¿r: (lV+ i)" - 1, sub-matrices A¿,¿(j,7') contains the prob-

abiiities of system transitions (i,j,*) --+ (i* N+ 1 -l,i',+) ancl A¿(j,i') con[ains

the probabilities of the same system lransi[ions for i, ) L.

If. 0k : PERË is the probability of packet transmission error when the channel is

in state ,k, the probability that z packets are received in error given that 7 packets

were transmitted when the channel is in state k can be written as follows:

L42

Ã¡,¿:

A¿(

4.,'
A¿,¿

(0,

(1,

N2

,0

o)

o)

Ar,¿(

A" ,(0. 1)

o'rl1'"

4,,íly'o.1),o)

Now ive show how to calculate Ã¿(j , j'). It can be checkecl ihat A¿ contains the

probabilities of system transitions'uvhere q(t+1) -S(t): Lt 1-1. Thus wehave

q(t+\)-cj(t): l/+1- I: a(t)+b"(t)-min {lr"@,cr(t) +b^(t)} : a(t)+b"(t)-l'¿.(t)
since min {/r.(,), q(t) +b,,(t)} : h"(t).Therefore, h"e): a(t) +b"(t) +I - N - 1. For

t(Nz, Nz)

A',10./y'"

Ar,¿(1,N2

n::,):(;)o'r0-o*)'-o

(B 1)

(B 2)

(B 3)
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given /, j, j', *e can find c(t) : c1 for a(t): 0 (no arrival) and c(ú) : cz for a(t) :1
(one arrivaì) from this relation if they exist. Hence, we have

where T¡ was defrned in Appendix A; b"(ú) and p can be found from the mapping

b(r) -- b(¿ + 1) = {a(t): j} - {y(t +7): j'}, wfth b(ú) : [år(f), bz(t),... ,b.(t)]
and b(ú + 1) : l{3,bÁt),br(t),.. ., ò"-r(¿)].

Sinrilarly, to calculate Ã¿t(j, j') *" find c(ú) from ihe relation q(i + 1) - q(t) =

^i 
+1- t : a(t)+b"(t)-min {h.(,),sQ) + b"(t)} : o,(t)+b,,(t)-min {h.@,i + b"(t)}.

In ihis case, we may find more than one c(t) from this relation for the case ø(t) : g

(no arrival) ancl a.(/;) : 1 (one a,rrival), which are cìenotecl as ca ancl ca in the following

sums for these two cases, respectiveiy. Hence, we have

At(j, j'): (1 - À)qá::ÌT", + tq[':)r,,

wìrere dr : min {h"",i + b"(t)}, dz : min{h"n,i + ö,(ú)i Again, ö,(ú) and p can be

found from the mapping b(¿) -- b(¿ + 1) : iE(¿) : jj - {a(t + 1) : j'}.

Ao,,(J, J') : (1 - )) I of,"o),t.,+ À t øf,^o),T 
"^

(8.4)

(B 5)



Appendix C

f)erivations of @ 
@,h)

We can rewrite @(o,n) as follows:

where (Oto,nl) (j,j') contains the probabilities of system transitions (p, j,*) - (p-
lz,i',t).

For transitions rvhose probabilities are capturecl in @10,r,¡, we have q(t+t)-q(t) :

-h:b.(t) - min {h"<rl,q(¿) +ò"(¿)}. Note that, pachets arriving at the queue after

the target arriving packet do not affecl the delay experiencecl by the target packet;

therefore, rve let a(t) :0 in this relation. We may find more than one c(ú) from this

relation which are clenoted by c5 in the following sum. Hence, rve have

o(o,n) :

L44

where dg : min {h"r,p+b.(t)}; å"(t) and 13 can be calculatecl from the mapping

b(¿) --- b(t + 1) = {y(t) : j} - {a(t + 1) : s'}.

Øø,n)(i , i') :

(c 1)

t st,'¿r", (c.2)



Appendix D

Derivations of Matrix Blocks in
(4"L)

In this Apppendix, we derive the matrix blocks for the transition matrix in (4.1). Let
dr : PER-I be the probability of transmission failure when the channel is in state k.
Assuming that the transmission outcomes of consecutive packets are inclependent, the
proballilitv Lhat z packets are correctly received given that 7 packets were transmitted
when the channel sbate is ,k can be written as

Leb us define the following matrices:

L45

. Â¿,r are matrices of order (If + t) x (K + 1) whose elements (Âo,r) (år, å2) repre-
sent the probability that Æ packets are successfully transmitted in a particular
service slol given that there rvere i packets in the queue before transmission and

lhe channel changes from state h1 to state h2.

. Hl',/ (i : I,2) are matrices of order (K + l.)L x (K + 1)l whose eiements

("ji) (lr,lz),(hr,l,a) represent the probability that Æ packets are successfully
transmitted given that there were i packets in the queue before transmission,
the channel changes from state ñ,1 to state ñ.2 during the evolution from slot 11

to slot 12 of a cycle for a class-j user .

o Hfi) (i : r,2) are matrices of order (K + r)L x (K + 1)tr which have the same

struct,ure as ffj'f ancl capture the t,ime slot ancl the channel evolution in ihe
vacation slot(s) for a class-7 user.

p::l :( 
;)e'*-'(t-oo)'



We can calculate Â¿.r as follows:

where o¿ : min {h,,i} und pl¿}, : 0 if k > a¿.The evolution of tire channel state and

the time slots in a cycle is capturecl by matrix C as follorvs:

^Â¿,0:To+Ip[t),,t,,

K

Â¿,,t:Ðp|'),,t',fr>0,
l:1

\Ã/e can write HÍ,j) as follows:

0T0 0 0

00T0...0
0 0 0T 0

:::::
00007
T000...0

C:

1-46

(D.1)

(D.2)

Hf) :

0 00 0

0 00 0

0 007
::::
0 00 0

T00 0

000 0

0 0T 0

0007
::::
000 0

T0 0 0

rct nll be defined as

0

0

0

:

T
0

0

0

0

:

T
0

Hf):

(D.3)

R,I]ì :

0

0

0

:

0

0

À.,,(. 0 0

o Âi,,t o

000
::i
000
000

(D 4)

0

0

0

i

0

0

(D 5)

(D 6)



Then, we have

RÍ:; =

0

0

:

0

0

0

where j : I,2. Each of these matrices has tr blocks of rows. Bach bÌock of rows

captures the evolution of the channel states in a particular time slot of a cycle. Now,

the matrix blocks of the transition matrix in (4.1) can be written as foilows:

Ârr

0

:

0

0

0

00
00
::
00
00
00

lc, z:Æ:o
HÍ']l :{nÍ',ì , i,k>o

[ "{/'+RÍ|,,¿>oand,t 
:0,

Ao,t:Uu-r,ØC, 0<Ìí<M,
M

A*:Iun8H|1lu-t*n, o< Æ < M +N,
ir:0

M

A¿,k :ÐtnsHÍ',ì-r*,,, 1 ( zi < /y'' o < k < i + M,
i¿:0

where I denotes Kronecker product.
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(D 7)

(D 8)

(D e)

(D.10)

(D.11)



Appendix E

Derivations of Matrix Blocks in
(5.3)

we have ctefined H¿, I ts' 
^ 
lto' ol t"' -ìj:'il I tr secrion 5.2.3 which have rtre sameÈ : 

| {H,,^){t,o) (H,.¡,)(l,t) 
_] 

" uuuurv'u'¿

structure as A¿,¿ ancl it captures the probabilities such that ,k packets are successfiilly

transmitted given that there were i packets in the queue before transmission. As

expected, A¿,¡ and A¿ can be calculaled directly from FI¿,¡ since the joint transition
of service/vacation state ancl channel state is capturecl in the same way in these

matrices. The only remaining factor rvhich determines the transitions among the

levels in the uncleriying MC is the arrival process. Since the arrival process and the

channel evolution process are independent, we need to determine the combinat,ions

which result in the corresponding levei transition for Ai,¡ and A¡. Now if q(ú + 1) ancl

q(ú) denote the number of packets in the queue in trvo consecutive time sloLs, then

A¿,¡ and A¿ represent the level transition where q(t + 1) - ct(t) - 1 - k. If ø(ú) and

e(ú) denote the number of arriving packets and the number of packets successfully

transmitted during time slot ú, Lhen q(¿ + t) - q(t) : a(t) - e(t).Therefore, e(t) : ¡t

ifø(t) :1(i.e.,onearrival) ande(ú) -k-1ifa(t):0(i.e.,noarrival).Therefore,
A¿,¿ and A¡ can be written as follows:
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A¿,/, : (1 - À)Hi,e-r * ÀH¿,¡

where 1< i < ly', andO < k < i+i; ancl

A¿ : (1 - À)H¡0,¿-, + ÀHr,,,r,

where 0 < À < ly'+ 1, and FI¿,¡ : 0 if k < 0 or k > i.

(E 1)

(82)
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As will be seen from the following derivations, Ff¿,¡ : H¡,¡ for i> N; therefore,

the matrix blocks A¿ are independent of the level index i. Finally, tlle two matrix
bloclcs al level 0 can be calculated as follows:

The two matrix bloclcs in (E.3) above describe level transitions n'here no transmis-

sion occurs since there is no packet in the queue before the transition. To derive If¿,¡,
we exploit the structure of matrix S written in (5.1). Since rve observe the system

state at the beginning of the time slot, S1r,o¡ and Slr,r¡ capture the state transitions

in a vacation slot,, where no packet transmission occurs. In contrast, S1o,o) and S1o,r¡

capture the state transitions in a service slot. Specifically, row j (J : 0, 1,... ,K)
of these two sub-matrices represents the fact that the channel is in slate 7 in the

slot where c¡ packets are transmitted. Given the packet error probability and the

number of transmitted packets, t,he probabiliiy that a particular number of packets

are successfully received at the receiver can be determinecl. To this end, Iet us define

the following:

Ao,r:(1 -À)S; Ao,o:ÀS.

" 0x : PBRÀ denotes ihe probabiliiy of transmission error when the channel is in

state,kl. Assuming that packet errors are independent, the probability that i
packets are correctly received given that 7 packets were transmitted when the

channel n'as in state k can be written as

o w¡ : 
I 
tÍ, tiì 

] t, - 0,... ,rr), where sfl) r consrrucr,ect by keeping rhe

(E.3)

(7 + 1)-st row of S¿,¿ while setLing all other rows to 0. This matrix represents the

fact that the queue is in service and the channel is in state j at the beginning
of the transmission slot.

. V : [ ^o I tnr, matrix represents evolution of the joint service/vacation- 
| Sr,o tt,t J'

and channel state processes given that the queue is on vacation at the beginning
of the t,ransmission slot.

ta)
t ¿,.1 (;) o'*-'(t-0,,)'

r Notc that, 0 r : Rt is a spccial casc. Thc following analysis is kcpt gcncral for any valuc of g¡



Now FI¿,¿ can be calculated as follows:

where ,Í:)q :0 if Æ ) d,¡, and dj : min {i,r¡}; thaL is, the number of packets

transmitted is the minimum of the number of packets in the queue (equal to z) ancl

the transrnission capacity of the channel (equal to cr). Equations (E.a) and (E.b) can

be interpreted as follows. The sum-term in (E.4) captures all combinations which

occur in a service slot such that k packets among those transmitted (equal to di) are

correctly received given bhat there were ii packets in the queue before transmission.

Equation (E.5) captures the fact thai no packet can successfully leave the queue

given thaL there are z packets in the queue at the beginning of the slot. This can

happen in three cases: the target user is on vacation cluring the slot, and lherefore, no

transmission occurs (captured by V); the channel is in stabe 0 where no transmission

is allowecl (captured by Wo); and all transmitted packets are in error (capturecl by

ihe sum-term).

t1

H¿,À:foÍlàwr,Æ>o
J:1

K

Fr¿,0:v+wo+teáiàwj
j:r
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Appendix F

Derivations of Transition
Probabilities for Markov Chains

X(¿) and xn(t)

We derive the transition probabilities for MCs X(l) in Section 6.2 and X¡(ú) in

Section 6.3 in bhis Appendix. Before deriving Pr{(r1 ,At) - (rz,Az)},let us define

^r(t) (n,m) as the probability that m packets are correctly received given that n packets

were transmitted over link L Assurning that packet errors are independent, we can

calculate ^r(L) (n.,rn) as folìoi.n's:
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whereÉ(¿) is the probability of transmission error on link I as clefined in Section 6.1.2.

F.1 Derivations of Transition Probabilities for MC
x(ú)

Let s be the number of packets arriving at, queue one in a particular time frame and

the transmission capability on link one is k packets. We need to flnd the conditions

under which a general transition (rt,yt) - (rz,gz) occurs. The number of packets in
queue one after accepting newly arriving packeLs is min(r1 + r, Çr) and the number of

packets transmitt,ed on link one is min(21, k). Assuming that among these transmitted
packets, rn pachets are correclly received at the receiving end (i.e., these r¿ successfully

/\
..re) (r,ù : ( n 

) ir,,,r"-- (t - But¡"'
\* /

(F 1)
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transmitteci packets rvill enter queue two), we have 12 : min(rr* s,Qt)-rn. Note that

due to the employment of the infinite-persistent ARQ protocol in the link layer, all the

erroneous packets will stay in the buffer for re[ransmission until they are successfuily

transmitted. Similarly, assuming that the transmission capability of the seconcl link
is I packets and n packets among min(g1, /) transmitted packets are correctly receivecl

at the receiving end of link two, we have y2: min(yt-fm.Qù - n. Hence, we can

calculate Pr {(21, At) - (r2,y2)} as

Pr{(r1, at) - (rr,aù} : tÐtÐÐu1')p[')p(2) x ?(I)(min{21. k},m)

where all possible cases such that 12 : min(Ír * s,Qr) - rr¿ ancl Az : min(?n -l
m,Qz) - ?? are incluclecl in the sum.

F.2 Derivations of Transition Probabilities for MC
xn(t)

We derive the transition probabilities for MC Xe(¿) for a particular queue k of the

tandem system defined in Section 6.3. Let us consider a general l,ransition probability

Pr {21 --- ,r}. Let s be the number of packets arriving at queue k ancl the transmis-

sion capacity of the wireless link is I packets during the considered time frame and

Iet us assume that m packets among min{21,1} transmittecl packets are correctly

received. Then, we have z2 : nin {21 + s, Q o} - m. Thus, the transition probabiiity

Pr {21 --- ,r} can be found as

sÉLmrr
x7(2)(min {ar,I},n)

slm

where all combinations of s, I and rn for which zz : min {r1 } s, Qr} -- are includecl

in the sum.

Pr {r1 -- ,r}: t f I.!o)pÍ*) x 7(k)1min {r7,t} ,m)

(F 2)

(F 3)
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